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Circumventing Congress: The Use of Sex-Stereotyping Theory to Expand
Protected Classes Under Title VII
By J. Gregory Grisham & Frank L. Day, Jr.*

Note from the Editor:
This article is about the EEOC’s use of the Supreme Court’s sex-stereotyping theory to attempt to extend Title VII to cover
sexual orientation and gender identity. The Federalist Society takes no positions on particular legal and public policy matters.
Any expressions of opinion are those of the author. Whenever we publish an article that advocates for a particular position, as
here, we offer links to other perspectives on the issue, including ones opposed to the position taken in the article. We also invite
responses from our readers. To join the debate, please email us at info@fedsoc.org.
• Kevin McGowan and Chris Opfer, EEOC Sexual Orientation Ruling Brings Strong Reactions, BNA Daily Labor Report (July
20, 2015), available at http://www.bna.com/eeoc-sexual-orientation-n17179933661/.
• J. Randall Coffey, Right Result, Wrong Path? The Meaning of “Sex” Under Title VII, ABA Labor & Employment Law Conference
(November 2015), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/events/labor_law/2015/november/annual/
papers/25.authcheckdam.pdf.
• Dana Beyer, Jillian T. Weiss, and Riki Wilchins, New Title VII and EEOC Rulings Protect Transgender Employees, Transgender
Law Center (2014), available at http://transgenderlawcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/TitleVII-Report-Final012414.
pdf.
• Sexual Orientation Discrimination, Workplace Fairness, available at http://www.workplacefairness.org/sexual-orientationdiscrimination.
• EEOC Decides that Sexual Orientation Discrimination = Sex Discrimination, Workplace Prof Blog (July 17, 2015),
available at http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/laborprof_blog/2015/07/eeoc-decides-that-sexual-orientation-discriminationsex-discrimination.html.
I. Introduction
Neither sexual orientation nor gender identity is a protected category under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
(“Title VII”), which prohibits discrimination in employment
“because of . . . race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.”1
The term “sex” was not defined in the statute,2 and the legislative history includes few references that can be used to help
determine the intended extent of this protected class. Hence,
the question of whether discrimination on the basis of sex
could be interpreted to encompass gender identity3 and sexual
orientation4 has been left to the courts to decide.5
II. Early Views On The Meaning of Sex-Based
Discrimination Under Title VII
In the early years following the adoption of Title VII, few
would have argued that the protections provided on the basis of
sex extended to protect individuals on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (“EEOC”) is charged with enforcing Title VII,6
but the original EEOC commissioners did not consider the
prohibition on sex-based discrimination a broad concept.7 In
fact, one Executive Director of the EEOC even said that “no

man should be required to have a male secretary.”8 Although
it was generally accepted that this statutory language offered
protection to women, who were a minority in the workforce at
the time, it was not until 1983 that the United States Supreme
Court held that Title VII made it illegal for employers to discriminate against individuals because they were male.9 Until
this decision in Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. v.
EEOC, it was not firmly established law that Title VII offered
males the same protection against sex-based discrimination
that it did to females.10 The law did not evolve quickly, and
it also took until 1983 for a federal circuit court of appeals to
recognize that claims of sexual harassment were viable under
Title VII as constituting a form of sex-based discrimination.11
III. Courts Reject Early Attempts to Expand Title VII’s
Protection to Encompass Discrimination Based on
Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

The theory that Title VII’s prohibition against sex-based
discrimination extended to sexual orientation or gender identity
proved more controversial than the theories that it offered the
same protection to men that it did to women and that it protected against sexual harassment. Thus, it is not surprising that
the plaintiffs who brought the initial claims to try to push the
..........................................................................
limits of sex discrimination beyond its traditional boundaries
* J. Gregory Grisham, Partner, Ford & Harrison LLP, Nashville, Tennes- to include sexual orientation experienced little success. One
see. Frank L. Day, Jr., Esq., Ford & Harrison LLP, Memphis, Tennessee. of the earliest cases to consider whether Title VII prohibited
The authors would like to thank Jordan T. Puryear, associate, at Leitner, private employers from discriminating on the basis of sexual
Williams, Dooley & Napolitan, PLLC for his research assistance with orientation or gender identity was 1978’s Smith v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.12
this article.
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The male plaintiff in Smith alleged that he was denied a
position because the hiring manager deemed him too effeminate.13 As part of his lawsuit, the plaintiff alleged that Title VII
made it unlawful for employers to base such decisions on sexual
preference.14 The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected his
argument based on the plain language of the statute. In the
opinion, the court of appeals explained that the prohibition
on sex-based discrimination could only support the conclusion that Congress intended to ensure equal job opportunities
for men and women.15 The court also went on to suggest that,
if Congress did not amend the law to offer broader coverage,
it would be inappropriate for courts to extend protection “to
situations of questionable application.”16
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals handed down a
number of decisions in the late 1970s to confirm that Title VII
did not prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. One such case was Holloway v. Arthur
Andersen & Co., in which the plaintiff argued that Title VII
prohibited discrimination against transgender individuals.17 The
plaintiff in Holloway was originally hired at Arthur Anderson as
a male, but later began receiving female hormone treatments in
preparation for a sex reassignment surgery.18 The plaintiff was
eventually terminated, and brought a lawsuit alleging that the
adverse employment decision was made because of her sex.19
The Ninth Circuit rejected this claim outright, stating:

orientation and gender identity discrimination took a similar
view.25 Although some commentators may believe that the
courts were hostile to such claims merely because of prejudice
against lesbians, gays, and transsexuals, the opinions denying
protection to these groups were consistent with the United
States Supreme Court’s narrow interpretation of what constituted discrimination on the basis of sex in its 1976 decision in
General Electric Co. v. Gilbert.26
In Gilbert, the Supreme Court majority held that it was
not unlawful for employers to discriminate on the basis of
pregnancy because Title VII did not prohibit pregnancy discrimination. The Court rejected the notion that discrimination
on the basis of pregnancy was the same as discrimination on the
basis of sex, and it decided the case in favor of the employer.27
The courts that rejected claims based on sexual orientation and
gender identity essentially followed this reasoning by concluding that the prohibition of discrimination on the basis of sex
should not be expansively read to extend Title VII’s protection
to sexual orientation and gender identity.
IV. The “Reinterpretation” Of Sex-Based Discrimination
Under Title VII to Include Sex Stereotyping

The status quo largely remained unchanged until the U.S.
Supreme Court’s landmark decisionin 1989 in Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins.28 The plaintiff, Hopkins, held a management
level position with her accounting firm. After five years in this
Giving the statute its plain meaning, this court concludes
position, she was recommended for partner.29 As part of the
that Congress had only the traditional notions of “sex”
partnership review process, the firm solicited written comments
in mind. Later legislative activity makes this narrow
from the partners.30 The partners with whom Hopkins worked
definition even more evident. Several bills have been
closely all recommended her for promotion, but others who
introduced to amend the Civil Rights Act to prohibit
knew her voted against her candidacy based on her personality
discrimination against “sexual preference.” None have
traits, which they regarded as masculine in nature.31 The evibeen enacted into law.
dence suggested that she was ultimately denied the promotion
Congress has not shown any intent other than to restrict
to partner because she did not behave like a “typical” female.32
the term “sex” to its traditional meaning. Therefore, this
After being rejected, the firm had told her that she could imcourt will not expand Title VII’s application in the absence
prove her chances of becoming a partner if she were to “walk
of Congressional mandate. The manifest purpose of Title
more femininely, talk more femininely, wear makeup, have her
VII’s prohibition against sex discrimination in employhair styled and wear jewelry.”33 The partners also suggested that
ment is to ensure that men and women are treated equally,
she “take a course at charm school.”34
absent a bona fide relationship between the qualifications
One significant question presented in Hopkins was
for the job and the person’s sex.20
whether the basis of the firm’s decision to deny her partnership
This holding acknowledged that the Equality Act of 1974 qualified as discrimination on the basis of sex. The evidence
was introduced in Congress; if it had been adopted, it would presented confirms that Hopkins was not denied a promotion
have made sexual orientation a protected category, but it was because she was a woman; instead, she was denied a promonot adopted.21 According to the Ninth Circuit, if Title VII tion because she was “macho” and not feminine.35 The Court,
already protected against discrimination on the basis of sexual however, found that this “sex stereotyping” was discrimination
orientation as claimed by the plaintiff, then it would not have “because of sex,” stating:
been necessary for Congress to propose this new law.22
We are beyond the day when an employer could evaluate
This trend in the Ninth Circuit continued with the deciemployees by assuming or insisting that they matched the
23
sion in DeSantis v. Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., Inc. In
stereotype associated with their group, for in forbidding
DeSantis, three separate plaintiffs alleged that they had each
employers to discriminate against individuals because of
been discriminated against because they were gay, but the
their sex, Congress intended to strike at the entire specNinth Circuit definitively held that the prohibition against
trum of disparate treatment of men and women resulting
discrimination on the basis of sex did not make it unlawful
from sex stereotypes.36
for an employer to take an adverse action against an employee
because of his or her sexual preference.24
This opinion adopted a more expansive view of what could
Other courts that were called upon to determine whether qualify as discrimination on the basis of sex, and it serves as a
the prohibition against sex discrimination applied to sexual basis for some to argue that any adverse decision based on a
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person’s failure to conform to traditional gender norms is actionable under Title VII. Hence, it is also possible for one to argue
that the Court’s decision in Hopkins pushed the protections of
Title VII beyond what the plain language of the statute provides.
The Sixth Circuit subsequently applied the sex-stereotyping theory from Hopkins to conclude that the transgender
plaintiff in Smith v. City of Salem had asserted a valid Title VII
claim against the fire department for which he worked.37 The
plaintiff’s troubles at work began when he adopted “a more
feminine appearance on a full time basis.”38 As a result of his
appearance, his co-workers began making comments about his
feminine attributes, which caused him to raise the issue with
his supervisor.39 Smith explained to his supervisor that he had
a “gender identity disorder,” and his supervisor communicated
this information up the chain of command.40 Soon thereafter,
the city began looking to use his “gender identity disorder” as
a basis for terminating Smith’s employment, and he eventually
filed a lawsuit.41 The issue of whether Smith had stated a valid
claim for relief based on Title VII was appealed to the Sixth
Circuit, which held in favor of Smith. In the opinion, the court
noted that Hopkins did not “provide any reason to exclude Title
VII coverage for non sex-stereotypical behavior simply because
the person is transsexual.”42 In fact, the opinion noted:
[D]iscrimination against a plaintiff who is a transsexual—
and therefore fails to act and/or identify with his or her
gender—is not different from the discrimination directed
against Ann Hopkins in Price Waterhouse who, in sexstereotypical terms, did not act like a woman.43

Macy v. Department of Justice50 ruled that “discrimination against
an individual because that person is transgender (also known as
gender identity discrimination) is discrimination because of sex
and therefore is covered under Title VII.”51 Subsequently, the
EEOC adopted a Strategic Enforcement Plan for 2013-2016
in which it announced its intention to focus on extending Title
VII’s protections to “lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender individuals.”52 As part of this agenda, the EEOC “made a landmark
ruling in July 2015 in which it concluded that discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation is discrimination on the basis
of sex under Title VII.”53
In the Foxx case, which was an administrative action
within the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”), the
complainant alleged that he was denied a promotion on the
basis of his sexual orientation.54 The FAA did not decide the
case on the merits, but rather dismissed the complaint on the
ground that it had not been raised in a timely fashion.”55 The
complainant appealed the dismissal to the EEOC who disagreed
with the FAA, finding the complaint timely and remanded it
to the agency.56 After ruling on the timeliness issue, the EEOC
addressed the merits of the claim and ruled, in a lengthy opinion, that discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is
sex-based discrimination which violates Title VII.57
The EEOC’s opinion claims that it is not assuming the
responsibility of the legislature by creating a new category of
protection under Title VII.58 To justify this reasoning, the
EEOC relies on judicial decisions finding, inter alia, that
Title VII’s prohibition of discrimination on the basis of race
applied to covered individuals who were disciplined because
they were in an interracial relationship as well as the Supreme
Court’s decision in Price Waterhouse.59 While the Foxx decision
does not apply to private employers, it does confirm that the
EEOC has adopted a more expansive view of the law which
will directly impact private sector employers and may influence
how courts interpret Title VII in the future. At least one federal
court has denied a motion to dismiss a federal employee’s Title
VII sex discrimination claim based on a sex-stereotyping theory
encompassing sexual orientation.60
The position adopted by the EEOC comes from an interpretation of the law that is not limited to the plain language
of the statute, and it makes no attempt to argue that Congress
intended for the prohibition of discrimination on the basis of
sex to encompass sexual orientation. The impact on private
sector employers became evident on March 1, 2016 when the
EEOC filed its first lawsuits alleging sex discrimination based
on sexual orientation.61 Nonetheless, it concludes that it is not
usurping legislative authority by adopting a more expansive
interpretation than is arguably justified by either the statute
or the legislative history, citing judicial decisions like Price
Waterhouse as support for its position.

This reasoning has been applied in a number of other cases,44
including Barrett v. Pennsylvania Steel Co., Inc., where a male
employee claimed that he was discharged for not conforming
to the “stereotype” of being male because he did not curse or
engage in crude banter like his male co-workers.45The district
court concluded that these allegations were sufficient to state a
valid claim for relief under Title VII.46
While the sex-stereotyping theory has been generally accepted, the courts have been less willing to accept the argument
that Title VII protects against discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation under a sex-stereotyping theory. Although
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transsexual individuals can potentially
state valid claims for relief by showing that adverse employment
actions were based on their failure to conform to stereotypical
gender norms, courts have not generally concluded that sexual
orientation is a protected category.47 In one such case that
raised this issue, Bibby v. Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling, a
gay male employee alleged that he was subjected to sex-based
discrimination because employees had stated, “everyone knows
you’re a faggot,” and antigay graffiti was allowed to remain in
the restroom.48 The court, however, found that the plaintiff had
failed to plead a valid claim for relief because the harassment VI. Conclusion
had been targeted at his sexual orientation rather than his sex.49
The Equality Act of 1974 was the first legislation introV. The EEOC Concludes That Discrimination on the duced in Congress that would have made sexual orientation a
Basis of Sexual Orientation Is Sex-Based Discrimination protected category under Title VII.62 Another push was made
Under Title VII
to expand the protections provided by federal law with the
On the other hand, the EEOC adopted a more aggressive Employment Non-Discrimination Act, which was introduced
interpretation of the statutory language. The EEOC in 2011’s in 1994.63 To date, all such legislative attempts to expand the
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protections provided by Title VII have failed. Nonetheless, the
courts have expanded Title VII’s protections by approving the
sex-stereotyping theory of liability, and the EEOC has determined that it is possible for the scope of protection provided
by Congress to grow beyond the limits established by the plain
statutory language and the intentions indicated by legislative
activities. “Discrimination on the basis of sex” does not have
the same meaning today that it did when it was adopted by
Congress in 1964, or when it was later amended by the PDA
in 1978.64 It seems very likely that this evolution will continue
even without legislative action, particularly given national political polarization and rapidly changing societal norms. It is clear
that courts (to varying degrees) and the EEOC have rejected
the notion expressed in Smith v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. that
congressional action would be necessary to justify interpreting
“because of sex” to include gender, gender identity, and sexual
orientation.65
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Birthright Citizenship: Two Perspectives

By Gerald Walpin* and David B. Rivkin, Jr. & John C. Yoo**

Note from the Editor:
This pair of articles debates the original meaning of Section 1 of the 14th Amendment, seeking to answer the question: Does
the 14th Amendment Guarantee Citizenship to Babies Born to Illegal or Transient Immigrants on U.S. Soil? Mr. Walpin
answers “no,” arguing that treating immigrants and the children humanely does not require interpreting the Constitution to
grant birthright citizenship. Mr. Rivkin and Prof. Yoo argue that the 14th Amendment does in fact require that anyone born
on U.S. soil be granted citizenship.
The Federalist Society takes no position on particular legal or public policy matters. Any expressions of opinion are those of
the authors. When we publish an article that advocates for a particular position, we generally offer links to other perspectives
on the issue, including ones opposed to the position taken in the article. However, in this case, the controversial nature of the
issue merited full treatment from both sides. As always, we invite responses from our readers. To join the debate, please email
us at info@fedsoc.org.

The 14th Amendment Does Not Grant Citizenship To Babies Born to Illegal Or Transient
Immigrants on U.S. Soil
Gerald Walpin
The legal debate over so-called birthright citizenship has
lately been spotlighted because of presidential candidate Donald Trump’s statements about immigrants and foreigners.1 Mr.
Trump’s position totally ignores that the words on the Statue
of Liberty explain why America is the great country that it is:
“Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning
to breathe free.”2 Our country was literally founded by immigrants fleeing religious persecution, followed by waves of more
refugees and others fleeing material deprivation. Because it accepted millions upon millions of immigrants, the United States
remains the world’s sole rightful owner of the descriptive word,
first applied in 1831 by Alexis de Tocqueville: “exceptional.”3
The meaning of the birthright provision in the 14th
Amendment has been specifically put in issue by Trump’s questioning whether his opponent Ted Cruz’s birth in Canada to an
American citizen allows him to be considered to be a “natural
born citizen”—a prerequisite for serving as President. But current events also warrant a fuller examination of the provision
as it is being invoked to provide U.S. citizenship to millions
of non-Americans. Websites in many foreign countries induce
pregnant women to come to and pay up to $80,000 to “maternity hotels” in the United States, on the promise of American
citizenship to the newly-born child who then returns to the
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foreign country.4 Mexican pregnant women cross the border to
give birth in near-border U.S. hospitals for the same purpose.5
Many illegal immigrants in this country have children with the
expectation that the child will be a U.S. citizen at birth, and
thereby anchor the parents to be able to remain here.6
I. The Rule Of Law Must Control
Aside from the contributions of immigrants to our
country, there is another fact that has made the United States
exceptional that overrides all else: from the very first day of our
country, we have lived by the rule of law, with our Constitution being the supreme and controlling law. That means that
the words of the Constitution control, and that they must be
construed as the authors understood and intended—not as
current judges might prefer.
One famous Supreme Court Justice, Hugo Black, well
described the reason for this rule of construction: “I have an
abiding idea that, if the Framers had wanted to let judges write
the Constitution on any such day-to-day beliefs of theirs, they
would have said so instead of so carefully defining their grants
and prohibitions in a written constitution.”7 Oliver Wendell
Holmes, another respected Justice, similarly instructed that a
judge must construe a provision based on “what those words
would mean in the mouth of a normal speaker of English, using
them in the circumstances in which they were used.”8 The proper
interpretation of a constitutional provision is best determined
by abiding the words in the provision, the authors’ expressed
statements as to what they thought it meant, and consistency
with other relevant laws, both those enacted relatively contemporaneously and those then held still binding.
II. Applying Rule Of Law Principles to the Birthright
Citizenship Debate
Applying these rule of law principles, how should we
construe the words of the Birthright Citizenship clause of the
14th Amendment to the Constitution? Does the clause, as some
now assert, give citizenship to a child on the sole condition that
he or she was born on United States soil, even if (i) born to a
foreign citizen mother who promptly returns to her native land
where the child also is a citizen of that foreign country, or (ii)
born to foreign citizens while they are illegally in this country?
Let’s together do the analysis that is necessary to determine
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what the rule of law requires.
We start with the relevant words of the 14th Amendment
ratified on July 9, 1868. It requires that two conditions—not
just birth in this country—be present for citizenship to be
granted: (i) the baby must be “born … in the United States;” and
(ii) when born, the baby must be “subject to the jurisdiction”
of the United States. A cursory glance at the words themselves
makes it clear that those who argue that mere birth within the
United States results in citizenship fail reasonably to address
this second requirement.9
Two Supreme Court opinions, both issued within the
decade after ratification of the 14th Amendment are particularly
relevant to construing the meaning of the Birthright Citizenship
provision. Note that, because the meaning of the Birthright
Citizenship provision did not determine the outcome in either
case, the Court’s statements in both decisions are dicta, not
binding holdings. But the Justices’ words should be considered
authoritative insofar as they were expressed by Justices who lived
through the enactment of the provision they were construing,
and thus were well positioned to comprehend the meaning and
intention of the words. These Court-expressed views on the
meaning of the Birthright Citizenship provision should also be
considered authoritative because the Justices were unanimous
in making the statement in one case, and, in the other, the dissenters did not disagree with that particular point.
In the Slaughterhouse Cases,10 the Court wrote that “[t]he
phrase, ‘subject to its jurisdiction’ was intended to exclude from
its operation children of … citizens or subjects of foreign States
born within the United States.” That is as absolute and complete
a statement as can be imagined, and it would deny birthright
citizenship to a child born in this country to undocumented
immigrants or to a transient alien mother. Then, two years
later, in Minor v. Happersett, the Court unanimously and expressly recognized the existence of “doubts” that citizenship was
automatic for “children born within the jurisdiction without
reference to the citizenship of their parents,” after noting that
citizenship attaches only when the immigrant owes “allegiance”
to this country.11 These two Supreme Court rejections of automatic birthright citizenship for anyone born in this country,
without regard to the parents’ citizenship status, are supported
by facts undoubtedly known to those Justices, and certainly
known to us.
During the same session in which Congress approved the
14th Amendment, it had already enacted the Civil Rights Act of
1866, providing that, for a U.S.-born baby to be a citizen, the
baby must “not [be] subject to any foreign power.”12 A child,
although born in this country, who, after birth, returns with foreign citizen parents to, and lives in, the foreign country of which
the child remains a citizen, is subject to that foreign power. Thus,
that statute mandated that such U.S.-born children be denied
U.S. citizenship. The record makes clear that, in considering
the 14th Amendment, Congress did not repudiate the statute
it had just enacted. Not even a single member introduced a
bill to rescind that legislation. The absence of any attempts to
walk back the statute suggests that Congress remained satisfied
with that law, and that the same-session approval of the 14th
Amendment did not signal any change of view.
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Despite these facts, some might still question why, with
this statute already enacted, it was necessary to adopt the 14th
Amendment so shortly thereafter, if not to change the condition
for granting citizenship. Others might ask why the 14th Amendment did not copy the negative requirement that the baby “not
[be] subject to any foreign power,” but instead substituted the
affirmative requirement that the baby must be “subject to the
jurisdiction” of the United States. If one were to stop the analysis
with the substitution, it certainly would leave reasonable questions. However, the statements made by the proposers of the
14th Amendment provide clear answers: The proposers sought
to prevent any future Congress, by a simple majority vote, from
altering or rescinding the civil rights statute.13 In contrast, altering or rescinding a constitutional amendment would require
a two-thirds vote of each house of Congress and approval by
three-fourths of the state legislatures—a vastly increased burden
and, as history has shown, seldom obtained.
We do not know the specific reason for the change in
phraseology. However, it is irrelevant in our search for the
meaning of the Amendment, because Senator Jacob Howard,
the Amendment’s co-author, described it as “simply declaratory
of … the law of the land already,”14 referring to the Civil Rights
Act already enacted. Thus, he was confirming that the 14th
Amendment, with slightly different wording, was intended to
constitutionalize the statute’s requirement that the baby must
“not [be] subject to any foreign power.”
This conclusion that no change of meaning was intended
was also confirmed by the provision’s prime author, Senator Lyman Trumbull, who explained to the Congress before it voted,
that “subject to the jurisdiction thereof ” required being “subject
to the complete jurisdiction thereof,” meaning, as he put it, “not
owing allegiance to anyone else.”15 As Thomas Jefferson earlier
wrote, “aliens are the subjects of a foreign power,”16 and thus
owe allegiance to another country; hence, the alien’s children
are not U.S. citizens simply by virtue of birth on U.S. soil.
Furthermore, Senator Howard’s explanatory words are nearly
identical to the Civil Right Act’s words “not [be] subject to
any foreign power,” making explicit that the 14th Amendment
was intended to put in Constitutional “stone” what Congress
had first enacted as legislation. Applying that meaning, the
U.S.-born child, returning to the parent’s country, is a citizen
of and subject to that foreign country, and thus does not meet
this requirement for birthright citizenship.
In its 1884 decision in Elks v. Wilkins, the Supreme Court
adopted Senator Trumbull’s formulation that, to receive birthright citizenship, the parents must “not merely [be] subject in
some respect or degree to the jurisdiction of the United States,
but completely subject to their political jurisdiction, and not
subject to any foreign power,” as well as owe the U.S. “direct
and immediate allegiance.”17 Parents and child, returning to
their native land of which they are citizens, remain subject to
that foreign power and must show it allegiance, and thus do
not give the U.S. “immediate allegiance.” An immigrant who
violated U.S. law by entering or overstaying illegally also fails
to show “allegiance,” which by definition requires loyalty and
obedience to the law.18 William Blackstone, the famed English
legal commentator in the period the 14th Amendment was
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enacted, and to whom American lawyers, judges, and legislators then repeatedly cited and quoted in decisions, legal briefs,
and statements in the legislatures, defined “allegiance” in this
context as requiring that the subject “will demean himself
faithfully.”19 An illegal alien, breaking America’s laws, by definition, certainly does not meet that requirement. Further, an
illegal alien, while subject to the jurisdiction of U.S. courts, is
not “completely subject to [U.S.] political jurisdiction” and, as
a citizen of a foreign country, remains “subject to [a] foreign
power”—thus falling outside of the Court’s stated requirements
for birthright citizenship.
Most proponents of the assertion that the Birthright Citizenship provision grants citizenship to all non-diplomats’ babies
born in the U.S. ignore the three Supreme Court decisions
discussed above, and instead rely on the Court’s 1898 decision
in U.S. v. Wong Kim Ark.20 In that case, the Court granted
citizenship to a child born in the U.S. to alien Chinese parents.
But the Court made clear that its decision does not apply to the
birth to a foreign alien mother who either promptly returns to
the foreign country or is in this country illegally and therefore,
under law, subject to deportation back to her foreign country.
The Court expressly conditioned its decision on the facts that
the parents “have a permanent domicil[e] and residence in the
United States, and are there carrying on business.”21 Neither
the parents nor the child are permanently domiciled here when,
after birth, the parents and child return to and continue their
allegiance to the parents’ native country. In Wong Kim Ark, the
child who had been born on U.S. soil to Chinese parents had
traveled to China, but only for temporary visits, and this was
found not to undercut his claim to birthright citizenship due to
his continued permanent and legal domicile in the U.S.22 Illegal
status is more like returning to the foreign country than it is
like temporary visits, for purposes of the Birthright Citizenship
clause. An illegal alien is legally subject to deportation every day
she is present on U.S. soil, unless she has been granted relief
from deportation. Such a situation cannot be described as “a
permanent domicil[e] and residence in the United States,” given
that “permanent” is defined as “lasting or intended to last or
remain unchanged indefinitely.”23
Another reason the Birthright Citizenship provision does
not give automatic citizenship to U.S.-born children of illegal
or transient aliens is that there is no evidence that those who
voted to adopt the 14th Amendment even considered such a
scenario. The purpose of this portion of the 14th Amendment
was, as one senator put it during the Senate debate on the 14th
Amendment, “simply to declare that Negroes shall be citizens of
the United States,”24 and therefore guaranteed equal citizenship
rights in the aftermath of the Civil War.25
Furthermore, they could not have intended to grant
citizenship to children of illegal aliens because no category of
“illegal aliens” then existed. In 1866, when Congress approved
the amendment, immigration was essentially unhindered; any
immigrant was a legal immigrant, entitled to citizenship after a
minimum residence period.26 The first category of “illegal alien”
was not created until 1875—nine years later—when federal
law denominated the first aliens prohibited from entering;
the only ones prohibited even then were convicts, prostitutes,
and “orientals.”27 Ellis Island, which housed the first federal
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immigration inspection station, was not opened until 1892.28
I have not seen any explanation from those who argue that the
14th Amendment provides citizenship to illegal or transient
aliens’ babies born here that reconciles that position with the
undisputed fact that no category known as “illegal alien” was
then even imagined to exist.
The fact that there were no illegal immigrants when the
14th Amendment was enacted is not the only basis for concluding that the 14th Amendment was never intended to grant
citizenship to a child born to transient aliens. To hold otherwise
would require attributing to the enactors of this Amendment
the intent to scuttle a provision of the original Constitution
that was sacrosanct at that time and has remained so until the
current date. Article II of the Constitution prohibits anyone
who is not “a natural born citizen” from being president. John
Jay, later the first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, wrote
a letter to George Washington, then presiding officer of the
Constitutional Convention, that sheds light on the purpose of
this provision. He suggested that it would “be wise & seasonable to provide a strong check to the admission of Foreigners
into the administration of our national Government.”29 Such
a “strong check” would be non-existent if a child of foreign
parents, who left the U.S. following birth and lived as a citizen
of that foreign land, owing it allegiance, could return at age 35,
or even 20, and become president. That inconsistent continuing
provision in the Constitution—not only never questioned, but
specifically mentioned during the debate on the 14th Amendment30—counsels a rejection of the theory that the Birthright
Citizenship provision granted citizenship to any child of nondiplomat foreign citizens born in the U.S.
Proponents of the broad view of birthright citizenship also
err in asserting their premise that two clauses of the Amendment
section that contains the Birthright Citizenship provision—
“within the U.S.” and “subject to [U.S.] jurisdiction”—are
synonymous as applied to illegal and transient immigrants.
But the Amendment’s authors, in fact, made clear that they
did not believe that “subject to [U.S.] jurisdiction” meant the
same as “within the U.S.” In the same section of this Amendment, it guaranties “any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.” The “within” phrase was defined by
co-author Senator Howard as meaning “all persons who may
happen to be within their jurisdiction,” meaning that anyone
physically present must be treated equally under our laws.31
In contrast, the Court has stated and later reaffirmed that
“subject to jurisdiction” means much more: “owing … direct
and immediate allegiance.”32 No allegiance, and certainly not
immediate allegiance, is given by a parent who, following birth,
returns with her newly born baby to live in the country of her
citizenship; nor does one who remains here in violation of law
show such allegiance.
Further, Congress knows what words to use if it wants to
declare that every non-citizen born within the United States is
a citizen. The Indian Citizenship Act of 192433 provides that
“all non citizen Indians born within the territorial limits of the
United States be, and they are hereby, declared to be citizens
of the United States.” There is no reason to believe that the
Congress of 1866 was any less able to use such words if it
intended to provide citizenship to all persons born within the
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territorial limits of the United States. That it did not use such
words requires the conclusion that no such all-encompassing
grant of citizenship was intended.
I am not the first person to reach this conclusion as to
the meaning of the Birthright provision. In 1873—only five
years after the ratification of the 14th Amendment—the U.S.
Attorney General provided an official government opinion:
“The word ‘jurisdiction’ must be understood to mean absolute
and complete jurisdiction, such as the United States had over its
citizens before the adoption of the amendment. Aliens, among
whom are persons born here and naturalized abroad, dwelling
or being in this country, are subject to the jurisdiction only to
a limited extent.”34 Being subject only to a limited extent does
not meet the requirement of “absolute and complete jurisdiction” necessary to obtain citizenship.
III. Applying The Rule Of Law In A Fair Manner
Many proponents of the view that the Birthright Citizenship provision grants citizenship to any person born in this
country, no matter the circumstances, argue that any other
interpretation would cause this country to act inhumanely towards millions who have relied upon it. An example of a child
born here 40 years ago to a then-illegal alien, and who lived
here, and only here, as an American, knowing and speaking only
English, being forcibly deported to a country this now-adult
never knew, conjures up a totally unacceptable picture. I agree
that it is unacceptable, but is not the necessary consequence
of enforcing the 14th Amendment as intended by those who
enacted it.
Realistically, the Supreme Court must decide this issue. To
bring this issue before the Court, Congress must legislate that a
child born on U.S. soil to an illegal or transient alien without
domiciliary attachment and total allegiance to the United States
is not thereby a U.S. citizen. If an illegal or transient alien thereafter gives birth, under this proposed new statute, she would be
denied citizenship for the baby. Undoubtedly someone would
then represent her to seek the courts’ help to obtain citizenship
papers. In that way, a ruling on the meaning of this constitutional provision would be obtained after, presumably, it winds
its way through the courts to the Supreme Court.
In the proposed enacted statute, Congress, I suggest,
would be correct in preventing inhumane treatment of persons
long ago born who have lived lawfully as American citizens. That
can be accomplished by including a clause denying retroactive
effect to children who were born in this country, prior to the
statute’s enactment, and still resided here without any felony
convictions. We would thus avoid repeated future violation
of the true meaning and intent of our Constitution, without
creating an inhumane picture.
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The 14th Amendment Guarantees Birthright
Citizenship to Every Person Born on U.S. Soil
David B. Rivkin, Jr. & John C. Yoo
Donald Trump’s call to end birthright citizenship roiled
the Republican presidential primary late last year. Jeb Bush,
John Kasich, and Marco Rubio embrace the traditional view
that the Constitution bestows citizenship on anyone born on
U.S. territory. Ben Carson and Rand Paul agree with Trump
that Congress could dismantle birthright citizenship by itself.
Meanwhile, Scott Walker and Ted Cruz acknowledge birthright
citizenship, but seek a constitutional amendment to abolish
it.35 Conservatives should reject Trump’s nativist siren song and
reaffirm the legal and policy vitality of one of the Republican
Party’s greatest achievements: the 14th Amendment. Under its
text, structure, and history, anyone born on American territory,
no matter their national origin, ethnicity, or station in life, is
an American citizen.
While the original Constitution required citizenship for
federal office, it never defined it. The 14th Amendment, however, provides that “[a]ll persons born or naturalized in the United
States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the
United States and of the State wherein they reside.”36 Congress
did not draft this language to alter the concept of citizenship,
but to affirm American practice dating from the origins of our
Republic. With the exception of a few years before the Civil
War, the United States followed the British rule of jus solis
(citizenship defined by birthplace), rather than the rule of jus
sanguinis (citizenship defined by that of parents) that prevails
in much of continental Europe.37 As the 18th century English
jurist William Blackstone explained: “The children of aliens,
born here in England, are generally speaking, natural-born
subjects, and entitled to all the privileges of such.”38
After the Civil War, congressional Republicans drafted
the 14th Amendment to correct one of slavery’s grave distortions of our law. In Dred Scott v. Sanford, Chief Justice Roger
Taney found that slaves, even though born in the United States,
could never become citizens.39 The 14th Amendment directly
overruled Dred Scott by declaring that everyone born in the
U.S., irrespective of race, were citizens. It also removed from
the majoritarian political process the ability to abridge the
citizenship of children born to members of disfavored ethnic,
religious, or political minorities.
The only way to avoid this straightforward understanding is to misread “subject to the jurisdiction thereof ” as an
exception that swallows the jus solis rule. Some scholars have
argued—wrongly—that this language must refer to aliens, who
owe allegiance to another nation and not the U.S.
Proponents of “allegiance” citizenship do not appreciate
the consequences of opening this Pandora’s box. Among other
things, such a standard could spell trouble for millions of
dual-citizens, who certainly owe allegiance to more than one
country. This is not an entirely speculative concern; during
World Wars I and II, public sentiment ran strongly against
German-Americans or Japanese-Americans.40 More generally,
the whole notion of national loyalty is open-ended, requires
person-specific determinations, and would put the government in the business of reviewing the ancestry of its citizens.
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Washington, D.C. and the states would have to pour even
more resources into an already dysfunctional bureaucracy that
cannot even control the borders. Reading allegiance into the
14th Amendment would largely defeat the intent of its drafters,
who wanted to prevent politicians from denying citizenship to
those they considered insufficiently American.
As a matter of constitutional interpretation, the 14th
Amendment’s reference to “jurisdiction” means only that the
children fall under American law at birth. Almost everyone in
the United States, even aliens, comes within American jurisdiction; otherwise, they could violate the law with impunity.
“Subject to the jurisdiction thereof ” refers to discrete categories
of persons that American law does not govern, such as diplomats and enemy soldiers occupying U.S. territory during war.41
International law grants both diplomats and enemy soldiers
protected status, when present on the soil of another state, from
the application of that state’s laws.42
At the time of the 14th Amendment’s ratification, one
obvious group not subject to U.S. jurisdiction were American
Indians residing on tribal lands, because the tribes exercised
considerable self-governance. In the late 19th Century, the
federal government began to regulate Indian life, substantially
diminishing tribal sovereignty, and in 1924 it extended birthright citizenship to them.43
The 14th Amendment’s drafting history supports our
reading. The Civil Rights Act of 1866, which inspired the
Amendment, extended birthright citizenship to those born in
the U.S. except those “subject to any foreign power” and “Indians not taxed.”44 If the 14th Amendment’s drafters had wanted
“jurisdiction” to exclude children of aliens, they easily could
have required citizenship only for those with no “allegiance to
a foreign power.”
Significantly, congressional critics of the Amendment recognized the broad sweep of the birthright citizenship language.
Senator Edgar Cowan of Pennsylvania, a leading opponent,
asked, “[i]s the child of the Chinese immigrant in California
a citizen? Is the child born of a Gypsy born in Pennsylvania a
citizen?”45 Senator John Conness of California responded yes,
and later lost his seat due to anti-Chinese sentiment in his state.
The original public meaning of the 14th Amendment–which
conservatives properly believe to be the lodestar of constitutional
interpretation–affirms birthright citizenship.
The traditional American position, finally, works no great
legal revolution. The Supreme Court has consistently read the
14th Amendment to grant birthright citizenship. United States
v. Wong Kim Ark upheld the American citizenship of a child
born in San Francisco to Chinese parents, who themselves could
never naturalize under the Chinese Exclusion Acts.46 The Court
held that “the Fourteenth Amendment affirms the ancient and
fundamental rule of citizenship by birth within the territory,
in the allegiance and protection of the country, including all
children here born of resident aliens.”47 It also explicitly rejected the argument that aliens, because they owed allegiance
to a foreign nation, were not within “the jurisdiction” of the
United States.48 Critics of birthright citizenship respond that
Ark did not involve illegal aliens and therefore does not apply
to children of undocumented migrants. (While Ark’s parents
could not become citizens, they could reside here legally.) But
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in 1898, federal law did not define legal or illegal aliens, and so
the Court’s opinion could not have turned on the legal status
of Ark’s parents.
In Plyler v. Doe, moreover, the Supreme Court held 5-4
that the 14th Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause required
Texas to provide public schooling to children of illegal aliens.49
All nine Justices agreed that “no plausible distinction with
respect to Fourteenth Amendment ‘jurisdiction’ can be drawn
between resident aliens whose entry into the United States was
lawful, and resident aliens whose entry was unlawful.”50
The 14th Amendment settled the question of birthright
citizenship. Conservatives should not be the ones seeking a new
law or even a constitutional amendment to reverse centuries of
American tradition.
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Domestic Convictions for Foreign Violations
By Paul J. Larkin, Jr.*

Note from the Editor:
This article discusses the Lacey Act and argues that its incorporation of foreign law renders it unconstitutional. The Federalist
Society takes no positions on particular legal and public policy matters. Any expressions of opinion are those of the author.
Whenever we publish an article that advocates for a particular position, as here, we offer links to other perspectives on the issue,
including ones opposed to the position taken in the article. We also invite responses from our readers. To join the debate, please
email us at info@fedsoc.org.
• The Lacey Act: Leading the Fight Against Illegal Logging, Sierra Club, available at http://www.sierraclub.org/interactive/lacey-act.
• Craig Havighurst, Why Gibson Guitar Was Raided By The Justice Department, NPR (August 31, 2011), available at http://www.
npr.org/sections/therecord/2011/08/31/140090116/why-gibson-guitar-was-raided-by-the-justice-department.
The statutory definition of most criminal offenses is entirely self-contained. That is, the law creating the offense defines
every element of that crime. In some cases, however, a criminal
law may refer to other statutes to fill out one or more elements
of an offense. One example is the Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO).1 RICO makes it a federal
offense for an “enterprise,” which can consist of one person
or a group of offenders, to commit a “pattern of racketeering
activity” through two or more “predicate offenses,” which can
include numerous crimes defined by other provisions in the
United States Code.2
In a few instances, however, the government3 makes it a
crime to violate a foreign law.4 One example is the Lacey Act.5
Originally enacted in 1900, the Lacey Act prohibits, on pain of
criminal penalties, the importation of flora or fauna obtained
in violation of “any foreign law.”6 The federal government has
applied that statute to various types of imported items.
There is a particularly odd feature of the Lacey Act. Unlike the RICO Act, the Lacey Act incorporates foreign laws as
elements of the offense. A person therefore can violate domestic
law if the imported goods were obtained in violation of a foreign
law. Moreover, the foreign law need not be a criminal law; the
violation of a civil statute is sufficient.7 The foreign law also
need not be a statute; not only is the violation of a regulation
sufficient, but the failure to comply with other rules issued by
a foreign nation is satisfactory as long as it amounts to a “law”
in that country. Moreover, it is not necessary that a foreign law
be adopted by a branch of a foreign government that is the
equivalent of our legislature, executive, or judiciary, because
the Lacey Act does not limit who may create “law” overseas.
Indeed, one American circuit court has even held that the act
does not even require that the foreign “law” be valid in the
land that adopted it.8
The result is that the Lacey Act creates a remarkable
anomaly in federal criminal law because it delegates federal
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lawmaking authority to foreign officials. Because of this delegation, the act violates Articles I and II of the Constitution, as
well as the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. Those
provisions forbid Congress and the President from handing over
to foreign officials the ability to adopt rules or regulations that
govern the conduct of the people in this country.9
I. The Origin of the Lacey Act
The Lacey Act did not start its life with that breathtaking
scope. It began as a humble anti-poaching law. Late in the nineteenth century, the states found themselves unable to enforce
their game laws against non-resident hunters. States were able
to enforce their games laws against residents, but found that
out-of-staters were violating their laws with relative impunity.
People would travel from one state (e.g., North Dakota) to
another state (e.g., South Dakota), hunt without a license, take
more than the state limit, and return home before anyone was
the wiser. Since state law enforcement officers cannot exercise
authority in another state, even an adjacent one, poachers were
able to escape the reach of the law.
Congress could have left the problem to the states to
work out by cross-designating each other’s game officers as
their own law enforcement officers,10 but Congress decided
to make a federal case out of the matter by enacting the Lacey
Act.11 The original version of the act, however, did not raise the
constitutional problems noted above. That did not occur until
a 2008 revision of the statute.12
In that year environmentalists, members of the domestic
timber industry, and labor unions combined to support a
revision to the statute that added the importation of plants
obtained in violation of state law, as well as any products made
from plants obtained in violation of foreign law, to the list of
punishable offenses. The combination was a classic example of
the quip that politics makes strange bedfellows. Environmentalists wanted to prevent the deforestation of foreign lands, while
timber industry employees and their unions wanted to make
it difficult to import foreign timber for use in the construction
of houses or furniture. The combination persuaded Congress
to enact their sought-after revision of the Lacey Act. In all
likelihood, what helped those groups succeed was the fact
that the Lacey Act revision was added to an entirely unrelated
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farm policy bill.13 Members of Congress therefore likely paid
little attention to what appeared to be a minor revision to a
statute that had not generated much controversy in its 108-year
existence. It certainly is difficult to believe, however, that the
Members of Congress in office that year consciously intended
to subject American individuals and businesses to governance
by foreign nations.

original material (such as wood) or a processed item (such as
bagpipes) violated a foreign law.22 The Lacey Act therefore has
the potential to expose a person engaged in a facially legitimate
activity—such as importing fish or furniture—to the onerous
sentences society ordinarily reserved for dangerous felons and
heinous crimes.

II. The Reach of the Lacey Act

It is impossible to believe that the Framers would
have countenanced any delegation of federal lawmaking
authority to a foreign power. After all, “foreign control over
American law was a primary grievance of the Declaration of
Independence. The Declaration’s most resonant protest was
that King George had ‘subject[ed] us to a jurisdiction foreign
to our constitution.’”23 The colonists railed against Parliament
for making laws governing the colonies notwithstanding their
lack of representation in that assembly, laws that, from 1763
to 1775, generated the friction that lead to the clashes at
Lexington and Concord.
The delegates to the Constitutional Convention of
1787 hotly debated the question of how Congress should
be structured to ensure that both large and small states
would be adequately represented in that body.24 It would
be absurd to believe that the Framers would have delegated
to Parliament the authority to continue to pass legislation
governing the United States. It is even more absurd to infer
from the Framers’ silence on the matter that something as
drastic as delegating to a foreign government the ability to
make laws for the new nation would have gone unnoticed. If
the Founders contemplated any such result, someone would
have mentioned it, and the overwhelming response would
have been negative. Yet, that is the effect of the Lacey Act on
Americans. Not surprisingly, therefore, the act violates Articles
I and II of the Constitution

As revised, the Lacey Act makes it is unlawful to
“import, export, transport, sell, receive, acquire, or purchase”
fish, wildlife, or plants that have been “taken, possessed,
transported, or sold . . . in violation of any foreign law.”14 Some
federal courts of appeals have concluded that the Lacey Act
does not require proof of a foreign law violation.15 The text of
the Lacey Act, however, is clearly to the contrary. Whether a
case involves “fish” “wildlife,” or “any plant,” Section 3372(a)
(2)(A) and (B) of Title 16 requires the government to prove
that item was “taken, possessed, transported, or sold . . . in
violation of any foreign law.”16 The italicized phrase is, when
properly read, an element of the offense. Indeed, the act
makes little sense otherwise. Disregarding the phrase “taken,
possessed, transported, or sold . . . in violation of any foreign
law” transforms the Lacey Act into a flat ban on imports. Yet,
Congress did not design the Lacey Act to work in that manner.
Congress sought to ban only the importation of unlawfully
obtained items in order to pay respect to the law of the home
state or nation. Any court that holds otherwise is misreading
the statute to avoid addressing the serious, and likely fatal,
constitutional issues discussed in this article.17
The Act does not define the term “any foreign law” or
restrict its meaning. 18 The federal courts have read that term
broadly, to reach civil laws, regulations, and an agency’s
statement of the governing law.19 Moreover, the Lacey Act is
not limited to only those foreign laws in existence in 2008; the
act reaches later-adopted laws as well. The effect is to delegate
lawmaking authority to every foreign nation, enabling them to
alter or amend the scope of the crime defined by federal law
over time as they see fit.
A violation of the Lacey Act can result in long-term
imprisonment and crushing fines. A person who “knowingly”
imports or exports wildlife or plants in violation of the Act
can receive a sentence of five years’ imprisonment and a fine
of $250,000 ($500,000 for corporations) for each offense.20
The act also authorizes criminal penalties for mere negligence.
A person who “in the exercise of due care” should have known
that the statute prohibited his conduct can receive one year’s
imprisonment and a fine of $100,000 ($200,000 for an
organization) for each offense.21 Each unlawful act is a violation
of the statute, so a commercial fisherman who negligently hauls
in one thousand fish, or an importer who brings into America
one thousand different pieces of furniture, is subject to one
thousand years of imprisonment and a fine exceeding the gross
domestic product of most of the world’s nations. Moreover,
liability is not limited to the person who violates a foreign law
on foreign soil. An importer, for example, is liable if anyone in
the potentially long and convoluted chain of parties responsible
for the harvesting, processing, finishing, shipping, and entry of
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III. The Constitutional Flaws in the Lacey Act

A. The Lawmaking Power in Article I
Start with the text of the Constitution. Article I grants
“[a]ll legislative Powers” to a Congress consisting of a Senate and
a House of Representatives.25 To exercise that power, individuals must be elected (and re-elected) to office and satisfy certain
defined criteria to be sworn in as Senators and Representatives.26
Article I also establishes a rigorous process for the House and
Senate to enact a “Bill” and “[e]very Order, Resolution, or Vote”
requiring the approval of both chambers.27 In order to create a
“Law,” each chamber must pass the identical bill and present it
to the President, and the President must sign it (or both houses
must repass it by a two-thirds vote following the President’s
veto).28 The effect is to give the Members the opportunity for
study and debate over any bill and to compel each Senator,
each Representative, and the President to take a public position
on what conduct should be outlawed, encouraged, supported,
protected, or funded.29 As noted elsewhere:
The Article I lawmaking procedure not only offers the
opportunity for reasoned consideration and debate over
the merits of proposed legislation, but also—and perhaps more importantly—provides voters with a basis for
holding elected federal officials politically accountable
for the decisions that they make and must stand behind
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when they run for re-election. The bicameralism and
presentment requirements therefore enable the electorate to decide whether Representatives, Senators, and the
President should remain in office or be turned out every
two, six, or four years.30
The incorporation as “Law” of whatever edicts or instruments foreign nations may adopt is tantamount to vesting
lawmaking authority in those nations or, what is the same thing,
delegating lawmaking authority to foreign nations.31 Article I,
however, vests the authority to create a “Law” only in Congress
and the President. On its face, therefore, the Lacey Act violates
the Legislative Vesting, Senate and Representative Qualification
Clauses, Election Regulations, Bicameralism, and Presentment
Clauses of Article I.
The text of Article I strongly suggests that only Congress
(with the President’s assistance) can create a “Law,” which gives
rise to the necessary corollary that Congress cannot delegate its
lawmaking responsibilities elsewhere.32 There are circumstances,
however, where Congress may delegate to federal agencies the
authority to promulgate regulations that are tantamount to a
law.33 To do so, Congress must define an “intelligible principle”
in the authorizing legislation for the agency to use when exercising that power. The U.S. Supreme Court has been extraordinarily generous in its interpretation of what constitutes an
“intelligible principle,” with even a delegation to promulgate
regulations that are in the “public interest” being held sufficient.34 Since 1935, the Court has upheld every delegation of
congressional authority to a federal agency to issue governing
regulations.35 The Supreme Court has found a delegated standard “unintelligible” only twice in the Court’s history,36 and
those delegations gave the recipient of delegated power utterly
no standard to apply when creating law.37 Accordingly, as presently interpreted, the Delegation Doctrine imposes a rather
low hurdle for Congress to overcome if it wants to delegate
rulemaking authority to an executive agency.
Even if this low standard is applied to delegations of
lawmaking authority to foreign governments, the Lacey Act
would not pass muster because the statute supplies no standard
whatsoever for a foreign nation to use when creating a “law”
whose violation can trigger liability under the Lacey Act. The
act does not identify the foreign laws it incorporates, the form
that those laws may take, or the elements that American law
deems essential to qualify a proclamation as a “law.” The act
does not give foreign government officials any test, standard,
factors, or principles to use when enacting laws that create civil
and criminal liability under American law. Indeed, the Lacey
Act does not even require that a foreign law be readily accessible to Americans or have an English translation. The Supreme
Court has set the bar low for Congress to empower a delegated
party to adopt law, but the Lacey Act provides no standard at
all for a foreign nation to use. Finally, even if it were possible to
imply a “public interest” standard into the Lacey Act, there is
no justification for assuming that officials of a foreign government will act with the interests of the American public in mind.
Accordingly, the Lacey Act violates Article I.
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B. The Appointment Power in Article II
The Constitution expressly contemplates that there will be
federal offices other than the three specifically created in Articles
I, II, and III. How do we know that? Because the Constitution
empowers the President to “require the Opinion, in writing, of
the principal Officer in each of the executive Departments, upon
any Subject relating to the Duties of their respective Offices.”38
Congress can create those offices by exercising its power under
the Necessary and Proper Clause39 to assist the President in his
duty to see to the execution of federal law.40 The Constitution
does not provide a mechanism for the election of those officers,
however, so how do they come to hold office? That is where the
Appointments Clause of Article II comes into play.41
The Framers knew that they had to fill out a government
with non-elected officials, but they were troubled by the Crown’s
“manipulation of official appointments” and remembered the
appointment power as “the most insidious and powerful weapon
of eighteenth-century despotism.”42 To avoid that problem,
the Framers carefully regulated the appointment of “officers
of the United States,”43 a term that refers to any person who
exercises “significant” federal authority.44 The Framers “carefully
husband[ed] the appointment power to limit its diffusion” to
officials who would be subject to “the will of the people.”45 The
Appointments Clause serves that role. Only the President, “the
Heads of Departments,” and “the Courts of Law” may appoint
“officers of the United States.” Only those parties who have been
properly appointed, who have received a commission from the
appointing official, and who have taken the oath of office may
exercise federal power.46 The Clause “ensures that those who
exercise the power of the United States are accountable to the
President, who himself is accountable to the people.”47
Foreign officials come in all shapes and sizes. Some foreign
presidents run the country; others are just figureheads. Some national leaders have terms lasting four years; others, up to seven.
Our Interior Secretary is responsible for America’s federal parks
and other properties. The Interior Minister in other nations is
their chief domestic law enforcement officer. And so on and so
forth. But whatever office they hold, whatever authority they
may exercise, and whatever period they exercise that power, they
all have two elements in common: None of them were elected
by Americans, and none of them were appointed by one of
the three entities specified in Article II. Accordingly, none of
them may exercise authority under federal law, and the making
of laws to govern the people of the United States is the most
fundamental federal authority imaginable. The result is that
none of them may define the elements of a Lacey Act violation.
C. The Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment
There is yet another constitutional flaw in the Lacey Act.
The delegation of federal lawmaking authority to foreign parties violates the Fifth Amendment Due Process Clause.48 To
understand why, it is helpful to start with some history.
The Due Process Clause is the lineal descendant of Magna
Carta. King John signed the Great Charter in 1215 in order to
end a civil war brought on by the barons because of King John’s
arbitrary use of royal power. Article 39 of Magna Carta is the
most relevant provision. It provided that “[n]o free man shall
be taken or imprisoned or disseised or outlawed or exiled or in
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any way ruined, nor will we go or send against him, except by
the lawful judgment of his peers or by the law of the land.”49
The “chief grievance to be redressed” by Chapter 39, as one
scholar has noted, “was the King’s practice of attacking his
barons with forces of mercenaries, seizing their persons, their
families and property, and otherwise ill-treating them, without first convicting them of some offence in his curia.”50 The
guarantee that the crown could administer punishment only in
accordance with “the law of the land” meant, according to Sir
Edward Coke, that “no man [could] be taken or imprisoned,
but per legem terrae, that is, by the common law, statute law,
or custome of England.”51 Said differently, Article 39 protected
“life (including limb and health), personal liberty (using the
phrase in its more literal and limited sense to signify freedom of
the person or body, not all individual rights), and property.”52
In the fourteenth century, Parliament changed the phrase “the
law of the land” to “due Process of the Law,” but the revision
did not alter its meaning.53 The principal teaching of Article 39
is that every component of the government—executive, legislative, and judicial—is subject to “the rule of law,” the principle
that, as Marbury v. Madison put it, “ours is a government of
laws, and not of men.”54
The constitutional history of the Due Process Clause
reveals that the clause serves as an additional regulation of federal lawmaking power. The Election and Term Limit Clauses
in Articles I and II, along with the Twelfth and Seventeenth
Amendments, require that Senators, Representatives, and the
President be elected to the limited terms of office defined in
those provisions.55 The Bicameralism and Presentment Clauses
of Article I establish the procedure necessary for those federal
elected officials to make “Law.”56 The Take Care Clause in
Article II directs the President to see to the faithful execution
of that “Law,”57 the Judicial Power Clause in Article III grants
the Supreme Court and lower federal courts the power “to say
what the law is,”58 and the Appointments Clause of Article II
ensures that only parties properly appointed to their posts may
enforce or interpret the “Law.”59 Read together those Articles
define the “Republican Form of Government” that the Framers
created for the nation and that Article IV guarantees each state.60
The Due Process Clause bars Congress from circumventing that regulatory scheme by delegating federal lawmaking
power to private parties. As noted elsewhere:
[T]he due process requirement that federal government
officials act pursuant to “the law of the land” when the
life, liberty, or property interests of the public are at stake
prohibits the officeholders in any of those branches from
delegating lawmaking authority to private parties who are
neither legally nor politically accountable to the public
or to the individuals whose conduct they may regulate.
That is the bedrock due process guarantee, one so fundamental that we take it for granted. The principle that
government officials are governed by “the rule of law” is
so deeply ingrained into the nation’s culture, psyche, and
legal systems that we forget just how important it is. The
Barons at Runnymede had no Parliament to which they
could turn for protection against King John. They had
only their own troops and the common law, representing
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the accepted, common understanding of Englishmen
regarding the permissible operation of the crown and its
institutions, as enforced by the courts. In order to avoid
a continuing need to rely on the former, they forced the
king to agree to be governed by the latter. The requirement that the crown act pursuant to “the law of the land”
was a protection against the king going outside the law to
accomplish his will through brute force.61
But the Due Process Clause protects the public against
more than the arbitrary exercise of government power. It also
keeps the government from trying to avoid the constitutional
restrictions imposed on federal lawmaking by delegating that
power to politically unaccountable private parties.
Granting a private party power that the Constitution
vests only in parties who hold the offices created or contemplated by Articles I, II, and III is the exact opposite
of what the Framers had in mind. If followed across the
board, that practice would allow federal officials to turn
the operation of government over to private parties and
go home. That result would not be to return federal power
to the states. At a macro level, it would be to abandon
responsibilities that the Constitution envisioned only a
centralized government could execute to ensure that the
new nation could survive and prosper. At a micro level, it
would be to leave to the King’s delegate the same arbitrary
power that Magna Carta sought to prohibit the King
from exercising through the rule of law. The “plan of the
Convention” was to create a new central government with
the responsibility to manage the affairs of the nation for
the benefit of the entire public with regard to particular
functions—protecting the nation from invasion, ensuring
free commercial intercourse among the states and with
foreign governments, and so forth—that only a national
government could adequately handle. The states were
responsible for everything else, and they had incorporated
the common law into their own legal principles. The result
was to protect the public against the government directly
taking their lives, liberties, and property through the use
of government officials or indirectly accomplishing the
same end by letting private parties handle that job. The
rule of law would safeguard the public against the government’s choice of either option. Using private parties to
escape the carefully crafted limitations that due process
imposes on government officials is just a cynical way to
defy the Framers’ signal accomplishment of establishing
a government under law.62
By delegating lawmaking power to foreign government
officials, the Lacey Act takes a giant step beyond a delegation
of lawmaking power to private parties in this nation. Members
of Congress and officers in the executive and judicial branches
take an oath or affirmation to uphold the Constitution of the
United States.63 That oath is no less important than the one
that a person takes as a witness before Congress, before an
executive hearing officer, or in court. It is a solemn pledge to
honor and support our nation’s fundamental law—and probably is similar to the oath that foreign officials take to uphold
their own nation’s laws. The Lacey Act therefore turns over
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federal lawmaking authority, not simply to parties who have
not sworn to uphold our Constitution, but to individuals who
have pledged instead to uphold the constitution of a foreign
nation. Even if we were willing to assume that private parties
in America would place this nation’s interests above those of a
foreign land, it would be fatuous to assume that government
officials in North Korea would do so.
IV. Conclusion
Protection of wildlife and their natural environment is a
worthwhile endeavor, but like every such undertaking it can
only be done within the limit of the law. Good intentions
cannot substitute for legal authority. The Lacey Act attempts
to achieve a worthwhile goal in a constitutionally illegitimate
manner. Congress cannot delegate its lawmaking power to
foreign government officials.

10 For example, North Dakota could have designated South Dakota game
officers as North Dakota law enforcement officers, and vice versa, which would
have allowed each state to pursue suspects into their state of residence. The
only potential federal issue raised by an interstate agreement is the Compact
Clause, U.S. Const. art. I, §10, cl. 3 (“No State shall, without the Consent
of Congress, lay any Duty of Tonnage, keep Troops, or Ships of War in time
of Peace, enter into an Agreement or Compact with another State, or with a
foreign Power, or engage in War, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent
Danger as will not admit of delay.”). The principal role for the Clause is to
prevent states from joining forces to infringe on federal power. See, e.g., Cuyler
v. Adams, 449 U.S. 433, 440 (1981); Felix Frankfurter & James M. Landis,
The Compact Clause of the Constitution—A Study in Interstate Adjustments, 34
Yale L.J. 685, 694–95 (1925). Cross-designation of state law enforcement
officers would not seem to pose any such risk.
11 See H.R. Rep. No. 56-474, at 1–2 (1900).
12 A comprehensive history of the adoption and development of the Lacey
Act can be found at C. Jarrett Dieterle, Note, The Lacey Act: A Case Study in
the Mechanics of Overcriminalization, 102 Geo. L.J. 1279 (2014).
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wildlife taken in violation of any foreign law relating to wildlife. Congress,
itself, has set out the penalties for violation of these Lacey Act provisions.
Thus, Congress has delegated no power, but has itself set out its policies and
has implemented them.”) (citations omitted); United States v. Molt, 599 F.2d
1217, 1219 n.1 (3d Cir. 1979) (ruling that the Lacey Act treats the violation of
a foreign law as “simply a fact entering into the description of the contraband
article”; “[t]he Act does not delegate legislative power to foreign governments,
but simply limits the exclusion from the stream of foreign commerce to wildlife
unlawfully taken abroad. The illegal taking is simply a fact entering into the
description of the contraband article[.]”). Some private parties have made
the same argument. See Oversight Hearing on the 2008 Lacey Act Amendments
Part 1 and 2: Hearing Before the Subcomm. On Fisheries, Wildlife, Oceans, and
Insular Affairs of the H. Comm. on Natural Res., 113th Cong. 62-63 (2013)
(testimony of Marcus A. Asner).
16 16 U.S.C. § 3372(a)(2)(B) (2012) (emphasis added).
17 Ironically, any court that tried to interpret the Lacey Act as not requiring
proof of a foreign-law violation to steer clear of the constitutional problems
noted below would simply run headlong into another one that is equally fatal. A
series of Supreme Court decisions interpreting the Due Process Clause prohibits
the courts from interpreting a criminal law in a manner that unreasonably expands the breadth of the statute. See, e.g., Metrish v. Lancaster, 133 S. Ct. 1781
(2013); Rogers v. Tennessee, 532 U.S. 451, 458-62 (2001); Marks v. United
States, 430 U.S. 188, 192 (1977); Douglas v. Buder, 412 U.S. 430 (1973);
Rabe v. Washington, 405 U.S. 313 (1972); Bouie v. City of Columbia, 378
U.S. 347, 352 (1964) (“[A] deprivation of the right of fair warning can result
not only from vague statutory language but also from an unforeseeable and
retroactive judicial expansion of narrow and precise statutory language.”). A decision that eliminates the government’s burden to prove a foreign-law violation
evident from the text of the law would have the same effect as an unreasonable
expansion of the statute and would be unconstitutional for the same reason.
18 See Larkin, supra note 3, at 352-54 (“First, the Act does not limit the
‘foreign’ nations whose laws are incorporated into domestic law. Countries with
a civil law background, like Italy, are as eligible for inclusion as countries like
Great Britain, from whence our common law arose. Countries with a sectarian
code, like Saudi Arabia, are also included along with countries with secular
codes, like Canada. Countries ruled by dictators, like Sudan, are afforded the
same treatment as countries governed by parliaments, like Hungary. Second,
the act does not restrict the type of foreign “law” that is incorporated. The
foreign law need not be a criminal law; a foreign law with only a civil penalty
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can trigger federal criminal liability. Third, the foreign law need not altogether
forbid taking an animal or plant. Violation of a foreign law regulating only
the process of harvesting wood can trigger federal criminal liability, as can the
failure to pay an export fee or the erroneous completion of required paperwork.
Fourth, the Lacey Act does not restrict the form that foreign law may take. That
law can be a statute, a regulation, a local ordinance, a nation’s interpretation
of one of its laws, or anything else that a foreign nation defines as “law.” For
example, in 2012 the Department of Justice investigated the Gibson Guitar
Corporation for a violation of the laws of Madagascar, which the government
described as “Departmental Memorandum 001/06/MINENVEF/Mi” and as
Madagascar Interministerial Order 16.030/2006. That interpretation suggests
that a foreign legal edict of any type can trigger criminal liability. Fifth, the Lacey
Act incorporates not only the foreign laws in effect at the time that statute was
adopted, but also whatever laws a foreign nation may hereafter adopt. Sixth,
the Act does not require that the foreign law, in whatever land and in whatever
form it appears, be readily accessible or even be written in English. In the
Gibson Guitar case, the Department of Justice investigated Gibson Guitar for
a violation of the laws of Madagascar even though at least one of the relevant
laws had to be translated into English.”) (footnotes omitted).
19 See United States v. 594,464 Pounds of Salmon, 871 F.2d 824, 825 n.2,
828–30 (9th Cir. 1989) (holding that the Lacey Act makes it a federal crime
to violate a Taiwanese board’s “announcement” that was not technically a
“regulation”).
20 16 U.S.C. § 3373(d) (2012); 18 U.S.C. § 3571 (2012); Lacey Act
Primer, supra note 7, at 8.
21 16 U.S.C. § 3373(d)(2) (2012).
22 See, e.g., United States v. McNab, 331 F.3d 1228 (11th Cir. 2003)
(commercial fishermen); United States v. Lee, 937 F.2d 1388, 1393 (9th Cir.
1991) (same); Lacey Act Primer, supra note 7, at 7; id. at 19 (“Example:
Bagpipes with wooden pipes . . . HTS Section 92059020—no declaration
required . . . The Lacey Act itself still applies to the wooden pipes . . . If the
pipes were made from illegally harvested trees then the bagpipe shipment is in
violation of the Lacey Act”); Dieterle, supra note 12, at 1303.
23 Nicholas Quinn Rosenkranz, An American Amendment, 32 Harv. J.L. &
Pub. Pol’y 475, 477–78 (2009) (footnote omitted).
24 See, e.g., Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American
Revolution (enlarged ed. 1992); Jack P. Greene, The Constitutional
Origins of the American Revolution (2011); Forrest McDonald,
Novus Ordo Seclorum: The Intellectual Origins of the Constitution (1985); Charles Howard McIlwain, The American Revolution: A
Constitutional Interpretation (1923); Edmund S. Morgan, The Birth
of the Republic, 1763-89 (4th ed. 2013); Jack Rakove, Original Meanings: Politics and Ideas in the Making of the Constitution (1996).
25 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 1 (“All legislative Powers herein granted shall be
vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall consist of a Senate and
House of Representatives.”).
26 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 1 (“The House of Representatives shall be
composed of Members chosen every second Year by the People of the several
States, and the Electors in each State shall have the Qualifications requisite
for Electors of the most numerous Branch of the State Legislature.”); id. cl.
2 (“No Person shall be a Representative who shall not have attained to the
Age of twenty five Years, and been seven Years a Citizen of the United States,
and who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that State in which he
shall be chosen.”); id. § 4, cl. 1 (“The Times, Places and Manner of holding
Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State
by the Legislature thereof; but the Congress may at any time by Law make or
alter such Regulations, except as to the Places of chusing Senators.”); id. cl. 4
(“When vacancies happen in the Representation from any State, the Executive
Authority thereof shall issue Writs of Election to fill such Vacancies.”); id. §3, cl.
1 (“The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each
State[.]”); id. cl. 3 (“No Person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained
to the Age of thirty Years, and been nine Years a Citizen of the United States,
and who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that State for which he
shall be chosen.”); id. art. IV, § 4 (“The Times, Places and Manner of holding
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Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State
by the Legislature thereof; but the Congress may at any time by Law make or
alter such Regulations, except as to the Places of chusing Senators.”); id. amend.
XVII (“The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from
each State, elected by the people thereof, for six years; and each Senator shall
have one vote. The electors in each State shall have the qualifications requisite
for electors of the most numerous branch of the State legislatures.”).
27 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 7, cl. 1 (“All Bills for raising Revenue shall originate
in the House of Representatives; but the Senate may propose or concur with
Amendments as on other Bills.”); id. cl. 2 (“Every Bill which shall have passed
the House of Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it become a Law, be
presented to the President of the United States; If he approve he shall sign it,
but if not he shall return it, with his Objections to that House in which it shall
have originated, who shall enter the Objections at large on their Journal, and
proceed to reconsider it. If after such Reconsideration two thirds of that House
shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall be sent, together with the Objections, to the
other House, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by
two thirds of that House, it shall become a Law. But in all such Cases the Votes
of both Houses shall be determined by yeas and Nays, and the Names of the
Persons voting for and against the Bill shall be entered on the Journal of each
House respectively. If any Bill shall not be returned by the President within ten
Days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to him, the Same
shall be a Law, in like Manner as if he had signed it, unless the Congress by
their Adjournment prevent its Return, in which Case it shall not be a Law.”);
id. cl. 3 (“Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which the Concurrence of the
Senate and House of Representatives may be necessary (except on a question
of Adjournment) shall be presented to the President of the United States; and
before the Same shall take Effect, shall be approved by him, or being disapproved
by him, shall be repassed by two thirds of the Senate and House of Representatives, according to the Rules and Limitations prescribed in the Case of a Bill.”).
28 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 7, cls. 1 & 2; INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (1983);
cf. Clinton v. City of New York, 524 U.S. 417 (1998) (noting that Article I requires
the same process in order to repeal or amend an existing law).
29 See Larkin, supra note 3, at 356.
30 Id.
31 See Michael C. Dorf, Dynamic Incorporation of Foreign Law, 157 U. Pa.
L. Rev. 103, 105 (2008) (“dynamic incorporation does delegate lawmaking
authority”).
32 Article I expressly contemplates that Congress may select certain officers.
See U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 5 (“The House of Representatives shall chuse
their Speaker and other Officers”); id. § 3, cl. 4 (“The Vice President of
the United States shall be President of the Senate, but shall have no Vote,
unless they be equally divided.”); id. § 3, cl. 5 (“The Senate shall chuse their
other Officers, and also a President pro tempore, in the Absence of the Vice
President, or when he shall exercise the Office of the President of the United
States.”). The Necessary and Proper Clause implicitly empowers Congress to
hire staff. See id. § 8, cl. 18 (“The Congress shall have Power . . . To make
all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the
foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the
Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.”).
Article I, however, does not suggest that Congress may empower anyone other
than elected Senators and Representatives to cast a vote on an bill subject to
the Bicameralism and Presentment requirements.
33 How to classify such delegations is somewhat of a mystery. On occasion,
the Supreme Court has said that Congress cannot delegate its legislative power.
See, e.g., Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass’ns, 531 U.S. 457, 472 (2001) (“Article
I, § 1, of the Constitution vests ‘[a]ll legislative Powers herein granted . . . in a
Congress of the United States.’ This text permits no delegation of those powers.”). If so, agencies cannot enact laws. Agencies, however, can fill in the blanks
that Congress left for them in statutes, see, e.g., Touby v. United States, 500 U.S.
160, 167 (1991) (holding that Congress can delegate to the Attorney General
the authority to list controlled substances whose distribution is a federal offense);
Yakus v. United States, 321 U.S. 414 (1944) (upholding statute that made
violations of the price administrator’s regulations a criminal offense); United
States v. Grimaud, 220 U.S. 506 (1911) (Congress can delegate authority to an
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administrative agency to promulgate regulations whose violation is punishable
as a crime); cf. INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919, 953 n.16 (1983) (noting that
administrative agency rulemaking is not subject to the Presentment Clause),
and those regulations have the force and effect of law, see, e.g., Chrysler Corp.
v. Brown, 441 U.S. 281, 295-96 (1979) (“It has been established in a variety
of contexts that properly promulgated, substantive agency regulations have
the ‘force and effect of law.’ This doctrine is so well established that agency
regulations implementing federal statutes have been held to pre-empt state law
under the Supremacy Clause.”) (footnotes omitted).
34 See Nat’l Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 225-26 (1943)
(upholding against a delegation challenge a statute authorizing the licensing of
radio communication “as public interest, convenience, or necessity [requires]”);
Sunshine Coal Co. v. Adkins, 310 U.S. 381, 397 (1940) (same, a statute
authorizing an agency to set maximum prices for coal “when in the public
interest”); New York Central Securities Corp. v. United States, 287 U.S. 1,
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Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (1935).
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which provided literally no guidance for the exercise of discretion, and the
other of which conferred authority to regulate the entire economy on the basis
of no more precise a standard than stimulating the economy by assuring ‘fair
competition.’”) (citations omitted).
38 U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 1.
39 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 13 (“The Congress shall have Power ... To
make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution
the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the
Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.”).
40 U.S. Const. art. II, § 3 (“[The President he shall take Care that the Laws
be faithfully executed[.]”).
41 U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 2 (“[The President] shall nominate, and by and
with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors, other
public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the supreme Court, and all other
Officers of the United States, whose Appointments are not herein otherwise
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Is the Long Arm of the Law Shrinking?: Geographic Boundaries for the
Approval of Wiretaps and Bugs and the Shifting Jurisdictional Reach of
Federal Judges to Authorize Electronic Surveillance
By Mike Hurst*
Recent court decisions from around the country are raising serious questions as to the potential jurisdictional limitations
on law enforcement in conducting electronic surveillance on
cellular telephones and with recording devices (i.e., “bugs”) in
private places. Specifically, questions have arisen as to whether,
for example, a federal judge in State A has the authority to
approve a wiretap for the recording of a cellular telephone
which, while sometimes within State A, is physically located
in State B when the wiretap approval order is signed, and the
government’s monitoring station of that particular cell phone
is located State C. A related question concerns the authority
of a federal judge in State A to authorize the installation of a
bug in a vehicle or residence located in State B. Until recently,
few restrictions were recognized as to a federal judge’s power
to authorize multi-jurisdictional electronic surveillance orders.
However, some federal appellate courts are beginning to find
that such authority does not exist, sometimes suppressing
evidence obtained from such surveillance when jurisdictional
limits have been violated.
Supporters of these recent decisions would argue that
such jurisdictional limitations are necessary in order to prevent
forum shopping by industrious prosecutors and law enforcement officers. Otherwise, there would be no restriction on an
overzealous prosecutor and a rubber stamping judge. On the
other hand, opponents of these latest decisions would argue
that such jurisdictional restrictions unnecessarily limit law
enforcement’s ability to adequately fight crime, as criminals do
not limit themselves to any specific judicial districts but rather
are always on the cutting edge of technological innovations in
order to stay one step ahead of the cops. Tying the hands of
law enforcement by limiting access to certain judicial officers
or causing confusion about the distribution of authority to
approve wiretaps would allow criminals to arbitrage the system
to their advantage, significantly hampering the ability of law
enforcement to investigate and secure the necessary evidence
to ultimately obtain convictions. The following article presents
some background on the primary statute used to authorize
electronic surveillance and the historical interpretation by some
federal appellate courts, juxtaposed against recent federal appellate court decisions that turn the traditional thinking about
territorial jurisdiction under the statute on its head.
I. Background
The use of wiretaps and evidence obtained from them is
governed by Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act of 1968 (“Title III” or the “Wiretap Act”).1 Pursuant
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to Section 2518(1), in order to obtain a wiretap authorization
order, a law enforcement officer must file an application with a
“judge of competent jurisdiction,” which is defined to include
“(a) a judge of a United States district court or a United States
court of appeals[.]”2 Section 2518(3) authorizes a judge to approve a wiretap “within the territorial jurisdiction of the court
in which the judge is sitting (and outside that jurisdiction but
within the United States in the case of a mobile interception
device authorized by a Federal court within such jurisdiction)
[.]”3 Section 2515 states that “[w]henever any wire or oral
communication has been intercepted, no part of the contents
of such communication and no evidence derived therefrom
may be received in evidence in any . . . proceeding . . . if the
disclosure of that information would be in violation of this
chapter.”4 The statute further states that an:
[A]ggrieved person . . . may move to suppress the contents
of any wire or oral communication intercepted pursuant
to this chapter, or evidence derived therefrom, on the
grounds that—
(i) the communication was unlawfully intercepted;
(ii) the order of authorization or approval under
which it was intercepted is insufficient on its face; or
(iii) the interception was not made in conformity
with the order of authorization or approval.5
The Seventh Circuit was apparently the first—and until
recently was the only—court to address the issues of territorial
jurisdiction and the definition of “mobile interception device.”
In United States v. Ramirez, multiple individuals were convicted
of conspiring to distribute drugs based on evidence obtained
from a wiretap of cellular telephones.6 Two of the defendants
moved to suppress evidence obtained from wiretaps of their
phones. The government believed that one of the defendants,
Paul Hotchkiss, who lived in Wisconsin but was dealing drugs
in Minnesota, was using a cellular phone owned by another
defendant, Patrick Flynn, in furtherance of the conspiracy,
and that Hotchkiss carried the phone with him as he traveled
between the two states dealing drugs. The government obtained
a wiretap for the phone from a district judge in the Western
District of Wisconsin, where the conspiracy was being investigated and would ultimately be prosecuted. The government set
up a listening post for the tapped phone in Minnesota. A few
days later, agents realized that the phone was not being used
by Hotchkiss but rather by another co-conspirator who did
not seem to travel outside of Minnesota but who was using the
phone to further the conspiracy with Flynn. The government
later applied to the same district judge in the Western District
of Wisconsin for an extension of the wiretap, without disclosing
that the cell phone and listening post were in Minnesota. The
judge granted the extension.7
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The case was subsequently reassigned to another federal
judge. When the defendants filed their motion to suppress,
the judge denied it as to evidence obtained under the original
wiretap, holding that the order had been approved based upon
the government’s reasonable and good faith belief that the
phone line was being used in the Western District of Wisconsin.
However, the judge granted the motion to suppress evidence
obtained from the wiretap extension, holding that Title III did
not permit a district judge in one district to authorize wiretapping in a different district.8
Chief Judge Richard Posner of the Seventh Circuit wrote
the opinion for the court and began by stating that “[w]e do
not think that the location of the phone affected the legality of
the tap[.]”9 In reviewing the language of Section 2518(3), the
court adopted the position of the Fifth and Second Circuits that
“[a]n interception takes place both where the phone is located
(including, we suppose, although we can find no cases, where
the receiving phone is located) and where the scanner used to
make the interception is located.”10 In light of this precedent,
the court reasoned that a literal interpretation of the statutory
language would make very little sense. Such an interpretation
would prohibit the actions taken in this case (a Wisconsin
judge authorizing a tap of a phone in Minnesota with a government listening post in Minnesota), while allowing a judge
in any district where the government sets up a listening post
or a district where a mobile listening post is authorized in a
particular district but located anywhere in the United States to
authorize a wiretap of a phone located anywhere, “even though
that location is entirely fortuitous from the standpoint of the
criminal investigation.”11
The court then reviewed the legislative history of Title
III and concluded that the term “mobile interception device”
was intended to carry a broader meaning than a literal reading.
According to the court:
The emphasis in “mobile interception device” falls, it
seems to us (there are no other published decisions on the
point), on the mobility of what is intercepted rather than on
the irrelevant mobility or stationarity of the device. The
term in context means a device for intercepting mobile
communications, and so understood it authorized the
district judge in the Western District of Wisconsin to
order a tap on the phone thought to be used by Hotchkiss,
regardless of where the phone or the listening post was.
The narrow, literal interpretation would serve no interest
in protecting privacy, since the government can always
seek an order from the district court for the district in
which the listening post is located authorizing nationwide
surveillance of cellular phone calls. The narrow interpretation would merely complicate law enforcement.12
Although the decision seemed to suggest that federal
judges had authority to authorize orders to conduct electronic
surveillance of cellular telephones located in any judicial district
in the United States, few if any further challenges were made to
the jurisdiction of federal judges to issue such orders covering
electronic surveillance of other judicial districts. However, this
has begun to change.
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II. The Fifth Circuit’s Decision and Subsequent NonDecision Concerning Jurisdictional Limitations on
Wiretaps of Cell Phones in United States v. North
A case in the Fifth Circuit recently challenged the notion that federal judges possess unbounded power to issue
wiretaps extending beyond their judicial districts. In United
States v. North, a wiretap was authorized by a district judge in
the Southern District of Mississippi for a cellular telephone
based in Texas but being used to deliver drugs to Mississippi;
the phone was based in Texas, while the government’s listening
post was in Louisiana.13 The Fifth Circuit first ruled that the
district court did not have territorial jurisdiction to issue the
wiretap, and that because such jurisdiction was a “core concern”
of Congress when passing the law, the evidence from the wiretap
should be suppressed. However, just a little over two months
later, the Court withdrew its original decision and replaced
it with a new opinion that did not address the jurisdictional
question, but rather suppressed the evidence from the wiretap
based upon minimization issues.
A. Factual Background of the North Case
In 2008, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency (“DEA”)
began investigating a drug dealer named Kenneth Lofton in
Jackson, Mississippi. After obtaining wiretaps from a federal
judge in Jackson, Mississippi, for two cellphones used by Lofton,
DEA was able to observe and discover that Lofton’s source of
supply in Jackson was Jerry Primer. DEA was able to secure
a wiretap on Primer’s telephone from the same federal judge
authorizing the Lofton wiretaps as part of their continuing
investigation. Through this wiretap, DEA learned that Primer
was receiving his cocaine from someone in Houston, Texas, first
known only as “Billy,” who was traveling to Jackson to meet
and deliver a load of cocaine to Primer. Agents observed this
meeting at Primer’s home and physically saw “Billy,” whom they
later identified as Richard North. Agents then observed North
and Primer travel to a shopping center in Jackson, where they
witnessed the delivery of cocaine to other co-conspirators.14
DEA was later able to obtain a court order from the same
federal judge in Mississippi authorizing the wiretap of North’s
phone. In that wiretap application, the government noted that,
“[a]lthough [North’s phone] is being used primarily in the
State of Texas and the monitoring is occurring in the regional
center in Louisiana, this order is being sought in the Southern
District of Mississippi, because [North’s phone] is being used
as a facility to distribute narcotics into this district as is fully
described below.”15 The judge approved the wiretap and DEA
began listening to North’s phone. Based on conversations intercepted over North’s phone, DEA learned that North would be
delivering another load of cocaine to Primer in Jackson a month
later. On the date of delivery, agents overheard conversations on
North’s phone indicating that he was traveling to Mississippi
with the cocaine. DEA arranged for Texas state troopers to
stop North, but when they searched his vehicle, no drugs were
found. After being released, North used his phone to call his
girlfriend, to whom he confided that he had hidden the cocaine
in the car such that it could not be found by law enforcement.
North told the woman that he was cancelling his delivery to
Mississippi and was going back home a different way. Shortly
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thereafter, police arrested North at his home in possession of
cocaine and firearms.16
After he was indicted in the drug conspiracy, North
moved to suppress the evidence against him, arguing among
other things that the federal judge did not have authority under
the Wiretap Act to authorize the tapping of his phone because
neither his phone nor the government’s listening post was in
the Southern District of Mississippi where the authorizing
judge sat. The government responded by acknowledging that
this jurisdictional issue was one of first impression in the Fifth
Circuit, and argued that the court should rely on the Seventh
Circuit’s decision in United States v. Ramirez, which found that
a Wisconsin district court had jurisdiction to issue a wiretap
where a cell phone was being used in Minnesota to conduct
business of a conspiracy with ties to Wisconsin even though the
listening post was also in Minnesota. The government further
argued that the court had jurisdiction because (1) the interception was to be made of a mobile phone, not a land-line phone;17
(2) the mobile phone was being used to facilitate the distribution of narcotics into the Southern District of Mississippi; (3)
on one occasion during this facilitation, North’s phone was
known to have been located and used in the Southern District
of Mississippi; (4) although the monitoring post was located
in Louisiana, a simultaneous feed and aural acquisition station
was located in the wire room of the DEA’s Jackson, Mississippi,
office in the Southern District of Mississippi, so that aural acquisition was occurring in both jurisdictions simultaneously;
and (5) the investigation began in the Southern District of
Mississippi with the same district court judge reviewing and
passing on the propriety of all four wiretap applications.
B. District Court
The district court began its opinion by setting forth the
current state of the law in the Fifth Circuit, which held that
jurisdiction for a wiretap order lies both (1) where the phone
is then physically located and (2) where the communications
will be overheard (i.e., the listening post).18
The district court continued by pointing out that the
government’s argument pertaining to certain factors that gave
the court jurisdiction did not match up with the terms of the
statute:

on the slope by saying that “[t]erritorial jurisdiction is tied to
the place of interception.”21
The court declined to address what it deemed the government’s best argument for finding territorial jurisdiction in
this case—the mobility of cellular telephones. The government
relied heavily on the Seventh Circuit’s opinion in Ramirez,
arguing that the federal judge in the Southern District of Mississippi who had authorized the wiretap in the North case was
similarly situated to the federal judge from the Western District
of Wisconsin in Ramirez. However, the court chose not to
decide the issue of whether a district judge has jurisdictional
authority to order a wiretap of a phone where neither the phone
nor the listening post was in the judge’s district. 22 Instead, the
district court decided that, since it was finding that the issue of
territorial jurisdiction is not a basis for suppression, there was
no need to parse the definition of “mobile interception device.”
According to the district court, the United States Supreme
Court has said that not every violation of Title III requires suppression.23 Rather, suppression is required where law enforcement fails to satisfy a statutory requirement that directly and
substantially implements the congressional intention of the Act.
The court found that “territorial jurisdiction was not central
to the purposes of Title III.”24 The court based its decision to
a large degree on the fact that, under Fifth Circuit precedent,
territorial jurisdiction could be vested in a district judge based
solely upon the fortuitous location of a listening post which
could theoretically have nothing whatsoever to do with the
criminal investigation.25 “Given this, it can hardly be said that
territorial jurisdiction is intended to play a central role in the
statutory scheme. . . . Therefore, suppression is not required on
jurisdictional grounds, regardless of whether the listening post
or tapped cell phone was located within the court’s territorial
jurisdiction.”26
C. Fifth Circuit’s First Decision in North
North appealed the district court’s decision and, on August 26, 2013, the Fifth Circuit issued its per curiam decision in
United States v. North.27 First, the court addressed the territorial
jurisdiction question. The court held that:

By its very terms, the statute only grants jurisdiction to
authorize or approve ‘interception’ of wire, oral, or electronic communications within the territorial jurisdiction
of the court in which the judge is sitting (and outside that
jurisdiction but within the United States in the case of a
mobile interception device authorized by a Federal court
within such jurisdiction).19

[E]xcept in the case of a mobile interception device, a
district court cannot authorize interception of cell phone
calls when neither the phone nor the listening post is
present within the court’s territorial jurisdiction. This,
however, is exactly what the district court did in this case.
. . . In short, the district court, located in the Southern
District of Mississippi, lacked the authority to permit
interception of cell phone calls from Texas at a listening
post in Louisiana.28

The district court stated that a court does not have jurisdiction to authorize interception simply because the wiretap is
sought as part of an investigation of criminal activity within
the district or because a judge in that district had previously
issued wiretaps of co-conspirators’ phones or because the phone
the government is seeking to tap is being used to facilitate the
distribution of drugs into the district.20 Although it did not
explicitly say so, the district court seems to have been worried
about a slippery slope, and it preferred to clearly draw a line

The court expressly disagreed with the Seventh Circuit’s holding
in Ramirez, finding instead that the word “mobile” in “mobile
interception device” from 18 U.S.C. § 2518(3) “appears to
refer to the mobility of the device used to intercept communications, not the mobility of the tapped phone.”29 According to
the Fifth Circuit, it was not the intent of Congress to enlarge
the scope of a district court’s authority to issue wiretap warrants
in any jurisdiction in the United States when the device to be
intercepted is a cell phone.
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Next, the court turned to whether the lack of territorial
jurisdiction requires suppression of evidence obtained from such
a wiretap issued without jurisdictional authority. Referencing
the remedy of suppression found in Section 2518(10)(a)(ii) for
an authorization order which is “insufficient on its face[,]” the
court recognized Supreme Court precedent limiting suppression
to only a “failure to satisfy any of those statutory requirements
that directly and substantially implement the congressional
intention to limit the use of intercept procedures to those situations clearly calling for the employment of this extraordinary
investigative device.”30 While the Eleventh and Second Circuits
had found that territorial jurisdiction was not a “core concern”
justifying suppression, the Fifth Circuit disagreed, holding that:
Title III’s territorial restrictions prevent forum manipulation by law enforcement, similarly preventing wiretap authorizations in cases where investigators would otherwise
be able to obtain them. Limiting the number of district
judges authorized to issue a wiretap warrant reduces
the opportunity for the government to use forum manipulation to obtain a warrant that may not be approved
elsewhere. We fail to see how this is not a significant
protection of privacy. Territorial limitations on a district
court directly implicate Congress’s intent to guard against
the unwarranted use of wiretapping.31
The court pointed out in a footnote that its holding created a strange result in this case, since the district court that
had the strongest investigative nexus—and therefore the ability
to best balance privacy concerns with the appropriateness of
the wiretap—lacked territorial jurisdiction to issue the wiretap.
Recognizing its role as interpreter and not creator of laws, the
court stated that “[i]t is for the United States Congress to determine whether, in light of technological advances, the statute
should be amended.”32
D. Fifth Circuit’s Sua Sponte Withdrawal of Its First North
Decision and Its New Decision Avoiding the Jurisdiction Question
On October 24, 2013, almost two full months after its
initial decision in North, the Fifth Circuit sua sponte withdrew
its previous opinion and issued a new, superseding opinion.33
Curiously, the court’s opinion was stripped of any direct holding on the issue of territorial jurisdiction or necessity. Instead,
the court only ruled on the issue of minimization, finding that
the government had failed to comply with the minimization
requirements and that evidence from the wiretap should therefore be suppressed.
Judge DeMoss wrote a concurring opinion stating that
he would have reached the territorial jurisdiction question
and would have ruled as the Court had done previously. He
then proceeded to retype the previous opinion on this question almost verbatim.34 Judge DeMoss’s statement towards the
end of his concurrence might give some insight into why the
court withdrew and superseded its prior opinion: “Although
application of the plain language may create a circuit split and
potentially reduce the efficiency of the government to intercept
communications from any available listening post, this is not
a reason for our court to apply the law in contravention of the
plain language of the statute.”35
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These recent opinions by the Fifth Circuit have raised
questions anew in the minds of many as to whether there are in
fact jurisdictional limitations on the authority of federal judges
to issue wiretaps under Title III—questions that were previously presumed to have been answered by the Seventh Circuit
in Ramirez. Shortly after the North decisions, the D.C. Circuit
entered these murky waters and added further commentary to
this percolating debate.
III. The D.C. Circuit’s Decision Concerning
Jurisdictional Limitations on Planting Bugs in Private
Places in United States v. Glover
The United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit recently addressed another part of Title III
in United States v. Glover, a case involving the recording of oral
communications via a bug installed in a defendant’s truck.36 In
Glover, the defendant was suspected of dealing drugs, so the FBI
obtained a warrant to tap his cell phone. Because Glover was
careful and spoke only in code while on his cell phone, the FBI
secured a warrant from a district court judge in Washington,
D.C. to install an audio recording device in Glover’s truck,
which was parked at an airport in Baltimore, Maryland. In fact,
the warrant specifically authorized the FBI to forcibly enter the
truck, regardless of whether the vehicle was in D.C., Maryland,
or Virginia. The bug was successful, capturing evidence of
Glover’s drug dealing, whereby he was thereafter indicted and
convicted for conspiracy to distribute cocaine.37
The defendant appealed, arguing that the warrant was
insufficient on its face because it was signed by a district court
judge in D.C. authorizing the FBI to place an electronic bug
in Glover’s truck parked in Maryland – outside the district
court’s jurisdiction. The government countered by arguing
that a district court judge was in fact authorized to approve the
placement of such an electronic listening device on a vehicle
anywhere in the United States.38
The court began by reminding the parties that Section
2515 of Title 18, United States Code, states that “[w]henever
any wire or oral communication has been intercepted, no part
of the contents of such communication and no evidence derived
therefrom may be received in evidence in any . . . proceeding
. . . if the disclosure of that information would be in violation
of this chapter.” The statute further states that an:
[A]ggrieved person . . . may move to suppress the contents
of any wire or oral communication intercepted pursuant
to this chapter, or evidence derived therefrom, on the
grounds that—
(i) the communication was unlawfully intercepted;
(ii) the order of authorization or approval under
which it was intercepted is insufficient on its face; or
(iii) the interception was not made in conformity
with the order of authorization or approval.39
The court held that the United States Supreme Court had “read
paragraph (i) as requiring a broad inquiry into the government’s
intercept procedures to determine whether the government’s
actions transgressed the “core concerns” of the statute, whereas
(ii) is a mechanical test; either the warrant is facially sufficient or
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it is not.”40 Without limiting paragraph (i) by applying a “core
concerns” test to it, a broad, unlimited reading of paragraph
(i) would make the other two paragraphs redundant, since an
authorization which is “insufficient on its face” would necessarily be “unlawfully intercepted.”41
But the court disagreed with the interpretations of the
Third, Fifth, and Sixth Circuits, all of which applied the “core
concerns” test to paragraph (ii), stating that such interpretations were contrary to the plain text of the statute and elevated
policy over text.42 According to the court, the Supreme Court
had turned to congressional policies only after it had first applied traditional tools of statutory construction to paragraph
(i), which indicated that a limiting construction was necessary
in order to avoid rendering the other two paragraph “surplusage.”43 The court went on to state that a facially invalid warrant
should be mandatorily suppressed, as there was no room for
judicial discretion in such a circumstance.44
The court next turned to the jurisdictional language of
Title III, which states that a judge may “authoriz[e] or approv[e]
interception of wire, oral, or electronic communications within
the territorial jurisdiction of the court in which the judge is
sitting (and outside that jurisdiction but within the United
States in the case of a mobile interception device authorized by
a Federal court within such jurisdiction).”45 The court nonetheless concluded that the language could apply either to the
jurisdiction in which the judge was sitting (in this case D.C.)
or to the jurisdiction in which the mobile interception device
was installed (in this case Maryland). The court stated that:
Under either reading, the parenthetical makes clear that
a judge cannot authorize the interception of communications if the mobile interception device was not validly
authorized, and a device cannot be validly authorized if,
at the time the warrant is issued, the property on which
the device is to be installed is not located in the authorizing judge’s jurisdiction. A contrary reading would render
the phrase “authorized by a Federal court within such
jurisdiction” completely superfluous.46
Next, the court recounted the government’s argument,
based on cases from the Second, Fifth, and Seventh Circuits,
that an “interception” under Title III takes place at both (1) the
location of the listening post and (2) the location of a tapped
phone.47 According to the government, this language and its
interpretation gives an issuing court “the power to authorize
covert, trespassory entries onto private property, anywhere in
the country, for purposes of placing surveillance equipment.
The only jurisdictional limitation the government acknowledges
is that the listening post must be located in the issuing court’s
jurisdiction.”48 The court noted, however, that the statute does
not refer to a “listening post,” that the cases cited by the government all addressed phone taps (rather than installing bugs
in places), and that none of the cases cited by the government
addressed the jurisdictional issue of an issuing court authorizing law enforcement to covertly place a listening device on
private property.49
Finally, the court construed Rule 41 of the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure in conjunction with the provisions of
the Wiretap Act, which appears to be the first time a federal
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appellate court has used Rule 41 to provide clarity and certainty
to the provisions of the Act. Rule 41 states that “a magistrate
judge with authority in the district has authority to issue a warrant for a person or property outside the district if the person or
property is located within the district when the warrant is issued
but might or be moved outside the district before the warrant
is executed.”50 Stating that Rule 41 partially implements the
statute and that its language is crystal clear, the court held that
the warrant issued in this case appears on its face to violate the
rule and the statute.51
The government also argued the same holding from the
district court in United States v. North—that territorial jurisdiction is not a “core concern” of Title III and that therefore
suppression is not the appropriate remedy for a violation of such
jurisdiction in this case. The court responded to the government’s argument by reiterating that the Supreme Court’s position that the “core concerns” test does not apply to paragraph
(ii), and that even if it did, the court would agree with the
Fifth Circuit’s recent decision in North, holding that territorial
jurisdiction is a core concern of Title III.52 The court concluded
that the jurisdictional problem with the warrant could not be
excused as a “technical defect,” which some circuit courts have
allowed to slide. Rather, the court held that “a blatant disregard
of a district judge’s jurisdictional limitation” was more than just
a technical violation.53
Finally, the court shot down what it called the government’s “last refuge” argument—a request to import a “good
faith” exception to Title III’s remedy of suppression.54 The court
held however that the government’s actions could not have been
in good faith because they so blatantly violated Rule 41 and, in
any event, Congress was clear in declaring that suppression is
required when evidence has been gathered pursuant to a facially
insufficient warrant.55 Finding that the district court’s failure
to preclude the truck bug evidence was plain error, the court
reversed appellants’ convictions.
IV. Fallout from North and Glover and the Future of
Electronic Surveillance
In light of these recent appellate decisions addressing
jurisdictional questions pertaining to Title III, it is unclear
whether there are jurisdictional boundaries on federal judges’
ability to authorize orders for electronic surveillance and
whether evidence emanating from such orders is suppressible.
It appears that law enforcement can usually avoid these issues
by simply setting up listening posts in the jurisdictions where
the issuing courts are located (although, judging from dicta
in Glover, that may not work in the District of Columbia).56
Of course, this tactic could be viewed as an opportunity for
arbitrage, as it effectively allows the government to choose the
districts and judges from whom they will seek authorization
orders to conduct electronic surveillance, irrespective of their
connection to the underlying criminal investigation. Ironically,
while not the exact type of forum manipulation about which
Judge DeMoss was concerned in his concurring opinion in
North, it is effectively the same and could continue unabated
even if Judge DeMoss’s concurring opinion had remained the
majority in the Fifth Circuit.
Hopefully, just as federal prosecutors did in the North
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case, the government will continue to seek wiretaps from “the
jurisdiction having the strongest investigative nexus to the object in which the monitoring device is installed.”57 This seems
to best serve the public interest, and it limits forum shopping
and jurisdictional arbitrage, about which the appellate courts
have recently been greatly concerned. However, to get to this
point, Congress will need to step in and update Title III to
catch up with today’s technology and challenges. That will be
no easy task.
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As Americans become more attached to their electronic
devices, they expect them to be available at all times and places,
and to connect with each other seamlessly and continuously
through the “Internet of Everything.” Law enforcement is
developing tools to take advantage of the technology enabling
this omnipresent connectivity. Those tools, designed to find
criminals and the devices they carry, present unique challenges
in applying traditional Fourth Amendment concepts of reasonable expectations of privacy to twenty-first century electronic
communications.
The case of Jones v. U.S., currently on appeal before the
District of Columbia Court of Appeals, provides an appropriate
context for the high technology struggle between the privacy
bar and the needs of law enforcement.1 In 2014, Prince Jones
was convicted of robbing three women and raping two of them.
During the 2013 attacks, he also stole the cell phone of one
victim. Guessing he would use the stolen phone, DC police
used a portable cell-site simulator to track down the location of
the phone. DC police believed there were exigent circumstances
present (they assumed he would use the cell phone for a limited
period of time then quickly discard it), and therefore did not
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obtain a warrant to use the cell-site simulator. The cell-site
simulator led DC police to a car in a parking lot, where they
found and arrested Jones. His appeal directly challenges the
warrantless use of cell-site simulator technology.2
This article will examine current issues regarding the
government’s use of cell-site simulators, commonly known
as “StingRay” devices, to identify and track cell phones used
in criminal activity. It will also examine the confusion faced
by courts in applying traditional privacy principles to “selfconnecting devices” such as cell phones, which automatically
broadcast identification data with little or no user interface.
Courts have not demonstrated an appropriate understanding
of legitimate user expectations of privacy in self-connecting
cell phone technology, specifically with respect to StingRays
capturing information broadcast by this technology. This lack
of understanding is, in part, the result of an unprecedented
level of secrecy that the FBI has insisted upon regarding the
use of this technology. This secrecy has been exploited by
members of the privacy bar attempting to establish unreasonable standards for the expectation of privacy in self-connecting
cell phone communications. The article concludes that, given
the level of connectivity that is inherent in the use of modern
smartphones, it is virtually impossible to establish a Fourth
Amendment reasonable expectation of privacy in connectivity data, and that Congress is in the best position to establish
statutory limits in this area.
I. What is a StingRay Device?
A StingRay is a device used by law enforcement to identify information broadcasted by a cell phone during its normal
operation.3 By the inherent design of cell phone technology,
all cell phones constantly “self-connect” with cellular carriers
via cell towers. This feature allows the device to identify and
connect with the tower with the best local signal, and maintain
the strongest possible signal. The presence and status of this
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ongoing communication is displayed on the phone (the number
of “bars” showing the strength of the signal). To establish and
maintain connectivity, cell phone devices constantly provide cell
towers and cell service providers with a variety of information,
some of which is unique to a particular device.4 Furthermore,
if a telephone call is made or received by the device, the device
will provide additional information to the cell tower and service
provider, including the phone number registered to the device,
the number of the call dialed or received, and the date, time,
and duration of the call.5 StingRays can mimic cell towers, and
law enforcement employs them in ways that are designed to
provide the target device with the strongest local cellular signal,
thereby causing the device (and any other active cell phones
within range) to establish connectivity with the law enforcement provided cell-site. Once this connectivity is established,
the device provides the law enforcement cell-site with the connectivity data, known as cell-site location information (CSLI),
which is normally provided to the local cell tower and ultimately
to the cell service provider.
It is important to note that, when operated in this manner,
the StingRay device does not capture the content of communications. As will be discussed below, law enforcement requests to
the courts to use StingRays are based upon the authorities set
forth in the Pen/Trap Statute6 and the Stored Communications
Act (SCA)7 regarding court orders for non-content “electronic
communications,”8 and Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure regarding search warrants. These requests have all
sought connectivity data, not the content of communications
(i.e. the words exchanged in a conversation held using the device). Interception of content in real time would indisputably
require a wiretap order under Title III, but the issues surrounding collection of CSLI are more complicated.9
The growth in the general use of cell phones is mirrored by
the growth in their use in the commission of crimes. StingRays
have proven to be vital in assisting law enforcement in identifying the presence and use of cell phones used in crimes. They
are particularly important when law enforcement is seeking to
identify the presence of “burner” phones. These inexpensive
devices are used once or for a limited time, and then disposed
of and replaced by new burner phones. They are often bought
by criminals using stolen identity or credit card information.
StingRays devices can also be used by law enforcement to
identify the location of “air cards.”10
Growing law enforcement use of StingRay technology
reflects the growth of cell phone use. It has been reported that
numerous federal law enforcement agencies in DOJ, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and the Department
of the Treasury are currently using some form of StingRay
technology.11 It has also been reported that over 60 state and
local law enforcement agencies have used StingRay technology
in hundreds of cases.12 StingRays can be mounted in vehicles
and aircraft or used as hand held devices.13 This growth has
fueled increasing alarm in the privacy bar regarding the law
enforcement use of the technology, and the perceived lack of
appropriate legal authority by which it is justified. For example,
the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has criticized both
the use of the technology and the secrecy that surrounds its
use.14 One chapter of the ACLU has even prepared a primer
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for defense counsel on how to challenge the use of StingRay
technology.15
II. Challenges to Law Enforcement Use of StingRay
Technology
A. Legal Standard for Application
Traditionally, prosecutors have sought court authorization
to deploy StingRay devices to locate telephones in criminal
investigations.16 The traditional approach has been to seek a
court order under the Pen/Trap Statute.17 This statute allows
prosecutors to apply, ex parte, for an order authorizing the government to deploy a device that captures non-content information. Unlike search warrants or Title III wiretap orders, the Pen/
Trap Statute merely requires that the government establish that
the information likely to be obtained is relevant to an ongoing
criminal investigation.18 (Some courts have ruled that this is
the equivalent of the “reasonable suspicion” standard).19 The
Pen/Trap Statute was passed following the holding of the Supreme Court in Smith v. Maryland, which held that telephone
users have no reasonable expectation of privacy in the phone
numbers which they dial.20 In light of the Court’s holding that
there were no Fourth Amendment restrictions on warrantless
government access to this data, Congress created procedural
protections designed to establish standards and accountability in
the government’s use of this technology.21 At times, prosecutors
have also sought a “hybrid” order, seeking authority under the
Pen/Trap Statute and the SCA.22 The hybrid order is intended
to address possible limitations of the scope of the Pen/Trap
Statute, as it applies to the capabilities of the StingRay device.23
The privacy bar and some academics have insisted that, at
a minimum, applications for deployment of StingRay devices
should be based on search warrants issued upon findings of
probable cause.24 Federal court reactions to this challenge has
been mixed. While there are no federal appellate decisions regarding StingRay applications,25 and relatively few lower federal
court rulings,26 litigation regarding StingRay is related to a larger
fight over the legal standard to be used when the government
seeks to obtain historic and prospective CSLI from carriers.27
Once again, the government has historically relied upon the
the court order authority of the Pen/Trap Statute and the SCA
to obtain CSLI data from cell phone carriers.
In a number of recent decisions, federal appellate courts
have provided unusually mixed signals on the legal standard
needed to obtain CSLI from carriers. In a Solomonic decision,
the Third Circuit ruled that the Pen/Trap Statute’s “reasonably
related to a criminal investigation” standard was appropriate, but
that issuing magistrates were free to impose a higher probable
cause search warrant standard.28 In U.S. v. Graham, a divided
panel of the Fourth Circuit ruled that cell phone customers
had a reasonable expectation of privacy in CSLI data provided
to their carriers, and that a search warrant would be required
to obtain it.29 While the panel’s decision could have provided
some certainty on the search warrant requirement, the holding’s precedential value is now in doubt because the Fourth
Circuit recently agreed to rehear the matter en banc.30 The Fifth
Circuit has ruled that the SCA provides sufficient authority to
obtain historic CSLI without a warrant.31 In U.S. v. Skinner,
the Sixth Circuit clearly ruled that cell phone customers had
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no reasonable expectation of privacy in information that they
voluntarily provided to their service providers, and that a search
warrant was not required.32 Lastly, the Eleventh Circuit recently
reversed its position in U.S. v. Davis. As originally decided,
a unanimous panel of the court ruled that customers had a
reasonable expectation of privacy in historic CSLI provided to
their carriers, and that a search warrant would be required to
obtain this data.33 However, upon en banc review, the full court
rejected the panel’s reasoning and concluded that the authority
of a court order under the SCA was sufficient to obtain historic
CSLI without a warrant.34
In many of the reported decisions regarding StingRay
applications, the government initiated the application process
by conceding the need for a search warrant, or by arguing that
the court’s order under the Pen/Trap Statute or SCA should
be based on a probable cause standard. For example, in In the
Matter of an Application of the U.S. for an Order Relating to
Telephones Used by Suppressed, the magistrate judge imposed
extensive controls on the government’s use of StingRay technology.35 What the court’s opinion does not really highlight is
the fact that, from the outset of the case, the government was
applying for a warrant.36 Similarly, in U.S. v. Rigmaiden, the
government’s application was based on a DOJ concession that
a warrant would be required.37
Despite the fact that a clear majority of appellate courts
have approved the government obtaining historic and prospective CSLI data without a warrant in cases not dealing with
StingRay, DOJ has been reticent to use the lesser standard in its
applications for StingRay devices. In recent practice and official
policy, DOJ has instead chosen to seek StingRay authority under
a search warrant standard. Its reticence may be a capitulation by
DOJ to the privacy bar, or it may be a response to real or perceived pressure from Congress. Congress has created statutory
rights of privacy and procedure following the Supreme Court’s
past determinations that such rights were not constitutionally
required. When the Supreme Court ruled in Smith v. Maryland
that persons had no reasonable expectation of privacy in dialed
phone numbers,38 Congress passed the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)39 and the Pen/Trap Statute to create
non-constitutional statutory controls on the government’s access
to this data. When the Court ruled in U.S. v. Miller40 that notice and an opportunity for a hearing were not constitutionally
required when the government sought records in the hands of
third parties, Congress created procedural requirements through
the Right to Financial Privacy Act.41
B. The New DOJ Policy
Influential House and Senate members have also sought
to pressure DOJ to adopt a policy of obtaining warrants when
applying for StingRay authority. In 2014, following private
meetings between DOJ representatives and staffers of Senators
Charles Grassley and Patrick Leahy of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, the FBI instituted an internal policy that most FBI
StingRay applications would be based upon a search warrant
standard.42 More recently, in response to similar pressure from
the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform,
DOJ announced a policy seeking to submit most federal law
enforcement StingRay applications to a warrant standard.43
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The recently issued DOJ Policy Guidance document commits DOJ prosecutors to basing their applications for cell site
simulators on warrants issued under Rule 41 of the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure (unless the applications are based on
certain exigent and exceptional circumstances). The document
also sets forth other controls regarding senior official approval,
record keeping, and training.44
Typically, policy statements like this do not apply to the
operation of non-DOJ law enforcement agencies unless some
other law or policy commits those agencies to follow the DOJ
policy.45 However, the cell-site simulator policy has a number
of controls that ensure its uniform use throughout federal law
enforcement. For example, the policy states that all federal
applications for StingRay technology must comply with the
policy. Since all federal agents must apply for warrants or orders through a federal prosecutor, the DOJ policy will ensure
uniform application of the policy. Furthermore, in response to
pressure from the same House and Senate committees, many
federal law enforcement agencies outside of the DOJ have made
separate commitments that mirror the DOJ policy guidance.46
On the state and local levels, at least twelve states have
passed laws mandating that law enforcement use of a cell-site
simulator must be based upon a court issued search warrant
based upon a finding of probable cause.47
C. Secrecy Surrounding the Use of StingRay Devices
Despite the legislative scrutiny, federal use of StingRay
devices has been shrouded in secrecy. While law enforcement
has a right to and often does protect sources and methods, the
FBI has imposed unusual controls over the extent to which
StingRay technology can be described in applications for court
orders or warrants, and in subsequent criminal proceedings.
This secrecy has been noted by the privacy bar in support of its
portrayal of StingRay as some sort of spy or military technology
deserving special scrutiny by the courts. Privacy advocates have
also alleged that the government has not been candid with the
courts when describing the capabilities of the technology and
its use by the government.48 While most of these charges are
without merit, the unusual level of secrecy has understandably
increased judicial, legislative, and public scrutiny.
The FBI has, in numerous cases, forbidden local law enforcement agencies to purchase and use StingRay and related
technology unless they agree to significant restrictions on
publicly releasing information about it. The extent to which
the FBI and Harris Corporation, the manufacturer of StingRay,
have sought to restrict the discussion regarding the capability
and use of the StingRay device is set forth in a remarkable nondisclosure agreement (NDA). 49 The NDA appears in a letter
from the FBI to Baltimore police and prosecutors. In the letter,
the Acting Director of the FBI’s Operational Technology Division cites the need to protect sensitive law enforcement sources
and methods, and insists that Baltimore officials agree not to
mention the device, its capabilities, or any literature relating to it
in any court proceeding (including warrant applications, grand
jury proceedings, pre-trial discovery, trial, or appeal) without
prior notice to the FBI. Baltimore officials also agreed that if the
FBI determined that the use or description of the technology
in a court proceeding would potentially or actually compro-
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mise the technology, the FBI could request that the charges be
dismissed; upon such a request, the Baltimore officials agreed
to seek dismissal of the underlying charges.50 While it is not
unheard of for prosecutors to dismiss charges to protect sources
and methods, this level of non-disclosure regarding StingRay
devices is unusually high. Some commentators have speculated
that, in addition to the dismissal of state charges, federal charges
in certain cases have also been reduced or dismissed by federal
prosecutors, to avoid disclosure regarding the use and capabilities of StingRay technology.51
Of particular concern to certain courts and legislators is
the possibility that prosecutors are less than candid in warrant
applications regarding the anticipated uses of StingRays. As a
result, some courts have gone to extraordinary lengths in placing
restrictions on the use of StingRay technology. In one recent
decision, the issuing magistrate expressed frustration with how
little information was provided by the government, stating that
he was forced to do independent research on the capabilities of
the StingRay device because he suspected that the conditions of
an NDA precluded the federal prosecutor and case agent from
being appropriately responsive to his questions.52
Some have suggested that the terms of the NDAs have
prevented federal prosecutors from fully developing the record
regarding the actual uses of StingRay devices, and demonstrating to courts that the devices are being used appropriately,
within the requirements of existing law. For example, members
of the privacy bar have stressed that StingRay devices are capable
of capturing the content of communications, the warrantless
collection of which violates Title III. They also allege that
because these devices establish connectivity with all local cell
phones, that such connectivity results in an “overcollection”
of information on innocent parties. These arguments reflect a
lack of understanding of how StingRays are deployed, and how
traditional controls over law enforcement surveillance technology are applied to StingRay usage.
Under traditional trap and trace orders for telephone
information obtained under the Pen/Trap Statute, law enforcement has often used a device known as a Dialed Number Recorder (DNR). While these devices capture dialing information
authorized by the Pen/Trap Statute, they also have the capability to intercept content of communications, which is beyond
the scope of the Pen/Trap Statute. Law enforcement agencies
routinely put procedures in place to ensure that this additional
capability is not enabled when the DNR is used to capture Pen/
Trap data.53 In addition to these internal procedures, the Pen/
Trap Statute has always included direct limitations on using
Pen/Trap authority to capture contents of communications.54
The statute also sets forth significant controls regarding record
keeping about the use of this technology.55
Privacy bar concerns related to the overcollection of innocent third party connectivity data beyond that of the target
phone fail to recognize that DOJ, the courts and Congress have
recognized that the possibility of overcollection is inherent in
the deployment of many kinds of law enforcement surveillance
technology. Legitimate concerns have been addressed through
a variety of technological and procedural controls to minimize
overcollection. For example, in 2002, DOJ issued a policy
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document entitled “Avoiding Collection and Investigative Use
of ‘Content’ in the Operation of Pen Registers and Trap and
Trace Devices.”56 Furthermore, in its September 2015 policy
statement on cell-site simulators, DOJ specifically defined and
applied overcollection controls to data gathered by cell-site
simulator devices.57
However, overcollection of cell phone data remains an
issue of judicial concern. For example, law enforcement will try
to determine if a subject was in range of particular cell phone
towers by requesting from a cellular service provider a “dump”
of all historic data regarding particular towers during a period
of time.58 This dump enables the government to search the data
for evidence of the target device or person within the range of
cell tower. The privacy bar has contended that the production
of information on non-target devices is beyond the authority
of the SCA.59 To date, most courts have agreed that the SCA
authorizes the production of this historic data from cell carriers without a warrant, including information about non-target
phones.60 However, at least one court has cautioned that a different outcome might be compelled when prospective data is
sought via a cell-site simulator.61
III. Is There a Reasonable Expectation of Privacy in SelfConnecting Devices?
Traditional Fourth Amendment jurisprudence holds that
the government is usually required to obtain a warrant when
conducting a search in an area where a person has a reasonable
expectation of privacy. The reasonable expectation of privacy
analysis, driven by Justice Harlan’s concurrence in Katz v. U.S.,62
is based on two factors: a person’s actual subjective expectation
of privacy, and the objective reasonableness of such an expectation. Recently, the Court has sought to apply this analysis to
electronic surveillance when addressing government installed
tracking devices.63
If courts fully understand how cell phones work and how
they are used, they must conclude that users have no reasonable
expectation of privacy in connectivity data generated by their
cell phones, whether they are used in public or private places.
Modern cell phones connect automatically to various carriers
and devices with minimal user interface. Users expect that their
devices connect to cellular networks at all times to make and
receive calls. While they may not be fully aware of how much
data is shared with their carriers to obtain this connectivity, they
have actual knowledge of multiple aspects of their devices’ data
sharing. They know that their devices clearly and constantly
demonstrate current levels of connectivity (shown as bars on
the cell phone display). Furthermore, users sign terms of service agreements as a condition of use. These not only describe
what kinds of information are generated by their phones and
provided to their carriers, but also inform them that this data
may be provided to law enforcement.64 Federal Communications Commission regulations regarding E-911 also require that
all cell phones provide location data to their carriers to assist
in determining the location of calls for emergency service.65
Furthermore, in addition to cellular data, smartphones
automatically communicate with cellular carriers to establish
and maintain Internet connectivity. This results in the automatic provision of additional device connectivity data to third
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parties, including enhanced geolocation information.66 None
of this connectivity requires much in the way of user input.
Smartphones that are Wi-Fi enabled also automatically seek
out Wi-Fi hotspots and determine their availability to provide
Internet connectivity. This dialogue results in the automatic
sharing of additional data between these devices.67 Similarly,
when a person uses the Internet function on their smartphones
to view web pages, a variety of additional, non-content, routing, and signaling information is provided to their carrier and
Internet Service Provider (ISP), or to the Wi-Fi hotspot. The
majority of courts that have examined this issue have concluded
that because of the way in which computers share information to communicate over the Internet, there is no reasonable
expectation of privacy in this connectivity data.68
In addition, smartphone users often install applications
(apps) which cause the device to automatically connect with
and send data to app providers. For example, Google, which
manufactures smartphones, and Android, a popular cell phone
operating system, offers a service called “Google Now.” The
app, pre-installed on certain Android devices and available for
download on Apple devices, performs a variety of automatic
functions.69 It provides real time traffic information based on
the user’s location, and provides reminders regarding travel and
other calendar events. It performs these functions by automatically determining the device’s location, and by examining the
content of the user’s Gmail, contacts and calendars, as well as
web browsing history affiliated with the user’s Google account.70
The user consents to this activity by acknowledging Google’s
terms of service, which state, in part, that Google will collect:
Information you give us. For example, many of our services
require you to sign up for a Google Account. When you
do, we’ll ask for personal information, like your name,
email address, telephone number or credit card. . . .
[W]e might also ask you to create a publicly visible Google
Profile, which may include your name and photo.
Information we get from your use of our services. We collect information about the services that you use and how
you use them, like when you watch a video on YouTube,
visit a website that uses our advertising services, or view
and interact with our ads and content. This information
includes:
Device information
We collect device specific information (such as your
hardware model, operating system version, unique
device identifiers, and mobile network information
including phone number). Google may associate your
device identifiers or phone number with your Google
Account.
Log information
When you use our services or view content provided
by Google, we automatically collect and store certain
information in server logs. This includes:
• details of how you used our service, such as your
search queries,
• telephony log information like your phone number, calling party number, forwarding numbers,
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•
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•

time and date of calls, duration of calls, SMS
routing information and types of calls.
Internet protocol address.
device event information such as crashes, system
activity, hardware settings, browser type, browser
language, the date and time of your request and
referral URL.
cookies that may uniquely identify your browser
or your Google Account.

Location information
. . . [W]e may collect and process information about
your actual location. We use various technologies
to determine location, including IP address, GPS, and
other sensors that may, for example, provide Google
with information on nearby devices, WiFi access points
and cell towers.
Unique application numbers
Certain services include a unique application number.
This number and information about your installation
. . . may be sent to Google when you install or uninstall
that service or when that service periodically contacts
our servers, such as for automatic updates.71
It should be noted that the above information is in addition
to information provided by the device to the carrier or ISP, in
order to connect with Google. Upon request, users can obtain
a monthly activity report that categorizes all of the data Google
has accumulated on their activity, including a complete tracking record of all phone movements. Google users can log onto
their “Google Dashboard” and see a complete record of their
movements over the years that Google has maintained data on
the tracked device. Dashboard also provides information about
browsing history, e-mail and contacts.72
Additionally, both iPhone73 and Android74 operating
systems offer “Find My Phone” features, which allow users to
track, with a reasonable degree of precision, the exact geographic
location of their phones. This function is enabled through the
phone’s geolocation tracking capability as it shares location data
with Apple and Google. The popularity of these functions is
further evidence of the general population’s awareness of their
devices’ automatic connectivity.75
Furthermore, as part of the Internet of Everything, cellular
devices use Bluetooth technology to communicate with other
devices. Bluetooth is a short range radio-based technology that
enables devices, such as cell phones, speakers, automobiles, fitness bands, and computers, to communicate.76 For example,
fitness trackers such as Fitbit track physical activity, sleep duration, geolocation of activity, and heart rate. This data is then
sent, via Bluetooth, to the smartphone, which transmits the
information to Fitbit servers via cellular or Wi-Fi connections.
The Fitbit app queries the Fitbit servers and provides users
real time reports on their daily physical activity, as well as a
historical report on activity and health trends over a period of
time. Fitbit also sends users a weekly report regarding trends
in data collected.77
In sum, modern cell phone users automatically provide
a host of connectivity data to multiple third parties. (This
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massive volume of shared data is in addition to the content of
their phone calls, text messages, and web searching.) Starting
with U.S. v. Miller,78 and Smith v. Maryland,79 courts have long
recognized that users of communication services have lost any
reasonable expectation of privacy in connectivity data shared
with multiple service providers.80 Courts have specifically held
that the automated sharing of data over the Internet destroys any
expectation of privacy. For example, the Fifth Circuit recently
joined the Third, Fourth, Eighth and Tenth Circuits in holding
that persons have no expectation of privacy in IP addresses that
are shared in the normal course of Internet use.81 Additionally,
courts have ruled that if persons install computer software, such
as peer-to-peer file sharing programs, that disseminate child
pornography, they have lost any expectation of privacy when
they share content as well as connectivity data.82
A number of federal courts have recognized that, given
current levels of connectivity in our society, courts should
not recognize a reasonable expectation of privacy in this cell
phone data. In In re Smartphone Geolocation Application Data,
federal authorities were searching for the target of a pill mill
investigation.83 An arrest warrant was issued and the subject
refused to surrender, and authorities did not know where he
was. Federal agents applied for an order under the Pen/Trap
Statute and the SCA, and a warrant under Rule 41(c) to obtain
prospective cell-site location data. In concluding that there was
no reasonable expectation of privacy in the routine provision of
geolocation data to cellular providers, the court also noted the
inherent connectivity of cell phone devices and installed apps.84
The court also noted that users acknowledge this data sharing in
terms of service agreements.85 The court noted that if users did
not want and accept this automatic sharing of data, they could
opt out by turning off their phones.86 In In re Application of the
U.S. for Historical Cell Site Data, the Fifth Circuit rejected the
ACLU’s argument that cell phone users retain some expectation
of privacy in CSLI whenever they use their phones.87
IV. The Way Forward
Until courts demonstrate a greater understanding of the
level of connectivity of cell phones and other devices, and this
connectivity’s impact on legitimate expectations of privacy
in the Internet of Everything, they will continue to struggle
in applying traditional Fourth Amendment jurisprudence to
existing and developing technology. Courts have struggled
with the reasonable expectation standard in a variety of other
related circumstances. Do persons have a greater expectation
of privacy when the government surveillance is conducted in a
home rather than a public place? Does the government’s use of
certain technologies constitute a trespass into a protected area?88
Does someone who purchases a cell phone using a stolen credit
card have any reasonable expectation of privacy in its subsequent
use? Do persons have a reasonable expectation of privacy in
connectivity data created by stolen phones? Does the right of
privacy in historic CSLI differ from that in prospective CSLI?
Are there limits to warrantless searches of electronic devices?89
Are there limits to government’s use of high technology devices
not available to the general public?90
These questions are harbingers of issues to come. As
Justice Alito observed in U.S. v. Jones, “[t]he availability and
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use of these and other new devices will continue to shape the
average person’s expectations about the privacy of his or her
daily movements.”91 To the extent a person has any reasonable
expectation of privacy in simple cellular communication connectivity, does that expectation become unreasonable when the
user has an Internet enabled smartphone that is also constantly
connecting to cell sites and Wi-Fi hotspots and, at a minimum, sharing location data with them? To the extent that this
expectation is reasonable, does it become unreasonable when
the smartphone also connects to apps that constantly track the
user’s location for commercial purposes, or to apps which share
highly personal medical data with third parties? If each of these
factors changes the degree to which society will recognize an
expectation of privacy, how is law enforcement going to know
the level of connectivity of the user when making an application
for a court order or warrant to search for a particular device?92
Finally, because of the growing unwillingness of service
providers to provide assistance to law enforcement, even with
court orders and search warrants, will the government engage in
the greater development and use of self-help surveillance technology such as StingRay to obtain data directly from devices?
Two recent cases demonstrate this growing tension.
In a recent case dealing with Microsoft,93 law enforcement sought the contents of a Hotmail account maintained
by Microsoft under the search warrant authority of the SCA.94
(Microsoft reports that it processes thousands of such requests
from federal, state and local authorities.)95 Microsoft sought to
avoid compliance with the search warrant on the novel theory
that the servers housing the e-mail were located in Ireland,
and that the federal government would have to go through
diplomatic channels with the Irish government to obtain the
data. The lower courts rejected this argument, and the matter
is now awaiting a decision by the Second Circuit.96 Microsoft
seems to be playing a game of Three Card Monte with the data
in a cloud computing environment in order to avoid meeting
its obligations under the SCA. The essence of cloud computing
is the flexibility it gives to storage providers by moving stored
data to a variety of storage environments and locations, with
the assurance to the customer that the data can be produced
anywhere on demand. Microsoft is fully aware that requesting data through diplomatic channels will require months, if
not years, of delay in responding to any request where a court
has determined that there is probable cause to believe that a
crime has been committed and evidence of the crime is in a
Hotmail account.97 There is a question whether Microsoft is
truly motivated by a desire to adhere to diplomatic precedent,
or merely trying to avoid the cost of compliance with legitimate
law enforcement requests.98 An additional concern is that, if
Microsoft loses this case, they could further seek to avoid compliance by moving the data to another jurisdiction where the
U.S. has no treaty relations. As noted by the lower court, major
service providers are exploring the creation of “server farms at
sea,” beyond the jurisdiction of any nation.99
The Microsoft fight has been eclipsed by the current
struggle between the FBI and Apple over unlocking the iPhone
used by ISIS adherents in the San Bernardino shooting. Under
the authority of the All Writs Act,100 the DOJ sought to compel
Apple to assist in unlocking the phone. Citing First and Fifth
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Amendment rights, Apple refused to comply with a court
order directing their cooperation. (Apple has also refused to
comply with other state and federal court orders for similar assistance.)101 Many of the service providers that are supporting
Microsoft in its fight announced their intention to file amicus
briefs supporting Apple.102 In its pleadings, the DOJ asserted
that Apple’s intransigence was driven less by a desire to protect
privacy, and more by a desire to protect its commercial name.103
While the DOJ has now sought the dismissal of the San Bernardino All Writs Act matter, because the FBI has been able to
access the phone without Apple’s help, the struggle to compel
Apple to help in other cases is likely to go on.
The privacy bar has sought to portray the use of StingRay
devices as an unreasonable encroachment by the government
upon Fourth Amendment rights regarding electronic communications. As set forth above, this characterization is not
consistent with recognized jurisprudence regarding reasonable
expectations of privacy. Instead, the debate should be focused on
whether or not there is a need to create a new statutory right of
privacy in this area, along with appropriate controls on government access to this data. Some courts have suggested that these
and other privacy issues relating to electronic communications
in the twenty-first century are best resolved through legislative
rather than judicial actions.104 Through the passage of ECPA,
the Pen/Trap Statute, and the Communications Assistance to
Law Enforcement Act,105 Congress has previously demonstrated
that it can define non-constitutional rights and controls over
government surveillance, and dictate actions which service
providers must take to provide assistance to law enforcement.
It remains to be seen if Congress is up to today’s challenge.
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People for the Ethical Treatment of Property Owners v. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service: Did Gonzalez v. Raich Eviscerate All Constitutional Limits on
Federal Power?
By Jonathan Wood*

Note from the Editor:
This article discusses an ongoing case questioning the constitutionality of the Endangered Species Act, and favors the petitioners.
The Federalist Society takes no positions on particular legal and public policy matters. Any expressions of opinion are those of
the author. Whenever we publish an article that advocates for a particular position, as here, we offer links to other perspectives
on the issue, including ones opposed to the position taken in the article. We also invite responses from our readers. To join the
debate, please email us at info@fedsoc.org.
• Jason Rylander, Protecting Endangered Species Under the Commerce Clause: People for the Ethical Treatment of Property Owners
v. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, ACS Blog (September 25, 2015), available at https://www.acslaw.org/acsblog/protectingendangered-species-under-the-commerce-clause-people-for-the-ethical-treatment-of.
• David Driesen, Constitutional Law Professors’ Brief Filed in Utah Prairie Dog Case, ACS Blog (April 22, 2015), available at
https://www.acslaw.org/acsblog/constitutional-law-professors%E2%80%99-brief-filed-in-utah-prairie-dog-case.
• Brian Palmer, Is The Endangered Species Act…Endangered?, On Earth- Earthwire (January 2015), available at http://www.
onearth.org/earthwire/endangered-species-act-endangered.
On November 5, 2014, the District Court for the District
of Utah struck down an Endangered Species Act regulation
forbidding the “take” of any Utah prairie dog—a threatened
species found only in Utah with no commercial use or market—as exceeding Congress’ power under the Commerce and
Necessary and Proper Clauses.1 This is the first time that a
federal regulation of take has been struck down as unconstitutional and marks a sharp departure from the decisions of five
Circuit Courts of Appeals, which upheld similar restrictions.2
The decision squarely rejects the government’s argument, accepted by several circuits, that the Commerce Clause could
be stretched to allow it “to regulate anything that might affect
the ecosystem (to say nothing about its effect on commerce)”
because, otherwise, “there would be no logical stopping point
to congressional power under the Commerce Clause.”3 The
government has appealed the decision to the Tenth Circuit,
which held oral argument on September 28, 2015.4

action that could jeopardize a protected species.8
Though the statute was enacted nearly unanimously in
1973, it has been a continuous source of conflict, especially
since the Supreme Court interpreted it in TVA v. Hill 9 to
require every species to be protected “whatever the cost.” As a
consequence, the Endangered Species Act can impose harsh,
punitive restrictions on private property owners whose lands
provide needed habitat for species. Critics note that this creates
a disincentive against maintaining suitable habitat, ultimately
to the detriment of the species the statute is intended to protect.10 For these substantial costs, critics argue, we receive little
measurable benefit. Only about one percent of species listed
under the Endangered Species Act have ever recovered to the
point that they could be delisted.11

I. Background

The Utah prairie dog has been listed under the Endangered Species Act since its enactment.12 In 1984, when the
population was estimated at 23,753, its status was changed from
endangered to threatened. Since then, the population has nearly
doubled, with recent estimates placing the population at over
40,000 individual animals. All of these animals are found in
southwestern Utah, with approximately 70% of them residing
on private property.
There is no market for Utah prairie dogs, nor are they used
in any economic activity. However, the species has garnered
some academic interest and is advertised on federal government
websites to promote tourism to national parks.
Pursuant to the Endangered Species Act, the Fish &
Wildlife Service has adopted a regulation forbidding the “take”
of any Utah prairie dog unless authorized by a federal permit.13
These permits are available to owners of only certain types of

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 provides for the
listing of endangered and threatened species and mandates
broad protections for those species.5 These protections include
a prohibition against “take”—which is defined to encompass
essentially any activity that adversely affects a single member of
a species or its habitat6—that carries substantial civil and criminal penalties and can be enjoined by citizen suits.7 The statute
also requires all federal agencies to exercise their discretionary
powers to further the statute’s purposes and avoid taking any

..........................................................................
* The author is counsel of record for People for the Ethical Treatment of
Property Owners in their constitutional challenge to the Utah prairie
dog regulation.
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properties and restrict the number of Utah prairie dogs eligible
property owners are allowed to take.
People for the Ethical Treatment of Property Owners
(PETPO) was formed by several residents of southwestern Utah
who felt that their concerns had been consistently ignored by
the bureaucrats in Washington charged with setting federal
regulations. The organization has over 200 members, largely
consisting of affected residents, property owners, and local governments. It advocates protecting the species without imposing
such onerous burdens on property owners and the community,
primarily by encouraging the safe, humane capture of Utah
prairie dogs in backyards and residential neighborhoods, so that
they can be moved to public conservation areas where they can
be permanently protected.
The Utah prairie dog regulation severely impacts the organization’s members. Owners of undeveloped lots in residential
subdivisions are barred from building homes for their families
if Utah prairie dogs move in first. Some have lost their investments in land intended to develop small businesses. Many others are unable to protect their backyards and gardens from the
rodents. The local government of Cedar City, itself a member
of the organization, is unable to protect playgrounds and sports
fields from the burrowing animals, instead it has to fence areas
off from local children. It also must get federal permission to
remove Utah prairie dogs from the municipal airport, where
they tunnel beneath runways and in critical safety areas, and
the local cemetery, where they disturb the grounds, bark during
funerals, and eat flowers left by mourners.
After the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service adopted the Utah
prairie dog regulation, PETPO challenged it as exceeding the
government’s constitutional authority. The District Court
for the District of Utah agreed.14 In the wake of the district
court’s decision, Utah—which filed an amicus brief on behalf
of itself and eight other states supporting PETPO in the Tenth
Circuit—adopted a plan to conserve the species without such
onerous burdens by moving Utah prairie dogs from developed
neighborhoods and backyards to public conservation areas.15
III. Does the Commerce Clause Allow the Federal
Government to Regulate Any Activity that Affects Any
Species That Affects The Environment?
Modern Commerce Clause jurisprudence has significantly expanded the scope of federal power beyond what the
Constitution originally contemplated.16 Yet the Supreme Court
has continued to insist that the power is and must be subject
to judicially-enforceable limits.17 As presently understood, the
clause permits Congress to regulate economic activity that has a
substantial effect on interstate commerce.18 Notably, the Court
has never upheld federal regulation of noneconomic activity—i.e.
activity that isn’t the production, distribution, or consumption
of a traded commodity—under the Commerce Clause.
Since the so-called New Deal revolution, the Supreme
Court has only struck down two laws as exceeding Congress’
Commerce Clause power. In United States v. Lopez, the Supreme
Court declared that a federal statutory provision that criminalized the possession of a gun in a school zone exceeded Congress’
Commerce Clause power.19 And, in United States v. Morrison,
the Court struck down a federal cause of action for victims of
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gender-based violence on the same grounds.20
Although the Court has only rarely struck down laws as
exceeding Congress’ lawmaking power under the Commerce
Clause, its reasoning in these cases is instructive. In each, the
Court began by asking whether the activity regulated on the face
of the statutory provision is economic.21 Since neither possession of a gun nor gender-based violence are economic activities,
these provisions could not be characterized as regulations of
economic activity. Next, the Court asked whether the proffered
connections to interstate commerce were so insignificant and
logically attenuated that, if accepted, similar reasoning would
justify federal regulation of anything.22 In Lopez, for instance,
the Court rejected arguments based on the generalized impacts
of crime and education on commerce as too attenuated to
withstand scrutiny.23
Relying on these cases, the district court concluded that
the Utah prairie dog regulation exceeds the authority that
Congress may delegate to the Fish and Wildlife Service under
the Commerce Clause. The Utah prairie dog regulation broadly
forbids any activity, regardless of its nature, that results in any
adverse effect on a single Utah prairie dog or its habitat.24 On
its face, this broad ban on “take” is not a regulation of economic
activity.
On appeal, the government argues that the Utah prairie
dog regulation is a regulation of economic activity because the
plaintiff’s members wish to engage in land development and a
variety of economic activities are ensnared by the broad ban.25
PETPO responds that the first argument takes a crabbed view
of the impacts that the regulation has on residents of Southwestern Utah and conflicts with the Supreme Court’s approach
to reviewing the Commerce Clause challenge in Lopez.26 The
defendant in Lopez was engaged in economic activity; he was
paid to carry the gun to school to deliver it to a classmate. Yet the
Court judged whether the statute regulated economic activity
on its face rather than looking to the particular party’s activity.27
PETPO argues that the government’s second argument would
go even further by allowing the federal government to regulate
any noneconomic activity, so long as it’s regulated under a broad
regulation that also ensnares economic activity. At a minimum,
this would require overruling Lopez and Morrison as both of the
laws challenged in those cases could be violated by economic
activity (as the facts in Lopez demonstrate).
The district court also held that Lopez and Morrison’s ban
on attenuated reasoning dooms the Utah prairie dog regulation.
The federal government’s argument in chief is that all activities
that affect a single Utah prairie dog are within its power because
the species as a whole affects the environment and the environment affects interstate commerce.28 PETPO responds that this
argument would mean that federal power has no logical limit. To
take just one example, the human species significantly impacts
the environment.29 Therefore, under the federal government’s
argument, it could regulate any activity that affects a single
person, because our species affects the environment, which
affects commerce. This is far more attenuated than even the
“costs of crime” rationale pressed—and rejected—in Lopez.30
In the alternative, the government argues that take of the
Utah prairie dog can have a direct effect on interstate commerce
because, though it is not currently traded or used in commercial
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activity, the species could become an object of commerce in the
future. In support of this argument, it refers to this oft-quoted
language in the statute’s legislative history:
Who knows, or can say, what potential cures for cancer
or other scourges, present or future, may lie locked up in
the structures of plants which may yet be undiscovered,
much less analyzed?31
PETPO argues that this too admits of no logical limit.
Literally any substance could conceivably become a subject of
commerce at some unknown point in the future.32 And just as
any species may hold cancer’s cure, anyone might be the person
to discover it. Yet the federal government does not have the
power to regulate any activity that affects any person—nor any
substance—on that basis.33
IV. Does the Necessary and Proper Clause, As Interpreted By Raich, Allow The Federal Government to
Regulate Anything For Any Reason Pursuant To A
“Comprehensive Scheme”?
If the Commerce Clause cannot sustain the Utah prairie dog regulation, the government must instead rely on the
Necessary and Proper Clause.34 The standard explanation of
this clause is that it is not intended to convey any significant
independent power;35 rather, its purpose is to make clear that
the federal government has the means required to exercise its
other powers.36 In McCulloch v. Maryland, Chief Justice Marshall explained the clause this way:
Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the scope of the
constitution and all means which are appropriate, which
are plainly adapted to that end, which are not prohibited,
but consist with the letter and spirit of the constitution,
are constitutional.37
Though this gives Congress wide latitude, it is not a blank
check. The Necessary and Proper Clause does not authorize
any regulation that is a rational means of accomplishing some
government objective. Rather, the government must be able to
show why the challenged regulation is reasonably necessary to
implementing an enumerated power.38
Consequently, the Necessary and Proper Clause supplements the Commerce Clause by allowing the federal government to regulate noneconomic activity if necessary for it
to effectively regulate economic activity or the market for a
commodity pursuant to a comprehensive regulatory scheme.39
In Gonzales v. Raich, for instance, the Court sanctioned federal regulation of mere intrastate possession of marijuana for
medical use under the Controlled Substances Act.40 It explained
that federal regulation of this activity was rational because
marijuana grown and possessed solely in California for medical purposes is indistinguishable from marijuana traded in the
illicit, interstate market. Exempting the former would frustrate
the government’s ability to regulate the latter pursuant to its
comprehensive scheme to regulate the illicit interstate market
and related economic activity.41
In the Utah prairie dog case, the government argues that
the Utah prairie dog regulation must be upheld as a necessary
part of the Endangered Species Act, which it explains is a
comprehensive regulatory scheme to preserve species.42 PETPO
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responds that this analysis fails to respect the limits of the
Necessary and Proper Clause. The government is not arguing
that, if it cannot regulate every activity that affects a single Utah
prairie dog, it will not be able to regulate economic activity
or the market for a commodity. As the district court noted in
rejecting the government’s argument, there is no market for
Utah prairie dogs, nor are they used in any economic activity.
Therefore, restrictions on the government’s ability to regulate
Utah prairie dog takes simply doesn’t implicate its ability to
regulate commerce.
Instead, the government argues that if it cannot regulate
any activity that affects any Utah prairie dog (or any other
species), the Endangered Species Act’s ability to achieve its
non-commercial, conservation goals would be undermined.
Or, as the Fifth Circuit put it in upholding federal protection
of cave bugs, the federal government must be able to regulate
all life as part of its protection for the “’interdependent web’
of all species.”43
PETPO responds that this argument, if accepted, would
cause any remaining difference between federal power and the
states’ police power to evaporate by subjecting both to the same
meager limit. According to the government’s argument, the
Necessary and Proper Clause permits it to do anything, so long
as it’s rationally related to any policy objective. That is the same
standard that constrains states’ exercises of the police power
under the Due Process Clause.44 For instance, it would permit
the federal government to regulate any criminal acts pursuant
to a comprehensive scheme to regulate crime.
The Supreme Court has already implicitly rejected this
argument in Lopez and Morrison, by striking down criminal
provisions that were small parts of omnibus crime bills.45 If
the government’s argument in the Utah prairie dog case were
accepted, the opposite results should have been reached in
both Lopez and Morrison. The challenged criminal provisions
should have been upheld in order to effectuate the anti-crime
goals animating those omnibus (i.e. comprehensive) crime bills.
V. Conclusion: Will the Supreme Court Finally Settle
This Conflict?
Despite the number of previous constitutional challenges
to federal regulation of take of intrastate, noncommercial species, the Supreme Court has never weighed in. This despite
Chief Justice Roberts’—then on the D.C. Circuit—famous
dissent from a denial of rehearing en banc that the grounds
for upholding federal regulation of take are inconsistent with
Supreme Court precedent.46 The issue certainly presents an
important question of federal law. The Endangered Species
Act broadly forbids (in fact, criminalizes) any activity that
adversely impacts a single member of a species or its habitat
and applies this prohibition to approximately 1,500 species
spread throughout the country.47 With environmental groups
seeking to add additional species to this list by the hundreds,48
the consequences of getting this constitutional question right
will only continue to grow. With a path breaking decision in
the district court, and the possibility of a circuit split if it is affirmed, perhaps this will be the case where the Supreme Court
finally resolves this question.
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I. Introduction
In early December, 2015, the Supreme Court granted
review of United States Army Corps of Engineers v. Hawkes Co.,
Inc.1 The Court has set the case for argument on March 30,
2016. The case involves administrative law, environmental law,
and the right of access to the courts.
In Hawkes, a panel of the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals
held that a jurisdictional determination (JD) constitutes final
agency action that a landowner may challenge in federal court.2
That decision conflicted with the Ninth Circuit’s decision in
Fairbanks N. Star Borough v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,3
and the Fifth Circuit’s decision in Belle Co., LLC v. U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers.4 The Court granted certiorari in Hawkes to
resolve the conflict among these circuits.5
II. Jurisdictional Determinations6
Under regulations promulgated by the United States Army
Corps of Engineers (Corps), a landowner may request from the
Corps a JD in order to determine whether the Corps believes
the landowner’s property falls within federal jurisdiction pursuant to the Clean Water Act (CWA).7 The JD constitutes the
Corps’ official and written statement as to whether the federal
government has regulatory wetland authority over the property.8
The Corps has also provided an administrative appeal process to
challenge a JD.9 Through this process, the landowner receives
one level of appeal, usually to the Corps division engineer.10
That determination is final, but the Corps can ignore the results
of that appeal.11
The JD process can help the regulated public and the
Corps. A landowner learns early on in the development process
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whether the Corps will claim jurisdiction and demand a CWA
dredge-and-fill permit, and the Corps determines whether it
needs to expend any of its limited funds and manpower on
working with a landowner in the permit process. But what happens when the landowner disagrees with the JD? That question
confronts the Court in Hawkes.
III. Judicial Review
The federal courts may review agency action under the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA),12 so long as that action is:
(1) “final,”13 (2) not specifically made unreviewable by statute,14
and (3) not wholly committed to the agency’s discretion.15
Until Hawkes, the circuit courts to address the question
said that a JD did not meet the APA standard for judicial review.16 The Corps agrees, notwithstanding that the Corps’ own
regulations refer to a JD as “Corps final agency action.”17 A
number of district court decisions ruled the same way.18 These
decisions generally concluded that the issuance of a JD did not
change the legal rights or obligations of either the landowner
or the Corps, and therefore a JD could not constitute final
agency action.
The Supreme Court has interpreted the APA’s authorization of judicial review of “final agency action” to mean agency
action that both marks the consummation of the agency’s
decision-making process, and produces legal consequences.19
Hence, the district court decisions have concluded that JDs
do not amount to final agency action on the asserted basis that
“[t]he legal rights and obligations of the parties [are] precisely
the same the day after the [JD is] issued as they were the day
before.”20 In Fairbanks, the Ninth Circuit also held that although a JD does amount to the consummation of the agency
decision-making process, it did not amount to final action by
which obligations are determined or from which legal consequences flow.21 Likewise, in Belle Company, the Fifth Circuit
held that no consequences flowed from the JD.22 Until Hawkes,
the courts agreed that they could not review JDs. But the story
does not end there.
The Supreme Court of the United States addressed a
similar question—whether compliance orders (not JDs) are
judicially reviewable—in 2012 in the Sackett case and its answer
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suggests that the Fairbanks and Belle courts answered the JD
reviewability question incorrectly.23 A review of Sackett and its
logical application to JDs helps shed light on why the Eighth
Circuit correctly decided Hawkes and why the Supreme Court
will likely affirm.

tained no more indicia of finality than the JD did in Hawkes.
That perceptive comment from Justice Ginsburg on finality is
as good a place as any to turn to Hawkes and the EPA’s overreaching sibling: the Army Corps of Engineers.

IV. Sackett

In Hawkes, a Minnesota business sought permission to
harvest 530 acres of swampland for peat moss used in landscaping. The owner conceded from the beginning that the
swampland amounted to wetlands by definition. However,
under the Supreme Court decision in Rapanos, only wetlands
adjacent to a permanent water body, or which have a “significant
nexus” with traditional navigable waters, are subject to federal
jurisdiction under the CWA. Since the nearest river sat 120
miles away, and no water bodies connected the swampland to
the river, Hawkes argued, nobody could reasonably find these
wetlands subject to federal jurisdiction.
But the Corps nevertheless issued a Jurisdictional Determination asserting the swamp was covered by the Act, without
demonstrating the requisite connection to traditional navigable
waters, so Hawkes sought to challenge the determination in
court.32 Hawkes argued that the Sackett decision requires judicial
review of JDs.33 Hawkes’ argument flowed from the logic of
Sackett: (1) the JD represented the consummation of the Corps’
decision-making process, and (2) the JD had immediate legal
consequences for Hawkes.34
The trial court rejected the application of Sackett.35 It ruled
for the government and held that Hawkes had three options:
(1) abandon the project and, perhaps, the business; (2) seek
an arguably unnecessary federal permit at a devastating cost
of over $270,000; or (3) go forward without a permit risking
civil fines of up to $75,000 per day and/or criminal sanctions
including imprisonment. Those did not amount to immediate legal consequences, in the court’s estimation—despite the
Sackett decision.36
Pacific Legal Foundation represented Hawkes as it appealed that decision to the Eighth Circuit. The court of appeals
reversed.37 The court held, relying on Sackett, that JDs are final
agency actions subject to immediate challenge in court.38 In
discussing the three “alternatives” that the trial court held
demonstrated a lack of immediate legal consequence, the court
explained:

In Sackett, the Court unanimously held—contrary to the
circuit courts that had previously addressed the question24—that
the federal courts can judicially review EPA compliance orders.25
Mike and Chantell Sackett bought a small parcel of property in 2005 with the intent to build a three-bedroom family
home on it. Their lot sat in a residential area, and neighbors
built their own houses. The Sacketts obtained a county permit
to build and started laying gravel. But then the EPA, without
hearings or notice, claimed the property was federal “wetlands”
and ordered them to return the property to its original state on
pain of astronomical fines.26
With good reason to believe the land did not meet the
definition of wetlands within the meaning of the CWA (or,
for that matter, at all), the Sacketts wished to contest EPA’s
claim.27 But the EPA denied their request for a hearing—and
the Ninth Circuit ruled they had no right to immediate judicial
review.28 It held that the Sacketts would first have to go through
a years-long permitting process, which could cost 12 times the
value of their land.29
The Supreme Court reversed the Ninth Circuit unanimously and overturned decades of uniform case law prohibiting
judicial review of compliance orders issued pursuant to the
CWA. The Court held that a JD issued through a compliance order is “final” and subject to judicial review under the
Administrative Procedure Act. Relying on Bennett, the Court
had no trouble finding that the compliance order “marks the
‘consummation’ of the agency’s decision-making process.”30 The
Court held the order marked the consummation of the agency’s
decision-making process because “the ‘Findings and Conclusions’ that the compliance order contained were not subject to
further agency review.” Id. This description of the compliance
order applies with equal force to the JD in Hawkes.
The “Findings and Conclusions” in Sackett included a
jurisdictional decision or determination not unlike the JD
in Hawkes. In fact, the JD in Sackett served as the predicate
finding of a violation. Justice Ginsburg’s concurring opinion
makes this clear:
Faced with an EPA administrative compliance order
threatening tens of thousands of dollars in civil penalties
per day, the Sacketts sued “to contest the jurisdictional
bases for the order.” Brief for Petitioners 9. “As a logical
prerequisite to the issuance of the challenged compliance
order,” the Sacketts contend, “EPA had to determine
that it has regulatory authority over [our] property.” Id.
at 54-55. The Court holds that the Sacketts may immediately litigate their jurisdictional challenge in federal
court. I agree, for the Agency has ruled definitively on
that question.31
Justice Ginsburg’s conclusion applies with equal force in
Hawkes, because the compliance order at issue in Sackett con-
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V. Factual and Procedural Background of Hawkes

The prohibitive costs, risk, and delay of these alternatives
to immediate judicial review evidence a transparently
obvious litigation strategy: by leaving appellants with no
immediate judicial review and no adequate alternative
remedy, the Corps will achieve the result its local officers
desire, abandonment of the peat mining project, without
having to test whether its expansive assertion of jurisdiction—rejected by one of their own commanding officers
on administrative appeal—is consistent with the Supreme
Court’s limiting decision in Rapanos.
***
The Court’s decision in Sackett reflected concern that failing to permit immediate judicial review of assertions of
CWA jurisdiction would leave regulated parties unable, as
a practical matter, to challenge those assertions. The Court
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concluded that was contrary to the APA’s presumption
of judicial review.39
In holding for Hawkes on the question of legal consequences arising from the JD, the court explained why the Corps’
arguments to the contrary held no water:
The Corps’ assertion that the Revised JD is merely advisory and has no more effect than an environmental consultant’s opinion ignores reality. “[I]n reality it has a powerful
coercive effect.” Bennett, 520 U.S. at 169, 117 S Ct. 1154.
Absent immediate judicial review, the impracticality of
otherwise obtaining review, combined with ‘the uncertain
reach of the Clean Water Act and the draconian penalties
imposed for the sort of violations alleged in this case . . .
leaves most property owners with little practical alternative
but to dance to the EPA’s [or to the Corps’] tune.’” “In
a nation that values due process, not to mention private
property, such treatment is unthinkable.” Sackett, 132 S.
Ct. at 1375 (Alito, J., concurring).40
In other words, due process requires nothing less than the
opportunity to go to court when the government tramples one’s
constitutional rights—here, due process and property rights.
The Sackett Court said so unanimously, and the Hawkes panel
gave the same response.
Judge Kelly, in her concurrence, explicitly relied on Justice
Ginsburg’s explanation for her vote (as described above) in
finding the JD reviewable. In Sackett, Ginsburg’s vote turned
on the EPA’s determination of jurisdiction that set the dispute
in motion; likewise, as Judge Kelly pointed out, the JD set the
dispute in motion in Hawkes.41
VI. The Eighth Circuit Panel Decided Hawkes Correctly
There are at least three consequences arising from a JD
that meet the Bennett test for agency action finality, and demonstrate that the Eighth Circuit got the finality question right.
First, a JD finding jurisdiction makes it much more likely that
any civil fine assessed against the landowner will be greater
than if the JD found no jurisdiction.42 Second, a JD directly
and immediately alters a landowner’s course of conduct. A JD
constitutes the Corps’ authoritative determination that a given
site is subject to CWA regulation and, therefore, that the site’s
owner thus must seek a permit prior to commencing any dredge
or fill activity.43 Third, a JD fulfills Bennett’s legal consequences
requirement because a JD can provide legal immunity, through
an estoppel defense, to landowners.44 Hawkes got it right.
The Hawkes decision is not only correct as a matter of law,
but is also good judicial policy because it allows the public to
avoid the dilemma for the regulated public that the Fairbanks
and Belle Company courts did not allow. Once a landowner
receives a JD finding jurisdiction, he can: (1) abandon his
development plans; (2) seek a permit, expending considerable
sums that cannot be refunded regardless of how jurisdiction is
ultimately resolved; or (3) proceed with his development at the
risk of serious civil and criminal penalties.45 The law does not
support forcing this choice upon landowners.
And this choice is abhorrent to sound environmental
policy. Both the regulated public and the Corps have strong
interests in ascertaining the extent of CWA jurisdiction as early
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as possible. For the landowner, finding out whether jurisdiction
exists helps to avoid the costs of litigating unnecessarily over
jurisdiction. For the Corps, an early judicial determination
regarding jurisdiction helps to focus the agency’s enforcement
efforts. There is no reason to expend manpower and resources
in a prolonged permit or enforcement proceeding if CWA jurisdiction is absent. Agency resources could instead be directed
to those cases where jurisdiction has been judicially determined
to be present.46
Moreover, because JDs are not typically issued within
the context of an enforcement action, and are not a necessary
prelude to such an action, judicial review would not hamper the
Corps’ administration of the CWA. Relatedly, judicial review
of pre-enforcement activities would not effectively deny the
Corps the power of election among enforcement mechanisms
(e.g., a pre-enforcement order as opposed to immediate judicial
action), because the issuance of a JD does not presuppose that
the applicant has already or is continuing to violate the CWA.
VII. Conclusion
Like the jurisdictional decision in Sackett, the formal JD
in this case has immediate and direct legal consequences. It
is, in fact, an adjudicative decision that applies the law to the
specific facts of this case and is legally binding on the agency
and the landowner, thereby fixing a legal relationship; these are
the elements of a “final agency action.” Therefore, the Corps’
Jurisdictional Determination or JD is justiciable.
Recent agency actions in this area of the law heighten the
need for the Supreme Court to open the courthouse doors to
landowners. On June 29, 2015, the Corps and EPA issued a
controversial new rule redefining “waters of the United States”
subject to federal control under the Clean Water Act.47 Among
other things, this rule expands the scope of the Act to cover
tributaries and isolated waters this Court held could not be
regulated in Solid Waste Agency of N. Cook County v. U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers48 and Rapanos. The new rule will affect millions of landowners nationwide.
Questions of reviewability of EPA and Corps actions
under the CWA have been in the federal courts for decades.
Much of the case law has focused on the reviewability of preenforcement actions. For a host of reasons, before Sackett, and
now Hawkes, the courts had consistently held that APA review
is unavailable for these types of actions. The Supreme Court in
Sackett and the Eighth Circuit in Hawkes correctly changed the
trajectory of administrative law and hemmed in agencies that
had long ago left the bounds of reasonableness. That is why the
Supreme Court of the United States should affirm the Eighth
Circuit’s wise decision in Hawkes—that case, like Sackett before
it, recognized the need to protect due process and basic fairness,
and to cabin the power of agencies that for too long have acted
well beyond their constitutional limits.
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Intellectual Property

What’s at Stake in Cuozzo v. Lee?: The View of the Petitioner
By David L. Applegate*
Currently pending on the docket of the United States
Supreme Court is the case of Cuozzo Speed Technologies, LLC,
v. Michelle K. Lee, Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual
Property and Director, Patent and Trademark Office, No 15-446,
on petition for writ of certiorari. At issue, first, is whether claims
in patent cases arising from the Patent Trial and Appeal Board
(PTAB) should be construed in the same manner as claims in
cases arising from the district courts. A second issue, a matter of
horizontal separation of powers, is whether the Federal Circuit
correctly held that PTAB decisions to institute inter partes review (IPR) are judicially unreviewable even if the PTAB exceeds
its statutory authority in instituting such proceedings. Because
Congress intended IPR as a less expensive surrogate for litigation, this article, like petitioner, argues that the same standard
should apply to claim construction regardless of forum. This
article takes no position on the second issue, but summarizes
the arguments of petitioner.
I. Facts of the Case
Petitioner Cuozzo Speed Technologies, LLC (Cuozzo)
owns a patent on an invention that, by integrating a GPS
device with a display system inside the vehicle, alerts drivers
when they exceed the posted speed limit at any given location.
Garmin, the maker of many in-vehicle GPS systems, filed an
IPR, described more fully below, challenging, among others,
claims 10, 14, and 17 of the Cuozzo patent.
An IPR Board of the PTAB denied all unpatentability
grounds that Garmin had asserted with respect to claims 10
and 14, but then applied to those same claims the prior art
that Garmin had cited against claim 17. Based on that claim
17 art, the PTAB instituted an IPR against all three claims.
The PTAB ultimately determined that claims 10, 14, and 17
were all obvious in view of the prior art. Cuozzo appealed the
decision to the Federal Circuit, at which point Garmin settled
with Cuozzo. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
then intervened to defend the Board’s decision.
Nine groups have filed amicus briefs: the American Intellectual Property Law Association; the Biotechnology Industry
Organization; the Intellectual Property Owners Association;
the New York Intellectual Property Law Association; Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America; Trading
Technologies International, Inc.; Interdigital, Inc., Tessera
Technologies, Inc., and Fallbrook Technologies, Inc.; and the
Intellectual Property Law Association of Chicago. This author
was the primary author on the brief of The Intellectual Property

..........................................................................
* David Applegate is Chair of the Intellectual Property Practice Group
at Williams Montgomery & John Ltd., a Firm of Trial Lawyers,
headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, and an Executive Committee Member
of the Federalist Society’s Intellectual Property Practice Group. The views
expressed here are his own.
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Law Association of Chicago, and draws on that brief in part
with respect to the first issue in this case.
II. Constitutional and Statutory Background of the
America Invents Act
The purpose of U. S. patent law is “to promote the Progress of Science and the Useful Arts ….”1 Valid patents provide
an incentive for inventors to make their inventions and discoveries known to the world by enabling patent owners to exclude
marketplace competitors for a term Congress deems sufficient
to enable patent owners to earn a reasonable return on their
investment. In contrast, by their very nature, patents invalid
under Section 102 or Section 103 exclude from the marketplace
competitors who merely practice known art (Section 102) or
obvious improvements (Section 103). Using invalid patents
to exclude qualified competitors from the market impedes the
progress of the useful arts by permitting “owners” of invalid
patents to monopolize technologies or to charge monopoly
prices for practicing them, thus frustrating the purpose of the
Constitution’s patent clause.
In 1790 Congress enacted the first patent statue, and in
1954 the 83rd Congress enacted the statute’s last major overhaul
until recent years. In 1995 Congress made other improvements,
including bringing the term of U.S. patents into harmony with
those of many other Western nations. (Instead of seventeen years
from issuance, for example, U.S. patents now expire twenty
years from the application date, subject to certain adjustments
due to delays within the USPTO.)
Dissatisfaction with the amount and expense of U.S.
patent litigation has led to further reforms in the past five
years. Part of the dissatisfaction has been with the perceived
quality of the patents themselves. In response to early 2000s
criticism that the USPTO was granting too many patents
likely to be found invalid, for example, the 112th Congress
in 2011 passed the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (AIA).2
At the same time, Congress had concluded that the existing
patent litigation system itself unnecessarily imposes unneeded
litigation and ancillary costs.3 This, too, frustrates the purpose
of the Constitution’s patent clause and undermines the value
of the U.S. patent system.
III. The Purposes of Inter Partes Review
In keeping with its Constitutional charter, the AIA seeks
to improve the climate for investment and industrial activity
by improving the quality of patents and by reducing unnecessary litigation costs.4 The AIA attempts to achieve the former
by removing invalid patents from enforceability. It attempts to
accomplish the latter by shifting patent validity disputes from
the courts to the USPTO, the expert agency charged with
granting or denying patents in the first place.
To that end, the AIA has established a new post-grant
adjudicatory process for challenging patent validity, limited to
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issues that may be raised under Sections 102 and 103 of the
Patent Act. Section 102 governs “anticipation”—i.e., whether an
existing invention already includes all the salient features of the
claimed invention. Section 103 governs obviousness—whether
the invention would have been “obvious to one of ordinary skill
in the field of art” to which the invention applies.
To administer this adjudicative process, the AIA has created a new body called the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, or
PTAB, staffed with administrative law judges. Located within
the existing Patent and Trademark Office, the PTAB employs
an adjudicative proceeding known as inter partes review, or
IPR. IPR has no relationship to a previously-existing practice of
patent re-examination within the USPTO—an extension of the
prosecution process—and is intended instead as a less expensive
surrogate for litigation, complete with limited discovery and
briefing opportunities.
IV. The Process of Inter Partes Review
IPR differs substantially from the USPTO patent examination process as well as from pre-AIA re-examinations. Under
pre-existing law, a party could challenge an issued patent’s validity through inter partes re-examination. But that process, unlike
IPR, was examinational in nature. Patent re-examination necessarily considered patentable subject matter under Section 101,
in addition to anticipation under Section 102 and obviousness
under Section 103. Re-examination allowed patent examiners
to search for potentially invalidating prior art. Re-examination
also freely permitted amendments by the patent owner as part
of the iterative process between the USPTO and the patentee.
By enacting the AIA, Congress created IPRs as a streamlined adjudicatory process. Central to the AIA’s scheme is having a reliable early indicator of a patent’s quality. Thus, after
a patent issues, the AIA provides for the possibility of an IPR
by technology-trained patent-savvy adjudicators.5 This new
type of review is distinct from pre-AIA patent re-examination
procedures in several ways. Unlike prior examinations and reexaminations, the IPR process is adversarial, not examinational.
Unlike in USPTO patent prosecutions, the IPR Board is not
authorized to conduct its own prior art searches. Unlike in examinations and re-examinations, the patentee’s ability to amend
claims is extremely limited.6 Indeed, in practice, the ability to
amend a claim during an IPR is all but illusory.
Thus, IPRs lack the back-and-forth of patent prosecution
or re-examination. Rather, IPRs are adversarial and adjudicatory,
as is district court litigation—merely streamlined. An IPR’s
exclusive central features are (1) “non-notice” (fact-specific)
pleading by challengers; (2) fact-specific responsive pleading
by patent owners; (3) cross-examination of experts employed
by affidavit, limited to seven hours, following the challenge
and response; (4) a reply; and (5) a one hour lawyers’ oral argument with exclusion of a “full” record. More fundamentally,
unlike patent examinations, IPRs involve only patents already
granted. As such, the patent holder already owns a recognized
property right with established metes and bounds. Respect for
that property right demands a fundamentally different kind of
review from patent examination.
Like district court litigation, IPRs are adjudicatory; unlike district court litigation, they are limited to Section 102
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novelty and Section 103 obviousness. Prior art is limited to
patents and printed publications. The USPTO Director serves
as gate-keeper, while the parties present the arguments and art.
A challenger to validity of an existing patent files a petition with
the PTO,7 limited to Section 102 (novelty) or 103 (obviousness)
on the basis of prior art patents or printed publications.8 The
petition must identify with particularity both the grounds and
the evidence that challenge each claim.9 The patentee may then
file a preliminary response setting forth why the PTO should
not institute IPR.10
The IPR process streamlines and stages discovery and, absent good cause shown, requires a final written decision within
twelve months.11 If the PTAB institutes IPR, the patentee may
conduct limited discovery, including depositions of petitioner’s
declarants.12 The patentee may also respond with particularity
to the petition and file supporting affidavits or declarations.13
If the patentee responds, petitioner may conduct limited discovery, including depositions of the patentee’s declarants, and
may file a reply.14 Either party may request an oral hearing.15
A panel of at least three administrative patent judges conducts
the hearing, which the AIA considers to be a trial.16 (Unlike a
district court trial, the proceeding excludes live witnesses and
relies instead on the parties’ paper submissions and attorney
argument.17) Like district court decisions in patent cases, IPR
decisions of the PTAB are directly reviewable by the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.18
Absent good cause shown, motions to amend are limited
to one per patent, only after conferring with the Board.19 As in
Cuozzo, IPR Boards routinely deny such motions.20 Since the
AIA took effect in September 2012, parties have filed over 3,400
IPR petitions.21 As of June 15, 2015, the PTAB had allowed
motions to amend in only four IPR proceedings.22 In practice,
then, the right to amend has been largely illusory.
In sum, to improve patent quality and to reduce litigation costs, the AIA created IPRs as “an inexpensive and speedy
alternative to litigation.”23 The process bears little, if any, resemblance to any previous proceedings within the USPTO. 24
A. The Problem with Inter Partes Review
As Petitioners’ opening cert petition shows, IPRs filed
since the AIA’s effective date have yielded an unexpectedly
high rate of patent claim cancellation. Of the over 3,400 IPR
petitions filed since the AIA’s inception, as of October 6, 2015,
nearly 85% have resulted in cancellation of some or all the
claims under review.25 One reason, petitioners believe, is that
the PTAB applies a broader standard of claim construction than
the federal courts.26 By construing claims more broadly than
the courts, the PTAB necessarily considers a larger universe of
prior art and heightens the potential impact of a given piece of
art. Concomitantly, this increases the likelihood of finding a
patent either anticipated under Section 102 or obvious under
Section 103.
Promoting the progress of the useful arts requires not only
awarding valid patents but also administering a non-arbitrary
system for challenging or upholding them. A non-arbitrary
system requires that the standards for challenging or upholding validity be the same regardless of the forum. To achieve its
constitutional purpose, the patent system must also strike an
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appropriate balance between patent rights holders and other
innovators. It cannot, and should not, attempt to tilt the playing field based on popular perceptions or political winds. The
Supreme Court should therefore clarify that the proper standard
for claim construction in assessing validity of an issued patent
does not depend on whether the initial forum is a district court
or the PTAB.
Yet the PTAB’s claim construction standard for IPR is
decidedly inconsistent with the standard used by federal courts.
When construing claims in accordance with applicable law,
federal courts must construe claims according to the “plain
and ordinary meaning” of the language of the claim.27 An IPR
Board, however, applies the “broadest reasonable construction”
consistent with the specification. To achieve consistency and
coherence in recognizing the property rights of patent owners,
the Supreme Court should grant cert in Cuozzo to clarify that
the litigation standard—“plain and ordinary meaning”—applies in IPRs as well.
Nothing in the AIA itself requires that IPR Boards employ
a “broadest reasonable” claim construction. To the contrary,
such construction is an anachronistic holdover from the
USPTO’s examination and re-examination processes. In those
proceedings, the USPTO examines prior art and raises potential
arguments against patentability using the “broadest reasonable
interpretation” of the claims consistent with the patent’s specification. The applicant then has the opportunity to amend its
claims in view of the prior art to point out more particularly the
invention claimed. In this give-and-take examinational process,
a “broadest reasonable interpretation” makes perfect sense. In
the context of the AIA’s IPRs it does not.
B. Promoting A Single Standard for Judicial Review
To achieve the AIA’s aims, two adjudicative bodies reviewing the same patent’s validity over the same prior art should
reach the same result. Indeed, it would frustrate the intent of
Congress and the purpose of the Constitution’s patent clause
to do otherwise. All adjudications should therefore require a
clear, single standard applicable to all such reviews, irrespective
of the reviewing body.
As with patent infringement, the prerequisite for determining patent validity is claim construction.28 A patent’s
claims determine its metes and bounds and therefore what
distinguishes it from the prior art. This establishes novelty; that
is, what makes the patent neither anticipated under Section 102
nor obvious under Section103.
Without guidance from the Congress or the Supreme
Court, the PTAB has been construing patent claims in IPRs
using the same standard that PTO examiners use in examining
patents prior to issue. That scope is the “broadest reasonable
interpretation consistent with the specification.”29 In patent
examinations and re-examinations that standard makes sense
because the process is iterative: the applicant and the examiner
effectively work in give and take fashion to refine the scope of
the proposed claims.30
But district courts, in contrast, are bound by the Supreme
Court’s and Federal Circuit law to give claims their “plain and
ordinary meaning.”31 And, since Markman, it has been the duty
of the court, as a matter of law, to determine the meaning of
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the claims.32 The difference between these two standards—
“broadest possible interpretation” on the one hand, “plain and
ordinary meaning” on the other—is believed to be the reason
for the unexpectedly high rate—nearly 85%—of IPR claims
cancellation to date.33
At best, the application of two different standards invites
confusion and forum-shopping. Because the IPR Board is a
surrogate for the district court, the two standards should be
the same.
V. Promoting Cost-Effectiveness Through A Single
Standard
Congress could not have been clearer that IPRs should
be cost-effective surrogates for litigation.34 Both administrative
adjudication under the AIA and district court adjudication are
reviewable by the same court, namely the United States Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. And although factual determinations underpinning the district court’s claim construction
may be entitled to deference,35 the Federal Circuit reviews all
legal aspects of the claim construction de novo. Like the district
court’s construction, that de novo review, requires giving claim
language its plain and ordinary meaning.36
A valid patent must “distinctly claim” the inventor’s invention.37 A proper claim construction is therefore an essential
element of promoting the progress of the useful arts. Specifically,
a proper claim construction is central not only to an infringement analysis but also to a patent’s validity.38 While the former
determines the scope of the patent holder’s right to exclude, the
latter determines the right to exclude at all.
Applying differing standards to a claim construction
reached under an IPR from one reached by a district court
would quickly lead to incoherence. In and of itself, that would
mean that the patent challenger’s choice of forum—i.e., whether
to file IPR petition or a federal lawsuit—could be dispositive,
up to and including the level of Federal Circuit review. More
important, it would unacceptably permit differing tribunals
charged by the same Congress to reach differing results on the
same evidence.39
A coherent approach consistent with the language and
intent of the AIA would apply the same claim construction
standard with which district courts and the Federal Circuit
are already familiar. That standard is the “plain and ordinary
meaning” of the claim language to one of ordinary skill in the
art.40 The “plain and ordinary meaning” standard is particularly
appropriate under the AIA because of the limited opportunity
for claim amendment. As the majority below recognized in
both its original and amended opinions, even the USPTO does
not employ the “broadest reasonable interpretation” when reexamining the claims of an expired patent because the patentee
is unable to amend the claims.41
Nothing in the AIA, moreover, requires the IPR Board
to employ the “broadest reasonable interpretation” for claim
construction. To the contrary, a simple panel majority of two
judges below decided that Congress “impliedly approved” the
rule merely by creating the new IPR proceedings.42
As the Supreme Court has long recognized, however,
“Congress’ silence is just that—silence.”43 Here, the purpose
of Congress was to create a streamlined alternative to district
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court litigation. As with district court litigation, the process is
adjudicative, reviewable by the Federal Circuit. If the goal is to
reach the same result on claim constructions, then the standard
should be the same.
Indeed, if the standard is not the same, then the law directed to claim construction will become increasingly muddled.
Inevitably, law developed and refined by the Federal Circuit
when addressing district court claim constructions under the
“plain and ordinary meaning” standard will diverge from that
arising when the Federal Circuit reviews decisions based on the
“broadest reasonable construction” standard. This would be a
disservice to patentees that has no place in patent law and no
grounding in the AIA.
VI. Cuozzo’s Second Issue
Of less importance, perhaps, from the standpoint of intellectual property law but of great importance from a structural
separation of powers point of view is whether the PTAB’s decision to institute an IPR is even judicially reviewable. On its face,
35 U.S.C. § 314(d) provides that “whether to institute an inter
partes review under this section shall be final and nonappealable.” But does that mean the law merely prohibits interlocutory
appeals of the PTO’s decision to institute such a proceeding,
or that an aggrieved party may not ultimately appeal on the
grounds that the Board improperly instituted a proceeding?
In normal patent litigation, of course, nothing prohibits a
party from appealing a district court’s decision on the grounds
that the court lacked jurisdiction in the first place or that it
erred in failing to grant a motion to dismiss. But does a party’s
choice to challenge a patent’s validity in an IPR accomplish
exactly the opposite result?
The issue arises in Cuozzo because of the narrow language
of the AIA’s jurisdictional grant of IPR authority to the PTAB.
Under the AIA, the petition for IPR must identify with particularity “the grounds on which the challenge to each claim is
based, and the evidence that supports the grounds for the challenge to each claim.44 The PTO may then institute IPR only if
“the Director determines that the information presented in the
petition … and any response … shows that there is a reasonable
likelihood that the petitioner would prevail.45
Yet in Cuozzo, Garmin as the petitioner had raised certain prior art only against claims 10 and 14, and the Director
found that this art did not raise questions of Section 102 or 103
unpatentability against either one of those claims. Instead, the
Director applied against claims 10 and 14 prior art that Garmin
had cited only against claim 17, and invalidated all three claims.
Cuozzo claims that this exceeds the PTAB’s granted authority
because, in essence, neither the petition nor the response46
presented any evidence of the cited prior art with respect to
either claim 10 or claim 14.
In support of its argument, Cuozzo notes that IPR is but
one of three new adversarial administrative proceedings that
the AIA has created for challenging validity of issued patents.
In addition to the IPR at issue in Cuozzo, the AIA also created
“post-grant review,” which is available for patents during the first
nine months after issuance,47 and “covered business method,” or
“CBM,” review.48 The difference in how the Federal Circuit has
treated IPRs from CBMs at least lends support to petitioners’
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position that the PTAB’s decision to institute an IPR should
be judicially reviewable.
All three types of adjudication are procedurally similar
in that the PTAB decides in response to a challenger’s petition
whether to instate the proceeding, then conducts a trial-like
proceeding and issues a final written decision regarding patentability. Despite acknowledging in the CBM context that
reviewability of the Board’s decisions is “a question of tremendous prospective importance” that may affect “countless future
appeals,”49 the PTO argues that such findings are nonreviewable
in both cases.
Yet just one day after a divided panel of the Federal Circuit held in Cuozzo that the Board’s decision to institute IPR
is not reviewable because of 35 U.S.C. 314(d), another divided
Federal Circuit panel held in Versata that the Board’s decision
to institute a CBM proceedings is reviewable, even though
the governing statutory language is identical.50 A later Federal
Circuit panel tried unconvincingly to distinguish Versata as
“limited to the unique circumstance of [CBM review]’ but was
forced to acknowledge in Achates Reference Publ’g, Inc. v. Apple
Inc.,51 that the statutory provisions governing IPR and CBM
review are “identically worded.”52
Accordingly, petitioners in Cuozzo argue, the Supreme
Court of the United States should accept this opportunity to
provide its guidance to the highest lower court of review on
the question, which has already aired the merits of both sides
of the argument in their respective opinions in two separate
cases. Whether the High Court will do so we don’t yet know;
as of December 11, 2015, no conference had yet been set to
vote on whether to grant the petition for certiorari in Cuozzo.
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The Federalist Society takes no positions on particular legal and public policy matters. Any expressions of opinion are those of
the author. Whenever we publish an article that advocates for a particular position, as here, we offer links to other perspectives
on the issue, including ones opposed to the position taken in the article. We also invite responses from our readers. To join the
debate, please e-mail us at info@fedsoc.org.
• Elizabeth Weeks Leonard, Right to Experimental Treatment: FDA New Drug Approval, Constitutional Rights, and the Public’s
Health, 37 Journal of Law, Medicine and Ethics 2009 (April 18, 2008), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=1208428.
• Sam Adriance, Fighting for the ‘Right to Try’ Unapproved Drugs: Law as Persuasion, 124 Yale L.J. F. 148 (2014), available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2698239.
• Y. Tony Yang, Brian Chen, and Charles Bennett, “Right-to-Try” Legislation: Progress or Peril?, Journal of Clinical Oncology
(2015), available at http://jco.ascopubs.org/content/early/2015/07/14/JCO.2015.62.8057.full.
• Roger Pilon, M. Edward Whelan, Jonathan H. Adler, Curt Levey, Abigail Alliance v. von Eschenbach Online Debate, Federalist
Society (2007), available at http://www.fed-soc.org/publications/detail/abigail-alliance-v-von-eschenbach.
Do dying Americans have the right to try to save their
own lives and the lives of their children? The question seems
absurd because the answer is—or seems as if it should be—
obvious. But every year millions of Americans suffering from
fatal diseases are denied access to safe, potentially life-saving
medicines by the federal government. Darcy Olsen’s The Right
to Try is a shocking, sometimes heartbreaking, yet ultimately
hopeful account of an ongoing tragedy and the growing campaign to put an end to it.
Federal law—specifically, the Food, Drug & Cosmetic
Act1 (FDCA)—generally prohibits marketing and distributing
drugs that have not yet been approved by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). It takes an average of fifteen years to
bring a new drug to market (Olsen, 215). Americans suffering
from fatal diseases for which there is no FDA-approved treatment have limited options. For all but the very few terminallyill Americans who are qualified for and able to participate in
clinical trials of unapproved drugs, or receive unapproved
drugs through the FDA’s “compassionate use” programs (which
provide terminally-ill patients with access to drugs on a case-bycase basis), the delay is deadly. As President of the Goldwater
Institute, Olsen champions “Right to Try” (RTT) laws—state
laws that are designed to expand access to “investigational”
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drugs that have passed basic safety trials required by the FDA
but have not yet been fully approved.
RTT laws have proven extraordinarily popular. As of
this date, they have been approved in 24 states; in 14 of those
states, they were enacted by the state legislature without a single
dissenting vote in either house (25). Their popularity evinces a
widely-held conviction among Americans that we have a right
to try to save our own lives from deadly diseases or other fatal
conditions. But because federal law trumps conflicting state
laws, RTT laws are vulnerable to legal challenges by the FDA,
and drug manufacturers face fines and even imprisonment for
FDCA violations.2 If the right to try is to be secured, federal
courts must be prepared to recognize and enforce the constitutional right of self-preservation. Thus far, they have abdicated
their responsibility to do so in cases involving investigational
drugs.
In this essay, I will summarize Olsen’s book, argue that
the Constitution protects the right of terminally-ill patients to
try to save their own lives, and sketch the contours of a judicial
approach that will ensure that the right to try is consistently
enforced in our courts.
I. Tragedy and Triumph: The Right to Try Movement
Like the movement it chronicles, The Right to Try is a
story of tragedies and triumphs—tragedies brought about
by federally-imposed roadblocks to accessing promising new
drugs and triumphs achieved by courageous and determined
Americans who are working hard to remove those roadblocks.
Consider Jenn McNary. McNary’s sons, Austin and Max,
are both afflicted with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, a fatal
disorder for which no FDA-approved treatment was available
when McNary received her sons’ diagnoses (30). Only through
assiduous research and tireless efforts to identify a clinical trial
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for a promising drug was McNary able to get her younger son,
Max, access to a drug that worked, called eteplirsen (34). But
by that time Austin’s condition had deteriorated to the point
where he could not participate in the eteplirsen trial. Three years
later, the FDA allowed the company that developed eteplirsen
to expand its trials to include some older, sicker children, and
Austin was finally able to get into a trial (261). The drug seems
to be helping him—but, owing to the delay, Austin will not
walk again (262). “None of this,” Olsen explains, “was to ensure the safety of the drug; it was all to get as close as possible
to absolute certainty about the drug’s efficacy before the FDA
approved its release” (263).
Understanding the plight of McNary and her sons requires a brief summary of the FDA’s drug approval process.
Before any new drug is eligible for full approval and marketing,
the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services must find “substantial evidence that the drug will
have the effect it purports or is represented to have.”3 Under
the authority conferred upon it by the FDCA, the FDA has
promulgated regulations that require three phases of government testing on people. In Phase I, drugs are tested on 20 to 80
people to determine “the side effects associated with increasing
doses, and, if possible, to gain early evidence on effectiveness.”4
Phase II involves targeted, controlled clinical studies of up to
several hundred people “to evaluate the effectiveness of the…
drug . . . and to determine the common short-term side effects
and risks associated with the drug.”5 Phase III expanded trials,
which can include several thousand people, are “are intended to
gather the additional information about effectiveness and safety
that is needed to evaluate the overall benefit-risk relationship
of the drug.”6
Olsen describes the struggles of dying Americans and
those who seek to aid them as they navigate a slow, cruel,
costly, confounding regulatory process. The process is slow—as
noted above, it can take years to bring a new drug to market.
The process can seem cruel—the FDA continues to require
“double-blind placebo controlled trials,” which means that
parents of terminally-ill children must decide whether to enroll
them in a trial that may provide them only with sugar water
rather than a life-saving drug—even when it is well-understood
what happens to those who do not get treated (223-226). The
process is costly—drug manufacturers may not make a profit
from emerging drugs and it costs millions of dollars to develop
new drugs (206). The process is confounding—the FDA will
approve a drug designed to treat a particular disorder on the
basis of a short, small-scale study and then require far more
complex, lengthier clinical study for follow-on drugs (222225). And the FDA can, in Olsen’s words, “pull the football
back” just when it seems as if approval is near—the FDA will
inform companies that it is open to a new drug application
after numerous trials demonstrating that the drug is safe and
effective, then turn around and demand more data, delaying
access for years (55-59).
Few alternatives are available to terminally-ill Americans
suffering from diseases for which there is no FDA-approved
treatment. They can enter into clinical trials for promising new
drugs, but doing so can be very difficult. 40 percent of cancer
patients try to get into trials—only 3 percent succeed (184). The
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criteria for participants are strict, and they are getting stricter,
with eligibility criteria doubling over the past decade (185). As
noted above, Austin McNary initially did not qualify because
he was too sick; others are rejected because they are too healthy
(52). Still others simply live too far away from institutions at
which trials are conducted to make the trip.
The FDA and Congress have created “compassionate use”
programs to provide early access to unapproved drugs outside of
clinical trials. The FDA may approve use of an unapproved drug
for the treatment of “serious or immediately life-threatening
disease[s]” if there exists “no comparable or satisfactory alternative drug or other therapy,”7 if “[t]he drug is under investigation
in a controlled clinical trial,”8 and if the drug manufacturer
“is actively pursuing marketing approval of the investigational
drug with due diligence.”9 Drug manufacturers may not profit
from any approved compassionate use program—they may
only “recover costs of manufacture, research, development, and
handling of the investigational drug.”10
These compassionate use programs are wholly insufficient
to meet the need for access to emerging drugs. Although about
1,658,370 Americans were diagnosed with cancer in 2015 and
589,430 will die of it, the FDA receives only an average of 1,200
compassionate use requests per year (184). Why? An application for compassionate use requires a willing patient, a willing
physician, and a willing drug manufacturer. Doctors rarely
bother to apply for compassionate use for their patients because
the barriers are overwhelming. The paperwork alone may take
up to 100 hours to complete; that amounts to over two work
weeks per patient,11 which means, in effect, two weeks off from
treating other patients. Drug manufacturers cannot be forced
to provide drugs and they are reluctant to do so. Expanded use
programs are very expensive, and, again, drug manufacturers
cannot profit from them. Manufacturers also cite the risk that
compassionate use could cause the FDA to delay approval of
their new drugs if an adverse event occurs with a patient, and
express concern that it will be harder to recruit patients for the
large, randomized placebo trials the FDA requires if they make
drugs available through a compassionate access program (189).12
FDA officials contend that they are not standing in the way of
access, and argue instead that the drug manufacturers are being
overly conservative (190). As Olsen summarizes the situation,
“The drug companies blame the FDA. The FDA blames the
drug companies. Meanwhile, patients are dying—and no one
is doing much of anything to help patients access promising
drugs and treatments” (192).
Olsen makes a powerful case that the FDA is in the grip
of an “often irrational quest for certainty” and is blind to the
reality confronting terminally-ill patients (227). Thus, Dr. Janet
Woodcock, director of the FDA Center for Drug Evaluation
and Research, defends the FDA’s restriction on access to drugs
that have passed Phase-I safety trials by saying that it “would not
be good” “if people who build bridges… or skyscrapers” built
them and they fell down eight out of ten times, and that eight
of ten drugs that pass Phase-I trials do not prove effective (227).
But, to draw upon that rather flippant metaphor, terminally-ill
Americans are standing on bridges that are rapidly collapsing,
and they must scramble to safety somehow. As Olsen puts it,
“[w]hen someone has a terminal illness and has no other op-
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tions, he will gladly take a drug with a 50 percent chance of 20
percent effectiveness, over the 100 percent chance that he will
die without the drug” (227).
Olsen’s efforts to fix this broken system began in 2012,
when a group of oncologists from the Cancer Treatment Centers
of America (CTCA), one of the nation’s leading networks of
cancer-treatment hospitals and outpatient centers, approached
the Goldwater Institute. CTCA had been following Goldwater’s
campaign to pass state constitutional amendments that protect
the rights of workers to vote by secret ballot in choosing whether
their workforce will be represented by a union. Frustrated by
Congress’s failure to address a national medical emergency, the
CTCA sought advice about whether states could do anything
to expand access to investigational drugs that might save cancer
patients’ lives (18-19).
In the subsequent months, Olsen and her colleagues created a blueprint for state legislation designed to expand access
to investigational drugs and began a campaign to persuade
legislators to enact “Right to Try” laws. These laws share several
features. All permit drug manufacturers to supply investigational
drugs that have passed Phase-I testing to terminally-ill patients
who have exhausted all conventional treatment options, but
only under certain conditions. The patient’s doctor must have
recommended the drug; the drug must remain part of the
FDA’s ongoing evaluation and approval process, and the patient
must have given informed consent. Finally, all RTT laws bar
state licensing boards from taking disciplinary action against
physicians for recommending or prescribing drugs under the
above conditions (24).13
Today, 24 RTT laws have been approved, thanks to a
growing coalition of conservatives and liberals, moms and dads,
pioneering researchers and former FDA officials—anyone and
everyone who has been galvanized by the call to help their fellow
Americans save their own lives (24). But, as we will see below,
there is a very real question as to whether these laws are, in effect,
“placebo legislation” that cannot produce meaningful changes
in access to investigational medicine—at least, not unless the
courts are prepared to recognize and enforce a constitutional
right to try to preserve one’s life.
II. Judicial Abdication: Denying the Right to Try
Olsen depicts the Right to Try movement as a series of
“political miracles” (26) and a vindication of federalism—the
constitutional distribution of power between the federal government and the states, which guards against the concentration
of power in any one governmental entity. And so it is. It is
rare to find an issue that is capable of uniting Americans of all
ideological persuasions in the service of a common end, and it
is inspiring to see politicians setting partisanship aside to address a desperate need. The Right to Try movement offers vivid
illustration of how, as Alexander Hamilton put it in Federalist
28, “If [the peoples’] rights are invaded by either [states or the
federal government], they can make use of the other as the
instruments of redress.”
But the FDA’s authority to regulate investigational drugs
is conferred by federal law, and it is well-established that
federal law (and regulations passed pursuant to federal law)
preempts conflicting state laws, rendering them invalid under
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the Constitution’s Supremacy Clause.14 If the FDA decides
that the FDCA preempts RTT laws, it could seek to enjoin
the states from thwarting its regulatory efforts and subject drug
manufacturers who market and distribute unapproved drugs to
enforcement actions. While it is true that, as Olsen puts it, “[f ]
ederal regulations that violate our constitutional liberties can
never trump state laws protecting those liberties” (224), that
begs the question: Does the Constitution protect the right to
try to preserve one’s own life? The answer is yes, yet the courts
have disavowed any responsibility to enforce what Olsen calls
“the most personal, intimate right of all” (245) in cases involving access to investigational drugs.
It is beyond reasonable dispute that the people who wrote
and adopted our Constitution believed that the essential function of any legitimate government was the protection of natural
rights—rights that people possess in virtue of being born.15 For
the Framers, the need to secure natural, “unalienable” rights
both justified government and limited the scope of its “just powers.”16 As James Wilson, arguably the leading political theorist
among the Framers, put it, government “should be formed to
secure and enlarge the natural rights of its members; and every
government, which has not this in view, as its principal object,
is not a government of the legitimate kind.”17
This understanding of the function and limits of government is embodied in numerous constitutional provisions that
refer to preexisting rights and safeguard people against governmental deprivations of those rights.18 The most important
constitutional provision for our purposes is the Due Process
of Law Clause of the Fifth Amendment, which guarantees,
in relevant part, that “No person shall be… deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law.” The concept
of “due process of law” is drawn from Magna Carta’s “law of
the land” clause,19 which Founding-era lawyers, influenced by
seventeenth-century jurist Sir Edward Coke, understood to be
a prohibition against arbitrary government actions—unjustified
deprivations of natural or common law rights.20 Understood in
historical context, the phrase “due process of law” connotes a
normative conception of law, according to which government
actions that lack certain characteristics are not law at all.21
One can see this normative conception of law at work in
many late eighteenth-century judicial decisions, perhaps most
clearly in Justice Samuel Chase’s opinion in Calder v. Bull.22 In
Calder, the Supreme Court considered whether a state statute
that vacated a probate court’s invalidation of a will and ordered
a new trial of the will, despite the statute of limitations for
appeals having run, violated the Constitution’s prohibition
of ex post facto legislation by the states. Although the Court
concluded that the statute was not ex post facto legislation,
Justice Chase opined that states had no power to pass ex post
facto legislation even if the Constitution did not specifically
prohibit them from doing so: “There are certain vital principles
in our free Republican governments, which will determine and
overrule an apparent and flagrant abuse of legislative power; as
to authorize manifest injustice by positive law; or to take away
that security for personal liberty, or private property, for the
protection whereof the government was established.”23 Chase
went on to explain that a government action inconsistent with
the primary purposes for which “government [is] established”
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is not law: “An Act of the Legislature (for I cannot call it a law)
contrary to the great first principles of the social compact, cannot be considered a rightful exercise of legislative authority.”24
Justice James Iredell famously disagreed, contending that the
only limits on government power were those written into the
Constitution’s text: “If… a government… were established,
by a Constitution, which imposed no limits on the legislative
power, the consequence would inevitably be, that whatever the
legislative power chose to enact, would be lawfully enacted,
and the judicial power could never interpose to pronounce it
void.”25 Although Iredell’s positivist understanding of “law” has
been embraced by some conservative originalists (perhaps most
famously by Judge Robert Bork26), his understanding appears
to have been an outlier.27
It is difficult to think of a government action more hostile to the purposes for which government is established than
one that prevents people from preserving their own lives and
thus makes the exercise of any other rights impossible.28 James
Wilson called the right to self-preservation “the primary law of
nature.”29 Alexander Hamilton stated that it was “paramount
to all positive forms of government.”30 In a series of decisions
spanning the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the
Supreme Court consistently acknowledged the existence of a
right to self-defense from violent attack, often without citing
any constitutional provision.31 The Court has held in several
cases that the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process of Law
Clause protects the right to terminate a pregnancy in order to
preserve life or health.32 Most recently, the Court in District of
Columbia v. Heller33 held that the Second Amendment protects
an individual right to bear arms that is rooted in an “inherent
right of self-defense.”34
Notwithstanding the above history and case law, the FDA’s
restrictions on access to investigational drugs have never been
the subject of a successful constitutional challenge. The leading Supreme Court decision in this area remains United States
v. Rutherford, in which the Court held that the government
has an interest in regulating unsafe drugs.35 But the Court in
Rutherford did not consider whether terminally-ill patients have
a right to try investigational drugs. Further, as Olsen notes, the
case involved a “highly toxic product” called laetrile that the
FDA had identified as a “public health menace” and could cause
mental confusion, comas, and even death (246).
The most substantial treatment of the constitutional status of the right to try arose from a suit by the Abigail Alliance
for Better Access to Developmental Drugs, an organization of
terminally-ill patients and their supporters. The organization
was founded by Frank Burroughs, whose daughter, Abigail, died
of cancer before the FDA approved a drug that might have saved
her life. The Alliance sought to enjoin the FDA from enforcing
its policy of barring the sale of post-Phase I investigational drugs
to terminally-ill patients. The Alliance argued that the Fifth
Amendment’s Due Process of Law Clause protects the right
of terminally-ill patients who have no government-approved
treatment options, acting on their doctor’s advice, to procure
those medicines (247).
In Abigail Alliance v. Von Eschenbach,36 a three-judge
panel of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia initially ruled in the Alliance’s favor. Judge Judith
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Rogers, writing for the majority, applied the two-step test set
forth by the Supreme Court in Washington v. Glucksberg37
for identifying unenumerated “fundamental” rights—rights
not expressly listed in the Constitution’s text but nonetheless
entitled to heightened judicial scrutiny rather than the highly
deferential “rational-basis test” applied to all other unenumerated rights. The Glucksberg test requires that the right being
asserted 1) be given a “careful description” and 2) be “deeply
rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition” to qualify as a
fundamental right.38 The majority described the claimed right as
“the right of terminally-ill patients, acting on a doctor’s advice,
to obtain potentially life-saving medication when no alternative
treatment approved by the government is available.”39 Turning
to history, the majority found that the right of control over
one’s body, including the “right to self-defense and the right to
self-preservation” was recognized throughout Anglo-American
history and law, whereas regulation of access to new drugs is
relatively recent, and requirements that drug manufacturers
provide evidence of effectiveness as distinct from mere safety
are more recent still.40 The majority also drew upon Cruzan v.
Director, Missouri Department of Health,41 in which the Supreme
Court held that the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process of
Law Clause protects a terminally-ill patient’s right to refuse lifesustaining treatment. In Cruzan, the Court stated that “the Due
Process Clause protects an interest in life as well as an interest
in refusing life-sustaining medical treatment.”42 “The logical
corollary,” wrote Judge Rogers, “is that an individual must also
be free to decide for herself whether to assume any known or
unknown risks of taking a medication that might prolong her
life.”43 The majority concluded that the FDA’s policy burdened
a fundamental right and thus was subject to strict scrutiny—the
most demanding standard of judicial review.44 It remanded the
case to the district court to determine whether the FDA’s policy
was narrowly tailored to serve a compelling government interest.
This victory proved short-lived. The FDA petitioned the
court for a rehearing, and the full circuit court reversed. Judge
Thomas Griffith, writing for the court, stressed that the Supreme
Court has directed lower courts to “exercise the utmost care”
when identifying unenumerated fundamental rights, “lest the
liberty protected by the Due Process Clause be subtly transformed into the policy preferences of the [courts’ members].”45
Accepting at face value the FDA’s assertions that the drugs were
potentially unsafe because post-Phase I tests are also concerned
with safety, the court denied that any right of self-preservation
was implicated, reasoning that “terminally-ill patients cannot
fairly be characterized as using reasonable force to defend themselves when they take unproven and possibly unsafe drugs.”46
Thus, the court defined the claimed right as the right to “be
free to assume the risk of investigational drugs” “with no proven
therapeutic benefit.”47 The court, drawing upon drug regulations
dating back to the colonial period, found that “[o]ur Nation’s
history and traditions have consistently demonstrated that the
democratic branches are better certainly suited to decide the
proper balance between the uncertain risks and benefits of medical technology, and are entitled to deference in doing so.”48 Thus,
the court determined that no fundamental right was implicated
by the FDA’s policy. Applying the rational-basis test, the court
easily concluded that the FDA’s policy was constitutional, cit-
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ing the Supreme Court’s decision in Rutherford, and urged the
plaintiffs to seek recourse “through the democratic process.”49
In a vigorous dissent, Judge Rogers, writing for herself
and Chief Judge Douglas Ginsburg, took the majority to task
for its “flawed conception” of the right claimed by the Alliance and its “stunning misunderstanding of the stakes.”50 She
drew extensively upon the common law doctrines of necessity
and self-defense, as well as common law prohibitions against
interference with rescue, explaining these doctrines’ roots in an
underlying right of self-preservation.51 To the majority’s argument that the sought-after drugs might not save anyone’s life,
Judge Rogers responded that although one cannot be certain
that the “driver of a car that is hurtling towards a cliff” will
“press the brake” in time to save his life, he will certainly die if
he does not.52 “No doubt the deceased members of the Alliance who were denied access to investigational drugs that were
subsequently approved by the FDA would have been surprised
to learn that these drugs… were unnecessary,” she observed.53
Judge Rogers noted that the Supreme Court had recently reaffirmed that the government may not ban abortion procedures
if doing so subjects women to significant health risks,54 adding
as well that “[n]owhere in the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence
has it intimated that the government may ban procedures that
represent a patient’s only chance of survival because they might
not be successful.”55 Judge Rogers went on to emphasize the recent lineage of restrictions on access to drugs based upon efficacy
and observed that doctors are not prohibited from and often
do prescribe drugs for purposes that the FDA has not approved
“even if the drug is not deemed safe and effective for that use,
such as when a drug studied only for adults is prescribed for
a child.”56 Judge Rogers accused the majority of engaging in
“tragic wordplay” in concluding that “the right to save one’s life
is unprotected notwithstanding the specific protection afforded
life in the Fifth Amendment,”57 and of neglecting prior decisions
recognizing a “right to be free from unwarranted government
intrusion.”58 Judge Rogers wrote, “It is difficult to imagine any
context in which this liberty interest would be stronger than
in trying to save one’s own life.”59
As Olsen notes, the D.C. Circuit is only one of twelve circuits, and no other circuit courts are bound by Abigail Alliance
(247). Nonetheless, the decision reveals a broken jurisprudence.
The right to self-preservation is not merely a fundamental right
but the fundamental right.60 There is no sensible principle that
justifies recognizing (as the Supreme Court has) a right to save
one’s own life by killing an attacker or undergoing a procedure
that kills a viable fetus—but not a right to save one’s own life by
using a medical procedure that does not involve killing.61 And
yet, the Abigail Alliance court failed to either grasp the right at
stake or offer meaningful protection to it.
III. Judicial Engagement: Securing the Right to Try
Abigail Alliance both discloses the need for effective judicial enforcement of the right to try and demonstrates that our
prevailing approach to judicial review cannot fulfill that need.
The D.C. Circuit’s decision was the product of a deeply flawed
approach to identifying “fundamental” rights and a default
standard of judicial review—the rational-basis test—that is, as
former Justice John Paul Stevens once put it, “tantamount to
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no review at all.”62 Fortunately, a treatment for what ails our
jurisprudence is readily available.
How did we get to Abigail Alliance? Following the Civil
War, state courts and, later, the Supreme Court used the Due
Process of Law Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to protect both enumerated rights, like freedoms of
speech and of the press,63 and unenumerated natural and
common law rights, like the right to earn a living64 and the
right to raise and guide the upbringing of children.65 But in
the seminal case of United States v. Carolene Products,66 a Court
that had come to accept longstanding Progressive criticism of
its use of the Due Process of Law Clauses to protect economic
liberty set forth a new framework for judicial review. This
framework was designed to preserve judicial protection for
some individual rights deemed particularly important while
allowing the government a wide berth to regulate “ordinary
commercial transactions.”67 Justice Harlan Fiske Stone, writing for the Court, stated that regulatory legislation ought to be
upheld “unless in the light of facts made known or generally
assumed it is of such a character to preclude the assumption that
it rests upon some rational basis.”68 But in a famous footnote
(today known simply as “Footnote Four”) the Court left open
the possibility that “more searching judicial inquiry” might be
called for when legislation appears on its face to be within a
specific prohibition of the Constitution, such as those of the
first ten amendments,” interferes with the political process, or
targets “discrete and insular minorities.”69
The “more searching scrutiny” contemplated by Footnote
Four anticipated the development of “heightened scrutiny,”
which (in both its intermediate and strict forms) places the burden on the government to demonstrate, with reliable evidence,
that its actions are calculated to achieve a proper governmental
end. By contrast, the rational-basis test requires challengers to
demonstrate the unconstitutionality of the government’s actions
and does not require the government to either offer any evidence
or establish a factual nexus between its choice of means and its
purported ends. Lower courts following the Supreme Court’s
lead have understood the rational-basis test to require judges
not to seek out the government’s true ends, disregard evidence
concerning those ends, and even invent justifications for the
government’s actions that have no support in the record.70
Often, the difference between heightened scrutiny and rationalbasis review is the difference between meaningful judicial review
and a charade with a predetermined outcome.
Although the Court initially applied heightened scrutiny
only to burdens on textually enumerated rights, it later conferred “fundamental” status upon certain unenumerated rights
on an ad hoc basis, including the right to bodily integrity, the
right to associate, the right to private sexual intimacy, and the
right to marry.71 It distinguished these “personal” rights from
“economic” rights that were associated with a discredited line
of precedent—and one might add, were simply regarded as
less important.72 The “restrained methodology” articulated in
Glucksberg and applied in Abigail Alliance was devised to prevent
the “liberty” protected by the Court’s Due Process of Law from
being “subtly transformed into… [judges’] policy preferences.”73
As the result in Abigail Alliance demonstrates, Glucksberg
has been interpreted to oblige judges to avoid recognizing
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any new unenumerated rights, lest they engage in judicial
policymaking. Courts have read Glucksberg’s requirement of
a “careful description” to mean a narrow description, and it is
more difficult to argue that narrowly described rights are deeply
rooted in our nation’s history and traditions.74 Thus, a “right to
procure and use investigational drugs” fares more poorly than
the right to self-preservation.
Together, the Glucksberg framework and the rational-basis
test have produced a jurisprudence of unenumerated rights
that is constitutionally unjustifiable and fundamentally unprincipled.75 There is no constitutional basis for distinguishing
between “fundamental” rights and other exercises of constitutionally protected freedoms and subjecting burdens on the latter
to a less rigorous (indeed, often toothless) standard of review.76
Further, an approach that encourages narrow rather than accurate descriptions of rights claims and gives judges cover to fail
to vindicate genuine rights is no less an invitation to judicial
policymaking than an ad hoc approach that (according to critics)
gives judges cover to vindicate counterfeit rights.
Instead of marking out “fundamental” rights for special
treatment and reflexively deferring to the government in the vast
majority of constitutional settings, judges should consistently
seek to determine whether restrictions on constitutionally
protected freedoms are justified by a proper governmental end.
Doing so requires consistent judicial engagement—genuinely
impartial judicial review in which judges require the government
to affirmatively demonstrate the constitutionality of its actions
with reliable evidence.77
What would this approach look like in the context of a
constitutional challenge to the FDA’s restrictions on investigational drugs? Certainly, protecting people from potentially
unsafe drugs and ensuring that they are not duped by quacks are
proper ends. We have seen, however, that the FDA’s restrictions
on drug access prevent terminally-ill patients from exercising
the right of self-preservation. The government must therefore be
required to demonstrate with reliable evidence that this burden
is necessary to achieve concededly proper ends. Such judicial
engagement is the rule in heightened scrutiny cases involving
burdens on “fundamental” rights. It ought to be the rule in
every constitutional case.
How would engaged review of the FDA’s policies differ
from the rational-basis review applied by the Abigail Alliance
court? An engaged judge would not simply defer to the FDA’s
policy choices without making any effort to evaluate whether
medicine that passed Phase-I testing is in fact unsafe or whether
there is any credible evidence of fraud, but would conduct a
factual review of the record. She would be cognizant of the fact
that patients are acting on the advice of licensed physicians who
have knowledge of their specific needs. She would distinguish
medicine that has been identified as highly toxic from medicine
that has passed basic safety tests. She would consider whether
there is a public safety interest that counsels against denying
access to medicine, as well as in favor of its regulation. Olsen
recounts the horrific story of a clinic called “Oasis of Hope”
that continues to offer laetrile—the “highly toxic product” at
issue in Rutherford—to American patients across the border in
Mexico (246). Instead of protecting terminally-ill patients from
quack cures, the FDA’s policies may be driving them to seek
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out treatments that are not only ineffective but dangerous, for
lack of other options. In summary, judicial engagement would
ensure that the FDA makes a compelling showing of necessity
when it denies people access to drugs that could save their lives.
IV. Conclusion
The Right to Try is at heart an optimistic book. It is optimistic about the American people; it is optimistic about the
future of medicine; it is optimistic about the success of the Right
to Try movement. But the right to try will never be secure if
federal courts are unwilling to act as the “bulwarks of a limited
Constitution” that the Framers envisioned.78 The judiciary has a
responsibility to ensure that the most fundamental of all rights
“retained by the people”79 is not extinguished by their servants
in Washington or in their state capitals (245).
Olsen concludes her book with a comparison first
suggested by Tracy Seckler, whose son Charley suffers from
Duchenne and who has raised millions of dollars for Duchenne
research. Seckler compares the plight of terminally-ill children
to that of passengers on the Titanic. “We know it’s going down
with 100% certainty,” Seckler says. “Let’s work together to get
more lifeboats in the water” (58). For Olsen, this comparison
captures not only the urgency of her cause but the reason it
will ultimately triumph: “On the one hand, Americans see
drowning kids. On the other, they see the government and
the pharmaceutical industry making excuses for why we can’t
rescue them” (276).
Judges, too, have been making excuses when it comes to
recognizing and protecting our natural rights. Abigail Alliance
lays bare the human costs of doing so. The choice between
judicial engagement and judicial abdication is not a mere academic debate—it can be a matter of life and death. It is time
for judges to choose life.
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The Constitutional Foundations of Intellectual Property
By Randolph J. May & Seth L. Cooper
Reviewed by Richard A. Epstein*
The Natural Law Approach To Copyrights and Patents
One of the major unmarked developments in the past
century of American law has been the decline of natural law
thinking. Read any older treatment of, for example, property
rights, marriage, or contract, and the unquestioned approach
looks to natural law principles to set out the basic parameters
of these social arrangements. Individuals by nature had the
right to own and acquire property, and that gave them the full
right to the exclusive possession, use, and disposition of their
things. Marriage was a union between a man and woman to
carry out nature’s purpose of reproduction. Contract was the
body of rules that allowed individuals to cooperate with each
other in accordance with natural law. Until relatively recently,
it was always understood that any system of property, marriage,
or contract required formalities to verify that the appropriate
rights were properly observed. Similarly, no one ever thought
that these rights were so absolute in their inception that they
could not be limited for good reason in particular cases. Indeed,
the entire structure of the pleading laws, which built in ample
room for excuses and justifications, built high levels of flexibility
into the basic system.
The legal structures that grew up under the natural law
banner powered virtually every legal achievement prior to,
roughly speaking, the beginning of the twentieth century and
the rise of the Progressive Era, at which point many legal doctrines moved in reverse. The criticisms of natural law theory
predate that time; most famously, Jeremy Bentham quipped,
with William Blackstone as his major target, that “natural rights
are nonsense upon stilts.”1 Bentham, however, fell short in his
attack, because his own preferred rules for the acquisition of
property track to the letter the same conclusions that were
earlier reached by natural law thinkers. Thus, in the Theory
of Legislation, Bentham famously notes, “Property and law
are born together, and die together.”2 He posited a utilitarian
rationale for maintaining property rules to make good on his
claim about the nonexistence of any natural rights. He used the
example of a hunter who slays a deer, who has only the most
precarious possession if he must physically hold onto the animal
in order to preserve his claim of right. It is better if he may go
about his business secure in the knowledge that others cannot
take it away from him. Surely the state is needed to protect his
expectation of future use; but the state must also use its power
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to defend his possession of the deer even when he grasps it
firmly in his own hands, lest someone seek to wrest it from him.
The conceptual work on broadening the definition of
property comes from the thinking of the Roman scholars on
possession. These scholars well understood that the law had to
preserve possession even when actual physical control was not
present; otherwise, no one could seek a remedy for things taken
from his home while he was away. Blackstone wrote within this
Roman law tradition when he, in Chapter I, Book II of his
Commentaries, invokes natural law principles to conclude that:
[N]o man would be at the trouble to provide either
[shelter or raiments], so long as he had only an usufructuary property in them, which was to cease the instant
that he quitted possession; if, as soon as he walked out
of his tent, or pulled off his garment, the next stranger
who came by would have a right to inhabit the one, and
to wear the other.3
This connection is understood to this very day, for both
natural law thinkers and utilitarians unite in concluding that
unless individual labor is protected, no one will seek to accumulate or improve property in the first place. The old agricultural
proverb that “no one should reap where he has not sown” covers
far more than farming.
In their new book, Randy May and Seth Cooper work
within this strong natural law tradition to defend the basic
structure of intellectual property law. When a person makes an
invention, it is not sufficient to protect the prototype (the physical property) if others are free to build replicas at will. When a
person writes a novel, it is not sufficient to give him control of
the original manuscript but allow others to freely copy. In both
cases, the intangible nature of the property—which is the idea,
not its physical instantiation—requires that protection extend
against others who would copy the exemplar, lest the labor of
the inventor or writer allow less creative rivals to produce a
perfect substitute to the original invention or writing at a lower
cost. In this sense, the protection that one gives to these two
forms of intellectual property follow, as May and Cooper argue
at great length, from the Lockean theory of labor whereby one
individual acquires ownership of land or some particular thing
by “mixing” his labor with it.
In assembling the impressive and continuous historical
authority for the labor theory of value, May and Cooper successfully show how this natural law theory of property heavily
influenced founding-era thinking about intellectual property,
both at the state and the national level, even when the Articles
of Confederation were still in force. It is perfectly permissible,
even if ill-advised, for modern scholars to deride natural law
principles. But it is far riskier to deny that these theories had any
traction at the time that the United States Constitution—which
offers explicit protection to intellectual property—was drafted.
On this matter, it is sometimes said that the Constitution displays only an ambivalent commitment to protecting
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intellectual property because of the language found in Article
I, Section 8, Clause 8: “Congress shall have the power . . . to
promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing
for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right
to their respective writings and discoveries . . . .”4 Note that
the preamble to the clause makes an explicit utilitarian reference. Indeed, the phrase “useful arts” could be read to exclude
literary arts and only protect under copyright items that work
in harmony with patented inventions (i.e., shop manuals, not
novels). But it would surely be inane to read the provision
so narrowly as to exclude literature that is useful to mankind
for the insights it teaches and the pleasure it offers. On this
interpretive issue, moreover, natural law arguments may tip
the balance in favor of a broader constitutional construction,
for there is nothing whatsoever in the Lockean theory of value
that excludes one class of writings for the benefit of another.
Scientific and literary progress can extend in many directions
at the same time.
To be sure, the clause merely empowers Congress to protect writings and inventions, so Congress need not create any
system of patents or copyright at all. This would result in only
weak incentives for productive labor, but it would be constitutional. Such weaker incentives might include protection of
trade secrets, which can be secured by contracts. While these
are useful for secret processes, they are of no value for the ordinary machine tool that anyone could construct in the absence
of patent protection. They are also worthless with respect to
the protection of literary works. In these situations, patent and
copyright protect labor and innovation and thereby nurture the
creation of technologies and literary works that might never
have been created at all.
Critics often argue in response that patents and copyrights
give too much protection to labor by creating monopoly rents
that far exceed the value of the labor contributed. But this point
overstates the matter in two critical ways. First, the identical
objection could be made toward the Lockean view insofar as
it allows mixing labor to take land or wild animals out of the
postulated commons. As Locke well understood, the point is
not to mix as much labor as possible into some land, chattel,
or animal to claim it as one’s own. Indeed, the entire venture of
property acquisition would be futile if the only way to perfect
ownership in land or in any given object was to invest in it
labor in an amount equal to its value. It is far better to mix as
little labor as is needed to establish priority over the rest of the
world. Locke makes this point when he notes that gathering
the acorn is enough labor to obtain the right to cook or plant
it. The same is true with respect to patents and copyrights.5 The
less labor that is spent to create them, the greater the future
surplus. The quicker that one person can separate a given work
from the mass of common knowledge, the faster it can be put
to productive use or sale. By making this simple observation,
Locke adapts his labor theory of value to the Roman and common law rule, whereby the party who first takes possession of
a thing, whether by great or modest effort, has a good claim
against everyone else in the world.
The parallels on this score go deeper. It may be possible
to grab an acorn or to lasso an animal. But taking possession of
land is a far more complex problem because it is not economi-
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cally practical to permanently stay in one place, once the food
supply in that area has been exhausted. This is why the natural
mode of acquisition (i.e., by possession) is necessarily supplemented by requirements that the property be demarcated by
stones or other boundary markers in the first place, or registered,
preferably by survey, in the second. It is therefore not the case
that property rights are obtained in land solely by taking possession; the difficulties of proof require that formalities be observed. Similarly, filing is useful for both patents and copyrights.
Both systems parallel that of the acquisition of land in that
the driving force for acquisition is bottom-up. The state does
not create intellectual property rights to dole out to inventors
and authors in the modern systems of patents and copyrights.
That method, as May and Cooper rightly stress, invites the
worst form of industrial policy. This is what happened when
English kings routinely granted exclusive franchises to crown
favorites in order to maximize revenue, but without securing
the needed quid pro quo—a new invention or writing whose
creation was spurred by the public grant. In this regard too,
the need for bottom-up creation of rights has the same valence
with respect to both tangibles and intangibles: the object is to
leave as much surplus with the owner as possible, not as little.
The two systems are parallel to each other, even though very
different means of acquiring rights are needed since no one can
take physical possession of an intangible.
By the same token, it is important to note that the
exclusive right of possession and use in both contexts is not
tantamount to the creation of a monopoly in the economic
sense, in which one person is the sole supplier of a given good
or service. Exclusive rights to possession are as critical to patents
and copyrights as they are to land, animals, and chattels. But
in neither case do they prevent competition by other persons
who seek to fill the same niche using property over which they
have exclusive rights, as would be the case with a monopoly.
My ownership of Blackacre does not necessarily mean that I
have an exclusive right to run a restaurant. Others who wish
to enter into the restaurant niche can do so by acquiring and
developing Whiteacre or Greenacre. Only where the state has
conferred a franchise, or where physical properties allow for only
one seller—i.e., a harbor with room for only one pier—does
the monopoly issue arise. The strong legal protection of the
exclusive right of possession of property—physical and intellectual—has the added benefit of encouraging others to enter
that market space knowing that their rival property cannot be
copied either. Indeed, even the threat of illicit imitation may
well lead people to lower prices in the effort to lead others to
back off and turn away.
The second key point has to do with the duration of the
interests in question. Under the English law of fee simple absolute in possession, initial occupation of land gives perpetual
ownership of it. This is because, quite simply, there is no economic benefit to any temporal truncation of the basic property
right in land. Land can be farmed or developed only once, and
no owner will have the optimal incentive for its development
if the property will be thrown open to the first newcomer after
a certain date. Shorter interests, therefore, do not generate any
public good. Indeed, when these shorter interests are created,
it is always by lease, and the landlord and tenant are able to
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provide for what will happen at the expiration of the initial
term. In some cases, there may be renewal as of right; in other
cases, there may be a purchase of the residual interest; in still
others, any improvements may be removed or sold. All these
permutations, and others still more complex, are within the
capacity of the parties to specify at the outset, leaving the law
with the unenviable task of guessing the proper resolution in
cases where the parties have not made sufficient provision for
what happens at termination.
The end-period problem gets a very different analysis
for both patents and copyrights. The limiting of the patent or
copyright does not require renegotiation over specific assets,
as the assets in question slip into the public domain, available
to all on equal terms, at the termination of the interest. That
can happen because intellectual property is nonrivalrous, so
anyone else can use the same invention or writing along with
the owner. The Constitution specifies limited terms because
of this unique feature of intellectual property. Terms have to
be long enough to induce invention and authorship, but they
should not be so long as to block imitative use down the road.
Modern extensions through, for example, the Copyright Term
Extension Act of 1998,6 lose sight of the original trade-off and
thus represent a political regression from sound earlier policy
by making terms far too long.
Given all this, May and Cooper’s defense of the basic rights
in the natural law tradition is warranted. But the question then
arises: can these natural law principles deliver the remainder
of a workable patent or copyright system? In my view, natural
law tends to run out of gas when it comes to particular policy
judgments. At this point, an explicit reckoning of the utilitarian
trade-offs probably offers the better path of doctrinal coherence.
On this score, I think that May and Cooper do themselves a
disservice by limiting their focus to showing, as they surely do,
how natural law principles explain our intellectual property
system. In so doing, they only show that the older language
should not be regarded as alien or suspect. But they could have
strengthened their argument by critically examining the many
subordinate doctrines that make both patent and copyright
law tick. It is fine to explain that Joseph Story, the greatest
nineteenth-century expositor of the system, was a firm believer
in the protection of patents; but they might have fruitfully discussed how he and other writers dealt with particular questions,
such as patentable subject matter, nonobviousness, best mode,
or equivalents. A close look at originality, derivative works, and
fair use could have rounded out the discussion of copyright.
These key areas need discussion so that modern readers can be
confident that their devotion to natural law principles does not
drive patent law off the rails. If they had taken that approach,
they would have had to explain why certain ideas must be left
in the commons (as with air and water in the realm of physical
property) in order for the system to work more accurately. At
that point, the utilitarian justifications for any property system
work themselves back into the equation. In my own view, the
utilitarian foundations for natural law are deep, both historically
and analytically. May and Cooper have done a fine job on the
historical side. But in this age of widespread skepticism about
both patent and copyright, more has to be done to defend the
economic and moral foundations of two systems of intellectual
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property that have done so much good for the advancement of
human happiness, prosperity, and welfare.
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